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PREMIER RADIO COMPANY
6

(Regd.)

OPEN TILL
P.M. SATURDAYS

B.

H. MORRIS & CO. (RADIO) LTD.

(Dept. P.T.) 207, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

Telephone :
AMBASSADOR

4033

PADDINGTON

3271

SAFETY FIRST !
Build these PREMIER TELEVISORS
WHICH GIVE
COMPLETE SAFETY
TO THE CONSTRUCTOR
These Televisors use a double wound mains
transformer which gives you complete safety
from contact with the mains supply when
handling the chassis or controls.

* NEW
*

I.T.A. (WITH
TURRET TUNER)

DESIGN NO. 1.
MAY BE BUILT FOR

£33.7.11

PLUS COST
OF C.R.T.

BBC (ALL CHANNELS)

MAY BE BUILT FOR

DESIGN NO. 2

£27.9.4

PLUS COST
OF C.R.T.

BBC

&

CONSOLE CABINETS with full length doors for

14ín.,

MAY

16ín. and 17in. cubes. PRICE 614.14.0. H.P. Terms
Deposit
and 9 monthly payments of
18/6.
CONSOLE
CABINETS, half door, still available at 612.12.0. H.P. Terms
Deposit 66.6.0 and 8 monthly payments of 18/3.
On above cabinets add 21/- for pkg. and carr.
:

67.7.6

:

SEND

-

DCOL
ou

(Regd

bit

Detachable
type (List

EASILY BUILT IN

UNITS

2Id.

STAMP

FOR

OUR

1957

CATALOGUE

ARTHURS HAVE IT !

STOCKS OF VALVES and C.R.T.s.
Avo, Advance, Taylor and Cossor
Oscilloscopes in stock. AMPLIFIERS, Leak, Trix
& Quad.
GRAM UNITS, Garrard & Collaro.
Collaro TRANSCRIPTION UNIT 2010PX.
LOUDSPEAKERS, Goodmans, Wharfedale, WB,
Tannoy and leading makes.
PICK -UPS and
STYLI of most makes.
TAPE RECORDERS,
Grundig, Philips, Truvox, Playtime & Ferrograph.

rsd Ma,t)

METERS,

British and
Foreign Pats.

LATEST

VALVE MANUALS

Mullard, 10/6 ; Osram & Brimar No.
Osram Part 2, 10! -.

No. 64)
Reg. Designs,

Protective Shield
(List No. 68)

SEPARATE

5

LARGE

SOLDERING EQUIPMENT
ILLUSTRATED

BE

FULL CONSTRUCTION DETAILS AVAILABLE. INSTRUCTION
BOOK 3/6 POST FREE INCLUDES BOTH DESIGNS.

6,

5/- each

Postage 9d. each extra.

etc.

PARTICULARS

ON

REQUEST.

Terms C.O.D. OR CASH with order

Est.
1919

Catalogues

sent

FREE

Head Office, Sales

ADCOLA
PRODUCTS
LTD.
Gauden Road,

Telephones

:

MACaulay 4272

&

3101

:

Clapham High
St., London,
S. W.4

paOPS.'

ARTHUR GRAY. LTD.

OUR ONLY ADDRESS

:

Gray House

150 -152 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
TEMple Bar 5833/4 and 4765

-"

WESTCENT,
LONDON."
TELEGRAY,
TELEGRAMS
TELEGRAY." LONDON.
CABLES

-"

/FOR

26

6Arxi'l' 71

6J51+1'

54

7117

11/.
8/6

6J5M
6J6
0J70
666(4
6K7G

6/6

705
706

9/8,-

667M

6/9

5-

O9:iC.

12!6
96
L+

1L1.:,

IN5

10,'6

1110.3

^:8
4'8

Q4

9;6
9/8
8/6

p/-

W:
3""4

394
414

7/6
8/6

5f4/-

7/6

68(47
69117

611E /1

81-

681E7

p/-

681,7

11/6
g,8

64N7
68Q7
6987

/OR 7

61111

011\\

10 -

604
603 XT
606

9/8/-

5R4(fY

9/6

8/-

61,6 l;

5Y41:
SY3GT
5Z4G

818¡-

6F11

61)6

]06

716

6061

PUBLICATIONS,

ETC.

2 9

Port-

able Construction
A comprehensive
valve guide, Book No.
No. 121.
A comprehetri ,e
valve guide. (look No. 2.,.
No. 10:1. Rod iofolder " .\ "

5

1

8i_

936
316
9,11002
11,6
10F9
l'2A6
6;6
124117 8-

1

4/6

3:í7.41:T 8/6
9'3525
501.61/T 8'8

0-

611.

1

6

many other
alai TV
radio
components are listen in nar
current catalogue \, Ilich is
available to you now. Send 1,'stamps for ywur copy.

All

them
interesting

and

I

HEATER TRANSFORMERS
'
130,. INPUT

a., 814 each. 4 v. 1.5 a.. 5,'6 each.
a., 101- each. 5 v. 2 a.. 101- each.
0.3 v. 1.5 a., 61 each. 6.3 r
75 a.. 51 each.
12 v
10 - cart).
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
2 V. 3
4 v. 3

IS

ratios available,

6 6 each.

5,0/e) ohms to 3 ohms,
4o n'la, 4/6 each.
standard : 10.1416 ohms to 3 ohms,
411
rule. 9/6 each.
a0í.,1: 5000 ohms to 3 ohms,
4/9 each.
hms to 3 ohne,
6 id ee(', 5001
3/9 each.
CONTACT COOLED RECTIFIERS
to

.

telard

per

ropy/

Ilalf Wave:
125 V. RII ma, 5' -.

COMMERCIAL ALPHA CONVERTOR
('rive. 26.15.0.
Baton LI I Runge.
Tuneable
Single Knob Channel Changing.

or
*
*
* 4Valve Circuit.
*
THE f1210):.

Fi ti +l.
66.15.0.
4g4í0,1 Faulty

Bronze

NOTE

(:uav,nlerd

Workmanship r Materials
than valves) f',r 12 Muni h..
,

liunl'antee,lcrfor

13.4.2.
in I

12.8

E1,J1
11l.':1
E1,11
1/11.1

EF89

1018

01173M
1011ì5796

10/6

0I,96

101

KTWBS 8/6
KT Z-11 6/LP220
6'-

121
12 6

88
08

1016

lìLyl

PGIS

EY31
EY66

11/11/6
12/-

EY191

6/-

121

E140

91-

EZSU

10/10/-

10'7/6

EAF49
10641

EI148
O232

EBC41 10/-

RBF40 11/El 91
9/6
E0C40 12/8
E('C.44 12/8
F.CCßï 10/10X191

1AF80
ECF82 15/.
ECH35 114
EC/142 10/6
1101181 11/EP80

5/7,-

4(-

PE4A415'PXx84

P0F80

PC1,83 12/6

UL47
UY41

11!10/-

UY85
\'R21

10,'-

2/9

10/-

Y655

PLR3

121-

11 R2111

16

PY80
PY81

(ECB33)7'6
VR56
(EF36) 61-

4/6

PP233 3;11

10'8;-

FY43
PS93

5'-

18;-

15i7'8

QP3!
161'220

8.11

U10

19'-

U23
1'329

186

I"2

(KT1V64)

1.66.1A
(41'41)

6-6

6'-

VT'CI
A

9'-

(I /Pi)
UI l l

2.6

VC'l'_'A

8A

8-

W61
W77

8 6

Rlw
\6.6

10,-

116
116

iX79

66

T63

(P61)
3;9
VR91
(EP50) 4;-

15 -

81

(MUl`_':lD
8,9

3'-

V666

81-

8;EF4o 12i6
Per valve. SAME DAY SER\'H'E.

3.-

516

V1'39

VR57
(EK32) 8'VR65
(bP61) 3/-

101-

PY8'1

6/6

VP41
V470
VT52

(6834) 2'-

PL42

KT24

V'P23

6'-

VTfAI

1E1,39) 8/8

5/4'6i-

K633

4/-

IE1::l

VR54

1130
11L1'3'20
HP4113L

8.6;8;-

VR176
VR136
VR137

VRI50;308-

VR33

10111a-

1216

816

1701181 1216
171,4I
101-

PES2204

KT MR

Si

VEW!
(EAS0) 1/6
1'R105130

U6041 10'l'B('a! 11'UBFan 121'BFRU 12'8
U01442 12'6

3,'11

PEN25
P1iS40

KT33C 10'KT6,i 15'-

101-

EF'b'

8ylvania7/-

9/8

84

PCF82;124

KT/

ECLRII 101

11'8

U1141

15'-

2/-

KRC32
KF:I3

911416

l'AF44 11/6

181

51130

11.-

E148u

EAC91

13'-

Plfl

10-

EAB080

7/6

N37
N7a

111

1:11:4

8'6

1/3(70

MOI

VR91

U461

13.9

16.16

27:111

(other

Valves.
Day..

2.7.1

N.

LOUD SPEAKERS
All

125

/1

Typa

less

Translormers
each
17 6

186
196
176

44001/MANS Sin. 1-ni1

000DMANS 4ín..

18'8
19'6

nit

198
R. á A. 61in. Unit Mains Ene,y il.ed n00,,í60 IIr :I 17 6
I'LE /SEY Sin. Unit Mainv Energi erd don nhul. Oebl 21, 60ODMANS or 1ECTRONA Sin. trill) Output
701.

1

Transformer

21'6
26.-

Elliptical Speaker lain. a 611,.
BAKER riELHI' HST, :12113. Inva.'/ duly
15 ohms speech coil 20 wait.
5' Main, Energised S. rakr'

4

Pin PE

8/6 each.

12

a.

;idol 6

v.,

I

ei)

1211

ohms, 76 pair.

A large selection of

3

itch.

21;,

11k.

ueg.,

:Cdr.

1

88,

chr;

1101k,

..

"

),.I,

1, ,:_Ir

9.

Large stocke of aerial. ..n.1 for 11,1s..
Bock
Irrialitu 3 ciclnrl,2 M...L1
7,./ a ,. 30. -.

II

Type UHR 4,006 ohm, 16.- l'air.
High Resistamr'o type 13,6 poi r.
Aerialite Aem'ial semi air spar «,I
eon- /drooled.
te ,
cable. Centre
itable
Suciel inr Band III, 9d. yard.
4

51<,

urg..

3r9; dnnble polo,

HEADPHONES

Type CI.R

"

15.5.0
80 Val1c?

VIBRATORS
Ina se

11,11,

f'.,11,lusil

Ininiatino t)I.''

DI

.e

1.1

pleto
65.5.0.
.,i

" volume controls now' aeuikable.

,Irrinütr

,i,annel.,.

l:and
91.,d,1

I

III.

r26 el.,

uith chitlins) Inehing-,

g,'311..1o.1,C 11. i I.,.
.,54rrrnTufinish l'icic-uP.+ll,li., .
48.19.6 rah, iws1. etc., G -.
I

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
3 -way Mounting Type

1

a, 11:8.

I

Primar

RECTIFIERS
RM9, 5'6; RM //, 716;
1105, 20,' -.
;
PENCIL RECTIFIERS
163/471
6/3
63 25 419 113/4116/-

4e1I-li. ifa,.

X3130

at
MT3

STC

I

Kli'luu

11 /-

ConCYLDON TURRET TUNER
version ln I.P. Inn patterning) Nine
versions covering three major I.F.
Bauds, 10 me's. Di me /s, Sa ulc'e,
and 3 valve heater supplies, 16.3 c
Send for
11111
'1110. 'and 300 Tula).
full dascrintive leaflet. 27.7.0 each.

f..

eonpr.1'.I
tapped al. 4 v.. each
4

Priniall,

I

4

el'tl11J 11,..15-....h.
Imldrr:wll,oI ment v.`

hot).

200.920.240 V.

Secondary.: 330.0336 v.

cl'"

PI-s

MT1

11M!, 4/6
1114, 16/6

6/91 K3107/6

PM

WATERHOUSE Sin. Unit
PLESSEY 6(1g. 1:/111
R. á A. bin. Unit
PLESSEY 12_;1. 1'tí1
LECTRONA Mil. Unir
1/0014MANS 61in. Unit

1 I:,r,.::.+owed

,
9' -.
250 v :5n rl
30 c. 85 nda, 30, -.

Frill xave:

11ammer -Tone

11'-

1IF+.1

1)1,96

:

.

t

11)0016 i10.1 ode 44. postage

Converts most set, to
frequency.

Universal Type.

46

7.6
goal reproduction
Mullanl "High Quality 11c.
3/8
production
\\'eario. Manual of the Tape
,315
Deck "

Unil

23Z6GT 9'8
35L60'r 9/6
35W4
9/-

1116

I.T.A. at I.F.

6

fur

Beginner.

Mci/rn T V, l're.
No. (4'1.
0,1íb4 and I:ener:rl Fault
Finding Co ide
Servicing the Modern Radia.
Receiver
" Loudspeaker..," by (I. A.
Rrigge. The ., by and boor

'l'he

11'6
251fi1/'r 9/6
431'31: 919
25241:
919'2525

12AH9

Price 67.7.0.

21

etruclor

Fully

121

/tom stock. Detailed List by return.

-

P+. Practical T,arri.tor,
36
Transistor cin'oi IS
No. 13,1. Pr :vgi,.al 0.91. Circuits for the Hilo, l',n _

13'6
7'9

39/6 each.
:Arlon Instrument irons, all voltages,
24/- each.
Brayhead Convertor now available

and

T.V. 5ett1

9

86
71

EF41

EFt6

ruile, full range
N'enrile
available, 3!- each.
T:41.. Lorenz LYH 0a- Tret , le Speaker,

5

Ill. Italic/older E''

No. 140.

16-

I2AU7 9/6
PACKING AND POSTAGE

No. 400.

.

4/9

6/8

ATP4
318
DAFIIIf 10/6

"P"

each

F.M. Tuner
struct ion
No. 136. Row to make aerial
for T.V. (Bands 1 and 31 anti
V.H.F. (Baud 2)
No. 133. All -dry battery

518

124R7

055

A06/PEN

7/6

1281,17

913

-

91
24

1281,7

20P5

12AT7

13

12467

21-

716

Con-

No. 134.

124J7

934

CK5(:

ale

8,6
6;6
2/9
3/9
6/6

8'-

7/6

41

128H

1447
15132
201,1

11094

7/.

624

14'-

1

8'9'-

-

121
9'-

12807
1441/7

06

718

ow;

74

6F6 M

116

5,6
5/6

,6V6OT

8,.

1.3147

3

12.17

9006

61770

6U30

6,'6

4/8

9011
9003

6;6/8;-

OUS

12K7
12K4

9113

7/6

8/6
8i6
8/6

64

91918

81)2

7.-

12C4
12136
I2.15

9,

86
807

(WHIT 15'-

1r

49

5140

7/6Q76T 9;667
9;64A7GT 6/-

10-

121111,1

7R7
787
7Y4
78

9-

1211A6

7Q7

77

716

GUARANTEED NEW AND BOXED
121K7 10'-

9'-

7H7

819

6L7
6N7

6/6

6134
6138 G
6HA8

I

8-

'56

6K86T 9'6
6L60
91-

0-

61190

766

6'-

01460

84

6AT 6

8'76

tT4

p!8
9/6

6 A517

6A LS
6AM 6

I8;,

1016

6AK 5
6AK 71

10'8
6'6
3i6

1R5

18;-

6A7
6A 8(4
6ACy
6AG 5

3.6

-

VALVES
cllr.

58

453
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90 m'aro 0 -G.'t V.

4

map. n..', c.

2

unit,

Primary : 200- 221 -240 v.
$eeodarys : :ill c. 2 atoll. taps at
20 v.. 24

4..

!,,.11, 14(q.1.í

16.6

v. each

4v., Ci., 9c., 9v., 10v., 154.. 1,1..
19 6

v., each

Parking and Font tit above Tra ioruers.

NOTE NEW ADDRESS

103 LEEDS TERRACE

WINTOUN STREET

LEEDS 7.

TERMS
C.O.D.
charges

:

Cash with order or
Postage and Packing

extra,
Orders value

as

follows

:

10 /add I/- ;
20/- add 1/6 ; 40/- add 2/- ; E5
add 3/- unless otherwise stated.
Minimum C.O.D. fee and
postage 3/ -. All single valves
Personal Shoppers
postage 6d.
Monday -Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

454
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&$t4t4flV
'LECTROPACK'
ETCHED FOIL ELECTROLYTICS
The Constructor depends upon the reliability of the components
he uses. The fact that so many designers specify T.C.C. Condensers
is evidence of their supremacy.
T.C:.C. " Lectropack " Dry Electrolytic Condensers are robust
yet compact and employ ALL -ALUMINIUM non- corrosive
internal construction. The range below is a useful guide to the
types available.
D.C. Volts

Capacity

¡ff

.

Wkg.

Surge

275

325

60 - 100
60 - 250
100 -200
100

350

200

,.

400

60 - 100
60 - 250
100 - 100
100 - 200

60

60-

100

450

550

,.

,.

.

Dimensions

Ripple

s

Max.

T.C.C.
Type No.

in inches

Current

L

450
530
650
450
770
500
500
550
700
450
500

1

I

4'-,

CE
CE
CE
CE
CE
CE
CE
CE
CE
CE
CE

I

42
43
21
43

2

-

4;

I

43
42

-

I

4I

32T

D

"

3

43

List
Price

37 HE
60 HE
60 HEA

16/-

28/28,11316

10 LE

36
36
60
36
60
38
60

LEB
LEB

24/23/34/-

LEA
LEA

26/ 33/-

PE
PE

29/-

LE

14/-

List 140c eentains the
extended range.

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD
RADIO DIVISION:

NORTH ACTON

LONDON

W

Telephone

3

:

ACOrn

0061

Signal Generator

NEW

FOR BANDS

1,

Regd. Trade Mark

&

11

ill

...ON FUNDAMENTALS

The "AVO" Signal Generator Type III

An inexpensive A.M. Signal Generator of entirely new design, for the Service Engineer.
Provides six frequency bands covering 150kc /s220Mc/s. Accuracy
kc /s
S00 kc /s
1.6 Mc/s
5.5 Mc/s
18 Mc /s
70 Mc/s
150

---

1%

500 kc

s

Mc

s

5.5 Mc

s

Mc
70 Mc
-220 Mc

s

1.6
18

s
s

Continuous wave or

modulated

at

,000c /s. L.F. signal
available for test
purposes.
I

type of attenuator ensures close adherence of the output to the attenuator calibration.
The instrument provides a force output of
250mV, whilst the following outputs are
available via the attenuator:A new

Minimum to 100 1,V, x I, x 10, x 100, x 1000.
Output impedances-800, 2000 and 400t?.
This instrument operates on 100-120, 200 -260V, 50-60 cis
A.C. mains. It is light and compact and employs double
screening to ensure minimum radiation.
Full details available on request.

Froprietors and
Manufacturers
Sole

:-

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO. LTD.
AVOCET HOUSE

92 -96 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD

LONDON

S.W.I

Telephone: VICtoria 3404 (9 lines)

00.5

1
ñglllll iihIIIINIII

11111111

Si 0

T e°
&

TELEVISION TIMES

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

including postage
- 17s.
- 16s.
1.Canada - - -

for one year

6d. per annum
6d. per annum
16s. per annum

CONTENTS

,
i
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X
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i

.
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:
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.
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Servicing the Pye V14C ...
A Multi -range Test Meter...
Servicing A.C. /D.C. Receivers
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Beginner's Guide to TV
...
Television in 3 -13 ..
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Timebase Calibration
Starting a Service Department
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Sheet
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Correspondence

491

Your Problems Solved
News from the Trade

499

492

will be pleased to consider
practical nature suitable
l
for publication in "Practical Television."
The Editor
articles oof a

..

a

1
/d be
b written on one
!
should
Such articles
side o
of the paper only,
y and should cotttain the name and address of the sender.
14'hil.st the Editor does not hold himself

responsible

t!,

for manuscripts, every effort

will be made to return them if a stamped
and addressed envelope is enclosed. All
the Editor
correspondence intended for
should be addressed to . The Editor,
Newnes,
George
Television,"
Practical
l.rd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
W.C.2.
Strand,
Owing to the rapid progress in the
design of radio apparatus and to our
efforts to keep our readers in touch with
the latest developments, we give no
warranty that apparatus described in
our columns is nut the subject of letters
potent.

,.

Copyright in all drawings, photopublished in
and articles
Practical Television " is specifically

graphs
'
?

1

ti

the
countries
throughout
signatory to the Berne Convention and
or
imitations
Reproductions
the U.S.A.
of any of these are therefore expressly
forbidden.

reserved

J. CAMM

MAY, 1957

TELEVIEWS

George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House.
Southampton Street. Strand, W.C.2.
Temple Bar 4363.
Phone :
Telegrams : Newnes. Rand. London.
Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.

Inland
Abroad

F.

:

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

'

:

EVERY MONTH

No. 82

Editorial and Advertisement Offices

4

11U1IIBUlluimmll

Si
Editor

Vol. 7

MI

AWARDS FOR TECHNICAL WRITING
IT deserves to be more widely known that the Radio Industry
Council awards up to six premiums of 25 guineas each
year to the writer or writers of articles published between
January and December in any one year which, in the opinion
of the Council's panel of judges, are likely to enhance the
reputation of the industry and focus the attention of other
countries on Britain's undoubted leadership in the fields of
radio. television and electronics. The awards are made for
articles published at home or abroad which depict British
achievements in radio, television and electronics in papers which
can be bought by the public on bookstalls. This, of course,
includes trade and technical journals, but not only those dealing
directly with radio and electronics. Journals which cover
industries such as the motor car and aircraft, steel, furniture,
machine ¡tools, and atomic energy plant are all in the scope.
Additionally, one of the six 25- guinea premiums will also be
open to articles published in manufacturers' journals with an
overseas circulation, but articles published in journals circulated
exclusively to members of a trade and journals of professional
institutions or learned societies are not eligible.
Any writer is eligible who is not paid a salary wholly or
mainly for writing and not earning 25 per cent. or more of his
income from fees for articles or from book royalties. In the
case of joint- authorship each of the authors must be eligible
under these terms and the award may be made jointly.
The scheme provides a great encouragement to amateur
writers and to win one of the premiums is a distinct honour.
Full details are available from the Radio Industry Council.

THE V.M. TV TUNER
EADERS who were unable to obtain copies of this journal
containing the series of articles on the modification of the
View Master for ITV, and of a three- station tuner designed
for the View Master and which may be used with other receivers,
are reminded that we have reprinted them in booklet form and
copies are available from this office for 2s. 9d. post free.
THE " PRACTICAL TELEVISION " FILM SHOW
THE PRACTICAL TELEVISION and Practical Wireless Film Show
at the Caxton Hall, on February 21st was a great success,
and the whole of the seating capacity was occupied by our readers.
The three films showed the development of the transistor circuit,
the manufacture of valves and the manufacture of TV tubes. The
films were shown by courtesy of Mullard, Ltd., to whom our
gratitude for a successful evening has been expressed.- F.J.C.
Our next issue, dated June, will be published on May 22nd.
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Television Society's Exhibition
A REVIEW OF SOME OF

THE

MORE

IMPORTANT

COLOUR and the use of transistors in TV
equipment formed the main element at this
year's exhibition organised by the Television
Society. This was held at the Royal Hotel on March
5th, 6th and 7th, and among the exhibitors the following were prominently featured.
Automatic Coil Winder and Electrical Equipment,
Company.

EXHIBITS AT THIS

YEAR'S

SHOW

aerial systems, and at this show they had a unit made
up to simulate the effects of different aerial systems.
Ghosts, reflections, fading and similar. troubles could
all be introduced by the operation of switches, and
the effects were shown on a standard colour set such
as is now being used by most firms for experimental
use in connection with the BBC test transmissions.
This showed even more clearly than the normal black
and white transmissions what reflections or bad
BBC.
aerial erection can do to a picture. Due to the more
Belling -Lee.
complicated wave -form of the colour transmission, a
Cossor.
ghost can result in a displaced image in a single
Cintel (Cinema- Television).
colour, giving a peculiar effect as a result of the
E.M.I.
deepening of a tone where the double image comes
Edison Swan.
and the weaker single tone which is displaced will
G.E.C.
have peculiar effects on the image over which it
Marconi.
appears. This was a most interesting demonstration
M ul lard.
and showed just how difficult it will be eventually to
Murphy.
set up a colour receiver and to decide whether a
Philco.
given picture is a result of maladjustment or faults
Whilst test instruments and subsidiary equipment in the circuit or
to the aerial. Great credit is due to
formed quite a large proportion of the show, there Messrs. Belling -Lee
for the enterprise i1î designing
were a number of most interesting exhibits which will this piece
-of equipment, and it emphasised most
now be described.
clearly that the aerial can be a most fruitful source of
trouble if not properly designed and erected.
Colour
Several experimental colour sets were shown by Test Equipment
different firms, and these all took their picture from
Among the various items of test gear were quite
" still " colou'i pictures radiated from a flying-spot number for testing Colour receivers, and whilst aa
transmitter on the Cintel stand. This was a most wobbulator or similar device is adequate for lining up
compact unit, and for monitoring purposes a three - or testing a black and white receiver, this is of little
tube display unit was employed. This consists of a use when it is desired to set up a colour set and there
narrow vertical rack assembly in the lower part of are no transmissions available. As a result special
which are arranged three 12 in. tubes in a vertically - colour generators have been produced and these
disposed arc. The tubes have coloured phosphors develop bands of colour and other effects which have
(red, blue and green) and by means
of specially designed semi -trans -'
parent mirrors the operator may
look down at the slightly sloping
monitor desk and see a single image
in colour.
To facilitate control various control knobs On the complete installation are coloured with the three
colours, and apart from the attractive appearance which this gives it
makes quite certain that the operator
will not have his work complicated
by having to check that he is operating the correct control. Judging
by the pictures shown on the various
stands this is a most efficient piece
of equipment, but at the moment
we are unable to give any technical
details as to circuitry, etc.
Close by was the Belling -Lce
stand and they had a most informative type of demonstration.
We
have already described the film
strip which they have developed for
the use of dealers, etc., to demon The Philcomatic automatic tuning deice attached to a turret tuna.
strate the efficiency or otherwise of
(See also page 478).
-
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found necessary in order to adjust all the
circuits and mechanical devices used in a modern
colour receiver. Cossor, for instance, were showing
a Colour Burst Generator, which gives a " burst "
or nine cycles of the colour subcarrier, providing the
been

a buffer amplifier V5. The sync pulses are derived
from a two -stage separator VI and V2, and this is
fed from the cathode of the video amplifier valve. The,

total current consumption is approximately 160 mA
from a supply of 30 volts.
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The transistorised timebase unit which was shown by the G.E.C.

reference phase signal from which measurement of
deviation from the standard may be made.
Another interesting piece of equipment was seen
on the E.M.I. stand and consisted of a 'scope which
developed a marker so that when connected to a
receiver under test it was possible to pick out any
desired line of the raster for examination of waveform, and the point being examined could be identified by a short marker line on the raster of the receiver.
As a control on the 'scope or analyser was adjusted
one could see the small marker line travel on the
raster and at the same time the waveform depicted
on the 'scope changed and kept in tune with the
raster. Test Card " C" was being shown when we
visited the show and this gave a most interesting
display.

Another interesting transistor circuit was a wobbulator, shown by Philco. The circuit of this may be

on page 458, and uses four OC71s, three
OC72s and a Philco (American) surface -barrier
transistor, the ZNI28, as a Hartley oscillator. This
interesting circuit is powered by a 4.5 -volt supply
and consumes approximately 110 mA. At the
moment we cannot supply any values for the various
components. The actual oscillator coil is wound on a
Ferrite rod, and this is placed between the jaws of an
L.F. electromagnetic circuit polarised by means of a
seen

Ferrite permanent magnet suitably positioned.
In use a triangular waveform is passed through the
L.F. coil which causes a change of permeability in
the H.F. Ferrite and hence a change in frequency.
3..e

Transistorised Sets
Amongst the various uses of
transistors in TV sets there were two
interesting exhibits. On the G.E.C.
stand was a timebase using transistors and the circuit is shown
aboie. The line timebase employs
a P -N -P transistor, V3. which is
used in a blocking oscillator circuit.
A positive -going sawtooth output of
approximately 45 volts (peak -topeak) is obtained and is used to
drive the valve line output stage in
the receiver.
The frame timebase uses a P -N -P
transistor, V4, also in a blocking oscillator circuit, and this drives the

frame

output

transistor

V6,

via

._

,..._..w.,,..

x:'°t

^fi ;<>:<a e

.,...

The Philcomatic motor- operated remote -control tuning device.
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Another interesting exhibit on the Philco stand
was the Philcomatic Remote Channel Selector Unit.
This is a neat push- button operated control which
enables

a

viewer to tune to any desired channel

c

SWEEP
EP

Mt/LT/1 /BPATOP

TRIANGOLAR SWEEP WAVEFORM GENEPATOP
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arrow marked on the unit. To ensure
that maximum performance is obtained on all stations,
when the unit has been installed the fine tuner of
the turret should be turned clockwise to a position
opposite

a red

T

BLANK/NG
OSC/: ATOP
CONTROL STAGE
CATHODE FOLLOWER

ABSORPTION
MARKEP

A transistorised wobbulator for I.F.s of 31 -41 mc's. -shown by Philco.
on a receiver without leaving his armchair. This unit
was seen fitted to a Philco A.1961 receiver and when
the push- button is depressed the motor rotates and
by means of a toothed wheel drives the turret from
channel to channel. It is stopped when the desired
channel is reached. The addition of this device does
not affect the manual operation of the tuner which
may be switched to any desired point, whether preselected or not, by means of the normal panel control
knob. If a new station becomes available all the
user has to do to receive the new station is to
switch off the.receiver, turn the turret to the required

position, and replace a screw in the driving wheel

West Country ITV
CHAPMAN- WALKER, Managing Director

MR. of

T.W.W. Ltd., in a recent statement said :
by the Minister of Housing and
Local Government to permit the Independent
Television Authority to erect the mast at St. Hilary
(nr. Cardiff) is welcomed by T.W.W. Ltd. (Television
South Wales and the West of England) as a decision,
after a full public enquiry, which indicates that this
mast will not constitute a danger to air lines in the

" The decision

area.

It is the intention of T.W.W. Ltd. now to press
forward with their plans for providing an alternative
television service for South Wales and the West of
England.
The construction of studios at Cardiff will start
immediately and it is hoped that despite these setbacks to the original schedule they will be át le to
provide programmes welcome by all before the end
of the year."

approximately two- thirds of its full rotation, and the
oscillator slugs then adjusted for peak performance
on each channel to be selected. Beyond this no
circuit modifications are called for.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
MAY ISSUE
NOW ON SALE
PRICE ls.3d.
The current issue of our companion paper

PRACTICAL WIRELESS which is now on sale
has as its main constructional feature the first
article on the P.W. Hi-Fi tape Recorder. This is
a 6 -valve high -quality instrument built round a
Lane 2 -speed Mk. VI tape deck. It is an improved
version of a tape recorder which was described some
time ago, and has been designed to conform to
various suggestions which were raised by readers
after publication of the article mentioned.
Another constructional feature about which we
have received many enquiries is for a Geiger
Counter. This also employs a transistor and is a
neat design intended to be powered by a 4.5 -volt
torch battery. A home- constructed transformer
steps the working voltage up to 900 volts and a
20th Century Electronics Tube (Type G5H) is
employed.
An amplifier is also described for use with the
F.M. Tuner which formed the main topic of last
month's issue, whilst other articles in the May
issue deal with Modifying Meters ; further notes on
the Modern Battery Receiver ; Stereophonic
Reproduction ; Cross -over Networks ; Replacing
the Line Cord ; Amplifier Progress Twin Beam
Power Valves, and the usual features -Transmitting
Topics, On Your Wavelength, Open to Discussion,
etc.
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Lawry -Johns

(Cuuiinued front page 420 April issue)

is excessive
brilliance combined with a weak picture. The
raster lines are still obvious, even with the
brilliance turned down, and increasing the contrast
from minimum first produces a grey picture and then a
negative one. Replacement of the PCF80 video
amplifier cathode follower will often produce an
immediate cure, but where no improvement results,
check the two 15 KS2 resistors associated with the
valve. These are shown in the video amplifier circuit
diagram.
In some cases the defect may be due to the tube
itself, but a voltage check on the video amplifier valve
hase should clear any doubts, as a defective PCF80
or associated resistor would cause a reading far
different from those given in the table. If the voltages
correspond to thow'given within reason, the tube
could be fairly suspected.
The A.P.C. circuit following the video amplifier is
rather complicated compared to some systems which
derive the control voltage from the sync separator
input circuit. In this receiver a gated system is used
and the following brief description may help to
clarify the circuitry.
In the transmitted waveform a signal of brief
duration representing the black level follows each
line -sync pulse. This signal only varies when fading
is experienced. It is this signal which is used as a
reference level for the A.P.C. circuit. The output
signal of the vision I.F. amplifier is rectified by the
vision detector (V3) and is amplified by the video
stage (V5A). The video signal is fed via a cathode
follower (V5B) to the cathode of the picture tube and
the sync separator (V21A).
The polarity of the signal at the V5B cathode is
such that the sync pulses are positive with respect to
the picture. A small transformer in the anode circuit
of the sync amplifier (V21B) has a tapped secondary.
Differentiated line -sync pulses in anti -phase are fed
from the secondary to the A.P.C. gating diodes (V8
and V9). The vision signal from V5B via a .1 iiF to the
junction of V8 and V9 being D.C. restored by V6.
The differentiated line -sync pulses cause V8 and V9
to conduct during the black level period, thereby

ARATHER confusing fault symptom

connecting the junction of V8, V9 and R28 to the
A negative signal
junction of R31 and R32.
proportional to black level will be developed
This voltage is
between R31/R32 and chassis.
smoothed by C28 and is applied as grid -bias to the
first vision I.F. amplifier (VI). A positive delay
voltage which determines the point or level where the
system comes into operation is applied to the bias
line by the contrast control (R26). The crystal diode
(V10) is only used to prevent the bias line becoming
positive in the absence of a signal, The control bias
for the tuner unit is derived from the junction of R29
and R30, the voltage at this point being a mean value
of the A.P.C. (automatic picture control) and the
A.G.C. (automatic gain control) of the sound circuit.
Thus, the first vision 1.F. amplifier is controlled by
the vision A.P.C. circuit and the first sound I.F.
amplifier by the A.G.C. voltage derived from the
sound detector circuit. The two control voltages
being combined to produce the bias applied to the
tuner unit PCC84. It should be noted that this valve
and the PCF80 in the unit are referred to as VI and
V2 and should not be confused with VI and V2 of
the main receiver, which are both EF80 vision I.F.
VALVE VOLTAGE CHART

Anode
138

VI
V2
V5 (pen.)

V5 (tri.)...
VIl and Vl2
VI3

133
97 -105
187

130

VI7 (tri.)
VI7 (pen.)

50
155
95
170

V19A
V20

...
..

2.0

138
133
182

1.6
2.9

97 -105
204
2

137
130

137

V14

Cathode

Screen

1.5

1.8
145

7.5

3.5

4
(pen.)
187
V2l (tri.)
65
V24 (tri.)
V24 (pen.)
75
V26
...
185
V27
...
V28
...
grid
V29 (tube) cathode 105
320 ; final anode 13 -14 kV.
V21

;

4.2

180
35

24

12.5

7.2

135
130

0 -105

;

13 -14 kV
first anode

Note : These figures arc intended as a guide. Tube
base voltages will vary with the position of the
brilliance control.
V1 readings vary with setting of contrast, this
should be at minimum for all other readings.
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amplifiers. Another part of the circuit which requires
comment is the auto -sync.
In areas of somewhat weak signal strength, noise pulses tend to " tear " sections of the picture, due to
the line oscillator being triggered by these undesired
pulses. The net result is a ragged picture with unreliable line -hold. The auto -sync circuit overcomes,
to a degree, this random triggering and its operation
may be described as follows :
Differentiated line -sync pulses in antiphase are
derived from the transformer in the anode circuit of

May, 1957

V2IB, as in the A.P.C. circuit, and are applied via
C74 and C75 to the discriminator diodes V22 and V23.
A sawtooth waveform, obtained by integrating a
pulse from the line- output transformer (T9) is
applied to the discriminator. At the junction of R87
and R88 the discriminator diodes produce a control
voltage ; the amplitude of this voltage depends upon
the relative phases of the sync pulses and the reference
waveform derived from T9. The voltage is filtered by
R90, C80 and the network C79 and R94, and is
applied to the grid of the triode section of V24A for
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PC.84

Interlace diode.
Frame multi- vibrator.
Frame output.
Sync separator (pentode).
Flywheel line-sync amplifier (tricde).
D3-2-ly Flywheel sync discriminator.
D3-2-ly Flywheel sync discriminator.
PCF80 Line multi -vibrator.
M3
Line clipper.
PL8l
Line output.
PY81
Efficiency diode.
EY86
EHT rectifier.
MW36 -24 Cathode-ray tube.

V18 M3

Cascode R.F. amplifier.
Frequency changer.

Main Chassis
1st vision I.F. amplifier.
VI EF80
2nd vision I.F. amplifier.
V2 EF80
V3 CGI2E Vision detector.
V4 CG7E
Vision interference limiter.
V5 PCF80 Video amplifier (pentode).
Cathode follower (triode).
V6 CG10E D.C. restorer.
V7 M3
AGC delay diode.
V8 D3 -2 -ly AGC gating diode.
D3
-2
-ly
AGC gating diode.
V9
AGC delay diode.
VIO M3
VI I PY82
H.T. rectifier.
V 12 PY82
H.T. rectifier.
V13 EF80
1st sound I.F. amplifier.
V14 EF80
2nd sound I.F. amplifier.
V15 CG12E Sound detector.
V16 CG10E Sound interference limiter.
V17 PCL83 Audio amplifier (triode)
and output (pentode).

ECC82
V20 PL83
V21 PCF80
V 19

V22
V23
V24
V25
V26
V27
V28
V29

EF80 Vale Pins
Cathode ...

Grid
Heater
...
Internal screen
Anode
Screen grid G2
Supp. grid G3

1
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3

2
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PCF80 Valve Pins
Triode Anode
grid
9
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8
Pentode anode
6
.
screen G2... 3
grid
2
cathode G3 7
17
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... 4 and
1

5

}
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of controlling its frequency. The horizontal hold control (R92) adjusts the free -running
frequency of V24 over a small range. However, once
the picture is locked, i.e., once synchronisation occurs,
the discriminator circuit will take over control and the
the purpose

WNW
P8/ 271(0

horizontal hold control will affect but little the operation of the'oscillator.
Note, however, that the picture must lock initially
for the circuit to operate, and thus the setting of the
control is critical to an extent when the receiver is
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first switched on and when changing from one channel
to another. As mentioned last month, it is essential
to use a " steady " PCF80 in the V24 position if the
circuit is to function correctly.
The Frame Timebase

This is a conventional circuit using an M3 interlace
diode ,feeding the frame pulses to the V19 ECC82
multi- vibrator oscillator.
The vertical amplitude
control (height) feeds the ECC82 B section triode
anode via a 1.8 MD resistor and the H.T. voltage is
derived from the boosted H.T. line (RI09, C91).
Where the symptom of insufficient height is experienced, the decrease in height being uniform top
and bottom, check upon the 1.8 MD resistor (R66).
This symptom should not be confused with cramping
at the bottom of the raster.
In connection with this latter fault, the following
experience may be of interest. The writer was asked
to examine an Invicta T126 which according to the
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owner was suffering from a black band at the bottom
of-the picture after the set had been running for a
short time. Calling at the customer's home, confidently armed with a PL83, a 200 aF electrolytic
and other less likely to be needed accessories, the
writer approached the offending receiver which
although it had only been on 10 minutes already displayed severe cramping. It was immediately noticed
that the whole rear of the receiver was covered a ith a
rich -looking piece of velvet ! It was explained that
this, held in position by a fairly heavy viewing light,
served to cover the front of the set during non viewing hours and only occupied its present position
whilst the set was on. Having removed the coverputting it to better use to cover the bird cage
the picture gradually expanded until a reasonable
frame scan was displayed. This, of course, was an
extreme case of lack of ventilation, but it does serve
to show how temperature rise affects the frame
scanning.

-

Special TAM Report on First Year of ITV

DURING the first year of independent television
the number of homes receiving I.T.A. transmissions rose from 190,000 to 1,850,00046 per cent. of all homes with television in the three
areas -and the number of viewers from under 700,000

between 7 p.m. and I p.m. compared with 35 per
cent. to the BBC.
During the last 12 weeks ITV
viewing rose to an average of 69 per cent. compared
with 62 per cent. during the first 12 weeks. And
during the last four weeks ending September 23rd,
ITV's share of audience rose to 72 per cent.
The Report also shows that between 7 p.m. and
11 p.m. the weekly viewing time of each
set averaged
18 hours -64 per cent. -out of a possible 28.
The
highest weekly average was 20 hours during February
and the lowest 151 hours during August.
Average viewing time and ITV share of audience
in the Lichfield and Winter Hill areas respectively
was 18 hours and 66 per cent., and 17+ hours and
64 per cent.
I

to some 7,000,000.
I.T.A. homes in the Croydon area rose from 190,000
to 930,000 (53 per cent. of all homes with television
in the area) over the full year ; in the Lichfield area
from 220,000 to 486,000 (41 per cent.) over the
36 weeks of transmissions; and in the Winter Hill
area from 287,000 to 440,000 (40 per cent.) over the
20 weeks of transmissions.
This is stated by Television Audience Measurement
Limited (TAM) in a special Report on audience
developments and viewing trends during the first year
Move Towards Early Week Viewing
of independent television.
Commenting on the total audience and share of
But, adds TAM, it will be more than two years
before ITV is received by all homes with television audience day by day in the Croydon area, TAM
in these areas unless there is an increase in the states that in January the total viewing was less
80,000 BBC -only sets being replaced or converted during the early part of the week. Then, each set
was switched on for an average of 2.5 hours on
each month to receive ITV.
In the Croydon area, where no more than one in Mondays and Tuesdays compared with 2.7 during
nine BBC -only homes converted their sets to receive the rest of the week.
Gradually, however, the early part of the week
ITV during the last six months, there has been a
slight reduction in the rate of conversion ; in the became more popular until, in September Monday
Lichfield area the rate was steady at a level similar and Tuesday averaged 2.65 hours per home against
to that in the Croydon area after a comparable 2.55 for the rest of the week. Similarly, the ITV
period of transmissions ; in the Winter Hill area share of audience showed the same tendency to
the rate of conversion was relatively high though it improve in the early part of the week. This, states
was slower in the first two months of transmissions TAM, was presumably due to deliberate programme
planning to raise ITV audience levels on these
than in other areas.
days. Although Monday has been reported as being
a difficult day for which to sell advertising time,
ITV Homes Higher In Social Scale
Referring to the characteristics of the ITV homes TAM reports that a slightly higher average evening
the Report states that they are relatively higher audience to ITV was being attracted on that day than
socially than the rest of the homes in all three areas. on any other weekday.
Although the areas themselves are reported to differ Visitors Boost ITV Audience.
considerably in social class, ITV homes in each area
Commenting on differences in the amount of
had some five per cent. fewer of their number in the viewing between individual homes, TAM
adds that
" D " social class-the lowest two -thirds of the between 7 p.m. and I1 p.m. about three quarters
of
population in the socio-economic scale-than had homes in the Croydon area had their sets switched on
all the homes in the area.
-to
either ITV or BBC-for an average of at Fast
Reviewing transmissions in the Croydon area, two hours per evening, and that
the remainder the
TAM states that throughout the year an average of majority were switched on for anofaverage
of at least
65 per cent. of switched -on sets able to receive ITV one hour per evening. In addition,
some five per
programmes were tuned to independent television
cent. viewed for less than one hour.
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VALUABLE ACCESSORY FOR THE EXPERIMENTER
By H. M. Thomson
OR SERVICEMAN
A

ICunlimreJ .from page 409 ,tpril E met
volt A.C. range must be adjusted
THE
before the 500 volt A.C. range has its
parallel resistor connected in position.
The current shunts are adjusted in accordance with
details given in Fig. 9. A new battery is necessary for
all adjustments, a G.B. 9 volt type being suitable.
Operation
On all voltage and current tests the selector is set
and the range switch is set to the required
to "

VI-

range.

To check resistors on the. high ohm circuit the zero
turned to "High " and the selector and
range switches set to " High Ohms." The test prods

set adjuster is

arc now touched together and the zero set adjusted
to !Oise F.S.D. which is equal to zero. The resistor
being checked is then connected between the test
prods and the reading in microamps, which will be
obtained, is then checked with the chart given in
Fie. 4.
Before checking resistors on the low ohm ranges it
is necessary to ensure that the zero set adjuster is
turned to " Low " and the range switch scl to " Low

Ohms " (5 or 100 milliampsl. The selector switch
can now he set to " Low Ohms " and the zero set
adjuster slots
turned to gise F.S.D. this being
equal to inlìnity. Resistors to he checked are now
connected between the test prods and the needle will
mote hack from F.S.D. to give a reading which can
he checked with the chart given in Fig. 4.
The zero set adjuster should always be set to " Low"
before changing one low ohm range to the other.
To test condensers for leakage turn the range
switch to " Neon " and the selector switch to
" Leakage." A D.C. voltage of 200'230 Colts is now

Teo Set

9

i?/i
Cap

Leakage
and High R

Low

Ohms

AF
VI
Res

Box

815X2%

Material

io

25'

LR5mA

SD.0

7.

25 AC

5mA.

Neon

Range

thick

Panel drilling details.

i0Ó
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Cap
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applied to the sockets on the side of the meter case
and the condenser under test touched with the test
prods. The neon bulb should remain unlit if the
99K0
39Kn
/5OKt)
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9.-Adjusting

the current shunts.

1

1,4-th

correct value

RS 2.040.
1MNJMhNM

Meter will read 24.8mA.

a

Fig. 6a. -Tag board dimensions.

1. With Rx out of circuit adjust V/R for a
meter reading of 470 microamperes.
2. Switch off.
3. Connect resistors at Rx between " A " and
" B " of from
to 1.5 megohms until F.S.D. is
obtained.
4. When the resistor that will give F.S.D. is
found, remove the temporary connections and the
V/R and solder this resistor into place on the tag
board.
Should a good A.C. voltmeter be available it
could be used as a standard in calibrating the A.C.
volt ranges.
The mains voltage is now applied to the 250
and 500 A.C. volt ranges and resistors of the
approximate values shown in Fig. 1 connected in
parallel until 230 volts A.C. is obtained on the 250
and 500 volt ranges respectively. The approximate values of the parallel resistors are 2.7
megohms and 2.2 megohms.

Meter will read 20 mA. or

0

;

DC.

O Mains O

l ig.

1

FS,D

if shunt is

75V
FSD. 25mA,

if shunt

condenser is up to standard. Should the condenser
have a leak the neon will flash at a rate determined
by the value of the leakage. This value is found by
applying the equation R 100N where R equals
insulation resistance in megohms and N =the number

of seconds

per flash.
The condenser can now be checked for continuity
by turning the selector switch to " Cap " and applying an A.C. voltage of 200/230 volts to the power
input sockets. See Fig. 1.
Should the condenser be up to standard the neon
will remain alight. To find the approximate capacity
of the condenser, the 1 megohm potentiometer is
rotated until the neon is extinguished. A scale or new
chart will have to be made up using known. condensers as standards. High value resistors can also
be checked here.
An A.F. source is supplied by switching the selector
switch to " A.F." " V.1." and applying a D.C.
voltage of 200/230 volts to the same sockets as for
condenser testing. The output is via an 0.1 pF
condenser to a socket on the front of the meter case.
The A.F. output can be used to test the L.F. stages
of receivers, and the output from the set under test
can be connected to the meter test prods via a
condenser of 0.1 pF. The meter will have to be
switched to A.C. volts and the range switch set to a
suitable voltage.
A power supply for the operation of the neon
circuit is not described here as many constrt:ctcrs
will have one available. However, as the current
required is very small, a power pack consisting of a
metal rectifier, one 8 8 pF condenser and a 3 K!2
smoothing resistor is all that is required.
The neon was made to oscillate by connecting a
condenser of 0.002 pF in parallel with it and a
resistor of 5 megohm in series with the neon and
condenser. The condenser may have to be reduced if
the neon fails to oscillate.

T
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Servicing A.C./D.C. Receivers
SOME

HINTS ABOUT SAFETY WHEN HANDLING

CERTAIN MODERN TELEVISION APPARATUS

THE majority of modern television receivers
make use of what has now become commonly
known as the " A.C./D.C. technique." At
one time a receiver designed for use on A.C. mains
had as its main component a special transformer
designed to change the mains voltage into a lower
voltage for the heaters of valves, and to step it either
up or down for H.T. (Fig. 1). This is a very expensive
component and is fairly heavy if the current demands
of the receiver are on the high side. In the case of a
set designed for use on D.C. mains, however, it is not
possible to use a transformer and, therefore, the
mains supply is simply smoothed for the H.T. (which
prevents any increase in voltage) and the valve
heaters are all joined in series and preferably of
high voltage rating so that the chain of heaters more
or less totals the same as the mains (Fig. 2). However, there are only a few districts where D.C. mains
are left, and to enable a purchaser to use a set on
either A.C. or D.C. mains it becomes necessary to
remove the transformer. This has the'added advantage
of making the set much cheaper to construct, removes
a source of trouble and also makes the set lighter.
Modern valves are designed for an H.T. round about
180 volts and, therefore, it becomes quite a practical
proposition to adopt the D.C. arrangement with
perhaps in some cases an auto -transformer, that is,
one with no separate primary winding, to facilitate
the derivation of various voltages. Such a set can, of
course, only be used on A.C. supplies, but from the
foregoing it will be realised that old receivers which
are marked " A.C." only may be generally con sidered to have a transformer, whilst a modern
receiver having the same marking, may not.
Live Chassis
The main point to be emphasised from the above
remarks is that one side of the mains supply may be
in direct contact With the " H.T.
line of the
receiver, and this generally includes the chassis and
everything which is mounted on
unless special
insulating materials are employed to isolate it.
Therefore, special precautions are necessary when a
set of this type has to be serviced, or some nasty

-"

it-

shocks may be experienced.
Fortunately, the common electrical shock in TV
servicing islarely dangerous, provided the technician
has no organic physical defect and his general health

is good. But these jolts are annoying at best and

-

may become dangerous because of side effects
pulling a hand away quickly against the sharp corner
of a chassis, dropping or breaking a picture tube,
etc. Under special conditions, some of these shock
hazards are potentially fatal.
Occasional shocks in the course of servicing may be
due to carelessness. in a surprising number of cases,
it is not the basic cause. The shock may result
from an unfamiliar circuit connection, an unpredictable type of component breakdown or simply a lack
of published information concerning possible shock
hazards. As a result, most technicians receive their
education the hard way. This article. which is
reprinted from our American contemporary, Radio
Electronics. may provide a slightly less painful
method of obtaining some of this information:
Less -familiar

Hazards
Most technicians think they are relatively safe
from shock when they turn the power off in a series filament set and that the only hazards then are
charged capacitors and glass picture tubes which
may retain a charge. This assumption is valid if
power is turned off by removing the mains lead from
the chassis. However, if the lead is still connected
to the chassis and the power switch is turned off. the
technician can still get across the full line voltage in
series-filament receivers by touching the chassis
and an external earth. For example, the set in Fig. 3
has the power switch in the off position. The " hot "
side of the line is connected to the top of the filament
string. This means that the live side of the line is
connected to the chassis through the filament string.
By touching the chassis and an external earth.
the technician's body is put in series with the filaments
across the line. That is. the entire series circuit is
connected between the hot side of the line and
external earth. Since body resistance is much higher
than the total filament resistance, practically the
entire line voltage is applied across the body.
Incidentally, a common external earth is the metal
wall mains outlet plate (or mounting bolt, if the plate
is insulated).
Grounded mains socket mounts and cover plates
or mounting bolts are not as prevalent as many of us
assume. Knob -and-tube wiring is still used in mane
older buildings and non -metallic sheathed cable

060a0Th-

Rectifier

To

Rectifier
etc.,

Mains

Smoothing
choke

Mains

J

0

Heaters

Fig. 1. -The norma' A.C. mains input arrangement.

Chassis

Fig. 2. -The normal D.C. mains input.
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without an earthing wire and non -metallic outlet
boxes in many newer installations. Therefore, never
assume that an earth is available at all outlets. An

at earth potential and safe with the switch open or
closed when the plug is reversed. Therefore, it is all
the more necessary to follow the precautions noted
above when power is turned off for making various
other checks.
Connected to hoeside of Mains supply
While some checks must be made with the power
on, it is a good policy to keep such checks to a
To .Pow - voltage
minimum. Valves, for example; should be changed
rectifier
with the power off. When checks must be made on a
live chassis, use one hand only whenever possible.
In servicing series -filament sets in the shop, a I -to -1
isolation transformer should be used (Fig. 4). This
Connected
avoids making the chassis of the serviced set " hot
Series filament string
to earthed
to external earth or other test equipment.
side of line
Technicians may sometimes be called in to service
sets in shops or home basements with concrete floors.
Such floors are good electrical conducting grounds ;
Power
they can become booby traps, especially when servicon -off
ing series-filament sets. When standing on a concrete
switch
Mains
floor 'you can get a shock simply from touching .the
socket
(off position)
mount
chassis with one hand, even though the power is off
r
(if the " hot " side of the line is connected to the top
of the filament string and the switch is in the cold side)
or with the power on (if the " hot " side of the line
is connected to the chassis through the power switch).
Standing on an insulating material and following the
precautions listed above will prevent possible
Cliaesis
shocks between the chassis and the concrete floor.
In the same way a shock can result from touching
the arm of an electric record player while standing on
Fig. 3.- Showing how the possibility of shocks exists
This
a concrete floor, outdoors grass lawn, etc.
even with the mains switch " of."
occurs if an A.C./D.C. unit is used and the " hot "
isolation transformer is the safest precaution when side of the line is connected to the chassis (and pickup arm) when the power is turned on. In such cases,
servicing transformerless equipment.
A basic precaution, therefore, is to avoid touching reversing the plug in the outlet disconnects the
any external ground and the chassis at the same time, " hot " side of the line from the pickup arm and
shock is avoided when the
even with the power off,
Needless
when the receiver's mains
Series filament arm is touched.
Main
TV set
to say, operating an A.C./
lead is still connected to the socket
D.C. record player in areas
outlet and the set. Even mount
I:/
with conducting floors .is
better, power should always (Outlet)
Isolati on
To top of
transformer
be turned off by disconnecfil s tring not advisable.
and rect.
ting the mains lead from
When making checks on a
the set rather than by using
live chassis, avoid touching
the power switch, before
the fuse end. In changing
digging into the set.
On-off fuses make certain line volA related problem is
switch tage is not applied to the
making voltage or signal receiver by disconnecting
tracing checks in the home
the set's line cord (or mains
Chassis
on an energised series-filalead) from the chassis.
ment chassis. In such cases Fig. 4. -A mains transformer removes the chassis
Changing any type of
technicians often make a
from " earth."
blown cartridge fuse with
the power on may provide
voltage check between the
chassis and the outlet plate or mounting bolt, using a a nasty jolt if both ends of the fuse clip are touched
voltmeter or a neon tester, with the power on. If (or, _in some circuits, one end and the chassis). The
mains voltage is found on the voltmeter or the neon full source voltage in the circuit is across the open
tester lights, the 'Mains cord plug must be reversed
at the outlet. The chassis is now connected to the
earthed side of the line when the power switch is on.
To
The recommended procedure for working on an
power
Hot end
However, this is exactly the
energised chassis.
supply
Blown
of fuse
connection which makes the chassis " hot " if the
fuse
On -off
power switch is turned off and the mains lead is left
switch
connected to the outlet.
In some equipment, the on -off switch is in the
" hot " side of the line-the lead supplying the low%Chassis
voltage rectifier. With this arrangement, the chassis
will be " hot " and dangerous whether the switch is
Fig. 5.- Showing how a shock could be received even
with a blown fuse.
open or closed when the,ottio48 inserted one way and
C

y

/
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a respectful distance between any portion of the
energised high -voltage circuit and the body.
The more commonly known shock hazards in TV
sets are worth listing to refresh the memories of
those who know them and to warn off those who
have been fortunate enough to avoid them so far.

Out /et

Familiar Shock Hazards
A glass picture tube retains a charge for a considerable period after the anode connector is removed.
Although the shock may be minor. touching a charged
tube may cause the technician to drop the tube, swing
his elbow against the neck and possibly break it or
cause other dangerous secondary effects.
It is good
practice to turn the power off and short the tube
and high -voltage circuits before touching any comPower
'onent in this area. Earthing can be done very
transformer
simply by using a screwdriver and a test lead with
alligator clips at both ends (Fig. 7). One end of the
Fig. 6.-The full mains voltage is across the open fuse.
lead is clipped to the chassis, the other end to the
metal shank of a screwdriver with an insulated
fuse (Fig. 6). By touching
handle.
The tip of the
both ends of the fuse clip
screwdriver is then touched
Screwdriver
the technician completes the
several times to the picture circuit and places his body
tube anode button and
in series with the other
anode connector and the
Test
lead
with
alligator
circuit components.
The
anodes of the horizontal
clips at each end
amount of voltage across
output and high -voltage recthe body depends on the
tifier (Fig. 8). Low-voltage
ratio of body resistance to
filter capacitors should be
the resistance of the other
similarly earthed before
elements
in
the series
touching them.
circuit.
Sometimes the horizontal
On the basis of the points
oscillator valve is taken
outlined previously, it may
out to kill the high voltage
seem that a shock can be
in transformer type sets in
caused only when the body
the course of making various
or any part of it is placed Touch tip to
checks around the horicomponent
across the two terminals of being
zontal output stage. While
discharged
a voltage source or when the
there may be no high
body completes a break in
Chassis
voltage with the power on,
the circuit with power ap7. -A simple method of earthing a charged there still is about 300 volts
plied. This is true enough in
D.C. on the anode of the
component.
low- voltage circuits, but
horizontal output valse.
there is one additional rule in high -voltage circuits.
Glass CRT Anode
Some technicians may be of the opinion that no
button
shock will be felt if a high-voltage point is touched
with one hand only, provided nothing else in the
CRT' Anode
circuit or elsewhere is touched and the shoes are
Connector
insulated from earth
other words, if contact is
made with only one high-potential terminal, not both,
This iv an erroneous assumption. Remember, an arc
can be drawn from the anode of a high- voltage rectifier or horizontal output valve with the tip of a screwdriver.
No internal or external path to earth is
required. For example, when the high -voltage A.C.
on the anode is positive, the electrostatic charge
attracts an excess of electrons to the tip of the
screwdriver, which is held close to the anode, and
makes the tip highly negative instantaneously. The
Line Output
valve anode
resulting difference of potential between anode and
screwdriver tip is sufficient to ionize the air between
the two points and cause arcover (current flow).
When the A.C. voltage on the anode becomes negative
and induces a positive potential in the screwdriver
High-voltage
tip, current flows in the reverse direction in the arc.
rectifier
The point to remember concerning possible shock
anode
hazards in an energised high- voltage circuit is simply
Fig. lt. Key points tu discharge in a high- coltagc
this : Not only avoid direct body contact but keep
circuit before senicing.

-in

_'
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A common source of shock danger is the large

individual depends on his general physical condition,
number of exposed H.T. positive points in newer body resistance and the parts of the body exposed to
sets. This includes sets with printed-circuit wiring shock. For example, a shock between the fingers of
and receivers with many top- chassis check points. one hand would be less serious than the same degree
Take special care to avoid contact with these points. of shock between the two hands, causing a current
Cases of shock have resulted from touching a through the chest. Basically, the quantity of current
TV aerial and an external earth, such as a metal pipe passing through the body determines how dangerously
on the roof. This occurs in series -filament sets when the shock is. This, in turn, depends on .the applied
there is a shorted coupling capacitor between the voltage and the resistance of the body at the time. One
aerial feeder and the aerial coil -in the tuner (Fig. 9). additional factor is the type of voltage, D.C. or A.C.
The aerial is connected directly to the chassis through and the frequency, if A.C. Generally, low- frequency
A.C. (50- cycle) is more dangerous than direct current.
Aerial coil strip
Chassis
Body resistance varies widely with different people.
earth
When the skin is wet and more conductive, body
Aerial
terminals
resistance goes sharply down.
On the basis of these considerations, a 50 -cycle line
voltage can give extremely uncomfortable but not
dangerous shocks to people in good health, wearing
normal clothing and with no abnormal conditions of
body humidity, or conductivity. As mentioned pre viously, however, dangerous side effects may result.
Lead -in
from
Coupling
On the other hand, if the body is wet and a good
aerial
capacitors
contact is made with earth (as in a bath or shower),
470pF- 001»F
touching the hot side of the mains line may be fatal.
Flyback high -voltage supplies in TV receivers
Fig. 9. -A shorted condenser can make an aerial " live "
to earth.
usually have such poor regulation that any excess
current drain caused by human contact results in a
the shorted capacitor and part of the aerial coil. The sharp reduction in output voltage. Here again, the
chassis, in turn, connects to the hot side of the A.C. shock hazard under normal conditions is probably
line either directly or through the filament string.
less dangerous than possible side effects. This is also
The great danger of putting up TV aerials in the true of shocks from low -voltage power supplies
vicinity of high- tension lines, especially if metal
Power transformer primary
ladders are used, is obvious. The risk is deadly.
Aerials should never be installed near enough to such
lines to make contact possible under any combination
of circumstances. either directly or through a falling
aerial mast or ladder.
o' >o
Miscellaneous shock possibilities in a TV set
Switch
include :
a. A loose deflection yoke cap which may expose
(a)
high-voltage points.
h. Turning the chassis over with the power on,
making it easy to poke fingers into a live circuit and
practically inviting a charge.
c
c. Using a metal screwdriver instead of an insuBody
lated probe for tapping suspected parts with the
resistance
power on. Accidentally touching the screwdriver
External
Chassis
earth
shank with the finger may result in a shock.
d. Changing valves with the power on, especially
AC
250V
if an uninsulated metal picture tube is used in the set.
Earthed side of line
'Hot` side of line
e. Haphazardly increasing the capacitance of a
line filter capacitor in a set using a power transformer.
This increases the potential shock hazard of the
(b)
chassis and should be avoided. The line filter (Fig. 10)
Fig. 10.-Actual and equivalent circuits of power
connects the chassis to external earth through the
transformer primary with respect to chassis and earth.
capacitor. This places the chassis at ground potential
for signal voltages but does not connect the chassis
directly to ground for 50 -cycle A.C. Therefore, if the delivering D.C. outputs up to 300 volts. The shock
chassis and an external earth are touched simultane- is likely to be less hazardous than the reaction to it.
The only sensible approach to the problem of
ously, as shown in Fig. 10(b), only a fraction of the
line voltage is applied across the body and a corres- shock hazards in TV servicing is : Use every possible
pondingly smaller shock results. In most cases the precaution -don't be a shock absorber
shock is not perceptible. The line voltage divides
across the capacitive reactance of the capacitor and
Tenth Edition
the body resistance in series. Naturally, the higher
the capacitance, the lower the reactance and the more
Practical Wireless Service Manual
voltage across the body.
17/6 or 18/- by post from
Daa;eroas. Voltages and Currents
George Newnes Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
i lip amount of voltage which may be fatal to an

/
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TECHNICAL TERMS (contd.)
By

F.

J. Camm

Director Transmission
TERM applying to television transmission
whereby the image, view or scene to be televised
is focused directly on to the scanning device
employed by the instrument, as opposed to " indirect
transmitting systems in which the transmission takes
place from a photographic image in one form or
another.
Duration of Vision
The length of time during which a light stimulus
must be given to the retina of the eye in order to set
up the sensation of vision. This time -length has not
been accurately determined. It is, however, an
exceedingly minute fraction of a second, as may be
judged from the fact that an electric spark discharged from a Leyden jar condenser has a duration
of only 0.000000866 of a second, yet it is plainly
visible to the eye.
Emission

In television terminology, as in radio nomenclature, this term usually refers to the emitting of a
stream of electrons from the surface of a body, either
under the influence of heat, as in a radio valve or
cathode -ray tube, or by means of light action, as in a
photo-electric cell.
In a cathode-ray tube or radio valve the electron
emission is controlled primarily by the temperature
to which the cathode or filament is raised and in a
photo- electric cell by the intensity of the light acting
upon it.
Emitron
Registered trade name of the Marconi E.M.I.
television camera, incorporating the principle of
Dr. Zworykin's iconoscope.

Extirgdishing Voltage
Term used in connection with neon lamps and
tubes to signify the voltage applied across the electrodes, which just serves to cause an already glowing
neon lamp or tube to be extinguished. Usually the
extinguishing voltage of a neon lamp is about 30 volts
below its striking or firing voltage.
Fasciculation
The term applied to the manner in which the

electrons emitted from the cathode of the cathode -ray
tube bunch together.
Field of Vision
The vertical and horizontal range of vision.
Normally, in human beings, the field of vision
extends to about 150 deg. horizontally and to
approximately 120 deg. vertically.

" Fly -back "
Term referring to the extremely rapid return to its
zero point of the light spot on the fluorescent screen
of a cathode -ray tube following the cessation of the
activating voltage. " Fly- hack " lines are the short
white lines seen when the brilliance control is
advanced.
Fluorescence
The emission from certain substances under the
influence of light or electrical excitation. As soon as
the exciting cause departs, the fluorescence ceases.
Calcium tungstate, barium platino- cyanide, quinine
sulphate and certain aniline dyes, such as fluorescein
and eosin, for instance, are well -known fluorescent
substances.
Focusing
The concentration of the electron beam in order to
produce a sharply defined, small luminous spot on
the screen.
Methods of focusing are classified as follows :
(a) Gas focusing, in which the beam is constricted
by its ionising action on traces of gas present in the
tube.
(b) Magnetic focusing, in which the electron beam
is constricted by means of a magnetic field parallel
to the axis of the tube.
(c) Electrostatic focusing, in which the beam is
caused to converge by the action of electrostatic
fields between two or more electrodes through which
it passes.
Focusing Electrodes

Anodes or accelerators or other electrodes to
which a potential is applied in order to produce the
focusing action on the beam.
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Focus Coil
A coil of wire through which a current is passed
so as to convert it into an electro- magnet. This is
placed round the neck of the picture tube and brings
the beam to a focus at the tube face. A permanent
magnet is often used in place of the electro- magnet.

nitrogen, is admitted before the cell is finally sealed
up.
In cells -of this type the free electrons which are
emitted from the sensitive cathode under the influence
of light collide with the molecules of gas existing
within the cell, the result being that further electrons
are detached from the gas particles. These electrons
Frame
collide with other molecules of gas, giving rise to a
This term applies to the area of the picture as seen further quantity of electrons, and so the process conon the television screen, and also each of the individual tinues. Hence, in a gas -filled photo -electric cell the
electrons which arrive at a positively charged anode
pictures of a cinema film.
are much greater in number than those which \+ere
Frame -frequency
originally emitted from the cathode by the action
The number of scannings of the frame by the of light. Consequently, with a given light source,
scanning -beam per second. In interlaced scanning the current produced by a gas -filled photo -electric
the frame-frequency is an integral multiple of the cell is considerably greater than that produced by it
photo -electric cell of the vacuum type. Gas -filled
picture- frequency.
cells, however, are more difficult to operate than are
vacuum cells.
Framing
The process by which that portion of the exploring Grid
device upon which the phased image is formed is
An electrode which does not
serve for the
brought into an allocated relationship with a fixed acceleration of the beam, but primarily
is for the purpose of
screen.
otherwise controlling the flow of electrons.
Framing Mask
Name given to a sheet of metal or other material
having a rectangular aperture cut in the middle of it.

Framing the Image
The process of correctly positioning the image
within the bounds of the television screen. This is
usually effected by moving deflection coils and /or
magnet.
Frequency Modulation
A system which causes the frequency of the carrier
wave to vary in accordance with the applied modulating signals. Unlike amplitude modulation, it does not
affect the power of the carrier wave ; therefore, for
any given power rating of a transmitter the full
power is radiated consistently. This results in
increased efficiency, reduction of apparatus and
operating controls. On the receiving side, it offers
a high degree of fidelity of reproduction, freedom
It
from atmospherics and man -made static.
necessitates, for detection or demodulation, the use
in
valves
the
detector
acting
as
a
of three
stage, one
" limiter," which ensures that the strongest signal,
having a frequency the same as that to which the
receiver is tuned, becomes effective ; the second
valve is called the " discriminator," and its function
is to reduce or nullify any noise (static) or signal other
than that required. The third valve is employed as
the actual detector.

Fresne Lens
A special optical system used in connection with
projection television.
Fringe Area
Name applied to those places which are situated
towards the outer limits of the field of reception of a
station. Generally applied to those areas in which the
field strength is of the order of 100g V. /m.

Gas -filled Cell
A type of photo -electric cell which is constructionally similar to the vacuum type of photo-electric cell,
but in whit a,small qua ilt. of inert gas, such as
.

.-

.tssts,.

Gun
A term which is applied to the electrode assembly
of a cathode-ray tube. The anode possesses a central
hole or perforation through which the cathode rays
are " shot " on their way to the screen at the end of the,
tube.

" H " Aerial
The general type of television aerial consisting of a
dipole and reflector.
Hard Tube
Name applied to a cathode-ray tube which is devoid
of any gas filling.
High Definition
A term used to differentiate between the obsolete
30 -line and Baird systems, and the modern systems,
in which the line frequency is (in England) 405 and
France 625 and 819. Even higher line frequency is
employed in some countries.
Horizontal Scanning
Term denoting method of scanning in which the
scanning spot explores the picture or image to he
televised in a series of horizontal lines or " sweeps."
Hunting
A term which, in television parlance, refers to
the up- and -down or side -to-side movement of the
televised image on the screen.
Iconoscope
A special form of cathode -ray tube used in some
systems of television transmission. It is the invention
of Dr. V. Zworykin, of America. In place of the usual
cathode -ray fluorescent screen, the Iconoscope has a
metal plate coated with a light -sensitive material.
The image to be televised is focused upon this plate
which is scanned by a rapidly moving cathode -ray
beam.
Each grain of the light- sensitive material on
the metal plate acts as a miniature light-sensitive cell,
and when acted upon by the cathode ray beam it
gives up its charge of current which thereupon flows
through an external circuit where it is amplified and
transmitted in the usual manner.
(To he continued)
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ATTENUATOR

Balances reception of ITA and BBC in all areas and avoids constant adjustment of controls. The Osmor is the only
variable attenuator that will reduce the signal exactly to the required level. Easily Fitted -just plug in. Reduction
ratios variable 2 -1 to 10 -1. An Essential with all types of Band Ill Converters. I0/ -, plus 9d. p. & p. From your

Dealer

-or direct.

BAND

1SWITCH -TUNED

I

FILTER

I

I

Suitable
Rejects BBC from ITA aerial and improves picture.
for all makes. Fitted in 2 minutes. 10/6, including instructions.

ITA CONVERTERS

LONDON

F.M
Complete Kit for Switch-

I tuned

F.M.

Tuner

with

Automatic frequency
Icontrol available.
Lam__

LICHFIELD

MANCHESTER

A very efficient Band Ill Converter for all TV sets of any age (including TRF).
Approximately
one hour to build !
Will convert any Band Ill Channel to any Band I Channel. Station
switching.
A.G. or A.C. /D.C. Size 4)/in. x 2 ¡in. x 3M. Circuits, Wiring Diagrams and full
constructional information, ready to fit inside your TV cabinet.

65/-

Complete Kit

Completely wired

80/

Both plus 2'- post and packing.

ITA Band III
CONVERTER KIT

FREE"

We keep right up to date
In building the latest circuits
published in
Practical Wireless," " Wireless
World," and " Radio Constructor " and we stock
the components specified. Send IOid. in stamps
for circuits, fully descriptive literature together
with coil and coilpack leaflets, component lists,
chassis drawings and templates.

Complete with all components, including power unit,
for construction of an efficient Band Ill converter.
Nothing else to buy. Circuit, wiring diagram, chassis
templates and complete instructions, £6.19.0.
Plus 2/6 p.

OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS LTD

&

p.

418 Brighton Road, South Croydon,
Croydon 5148 -9
Surrey.

Dept. PTIO.

IN-

PERSONAL & INDIVIDUAL TRAINING
Photography
Civil Service
High Speed
Salesmanship
Commercial
P.M.G. Ceres.
Secretaryship
Oil Engines
Industry and Com- Advertising Eng. Commercial Subjects
Art
Industrial Admin. Police
Shorthand & Typing
merce offer their Aeronautical
Short Story Writing
Jig & Tool Design Production Eng.
best posts to those with quali- A.R.B. Licences Customs Officer
Draughtsmanship
Journalism
Prod.
Planning
Short Wave Radio
Art
which
fications- appointments
Economics
Eng.
Languages
Radio
Engineering
Sound Recording
bring personal satisfaction, Automobile
Electrical Eng.
Management
Telecommunications
Radar
good money, status and secur- Banking
ElectricallnstallationsMaintenance Eng. Radio Amateurs
Television
icy. As part of a modern in- Book- keeping
Electronics
Time &Motion Study
Mathematics
(C & G) Licence
dustrial organisation, we have Building
Electronic
Business
M.C.A.
Licences
Television
Tracing
Radio
&
skilled knowledge of what is
Draughtsmanship
Management
Mechanical Eng.
Servicing
Welding
required and the best means
Eng. Drawing
Metallurgy
Refrigeration
Workshop Practice
of training personnel for pre- Carpentry
Export
Motor Eng.
Chemistry
Sales Management Works M'gement
s ant day and future requiremeets. We specialise also in City &GIds.ExamsHeat. &Vent. Eng.
Painting Dotting Sanitary Eng'eering
teaching for hobbies, new in- Also courses for GENERAL CERTIFICATE of EDUCATION A.M.I.H., & V.E. A.M.S.E., A.M.Brit.
terests or part -time occupa- I.R.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.D., A.M.I.M.I., A.F.R.Ae.S., A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I.I.A., A.C.C.A., A.C.I.S.,
Accountancy

tions in any of the subjects A.C.C.S., A.C.W.A.. City
listed here. Write t
to -day
for further informati on. There
s no obligation of any kind.

&

e
College
The only HDmeStudy

°peras

by

a organisation
d
manufacturing

Guilds Examinations, R.T.E.B. Serv. Cert., R.S.A. Cert. etc.

COURSES WITH PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT
in RADIO - TELEVISION MECHANICS CHEMISTRY

;

ELECTRICITY

DRAUGHTSMANSHIP

COURSES FROM

15 -

POST THIS
la

PER

PHOTOGRAPHY ETC.

MONTH

TODAY

E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 138K, London, W.4

I O NAME

E

1

K ADDRESS

... ........................ ........_......................
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f
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T/V CONVERTER -185 Mc /s- 199 Mc /s
L2 - 5 - 0 post free.

3

Suitable for London, Birmingham and Northern Transmissions

6-all Post free. Wiring and aligning of
above 20'- extra.
Full range of Band 3 aerials in stock. Adaptors
from 7 ;6 per set. Indoor or outdoor dipoles
with 5 yds. cable 13/9.
1 -Band 3
over filter unit, 7/66,.
Variable attenuators
6 db -36 db, 7; 6. BBC Break- through Filter,
suitable for BBC pattern rejection, 6/6:

A highly successful unit (IV, World circuit),
incorporating variable oscillator tuning, Midget
BVA valves, etc. Chassis size 7 x 4 x 2tin,
Thousands already in use. Suitable for most
types of T V sets. TRF or Superhet. Kit of
parts 45/ -. Blueprint 1,6, Power pack kit 30/ -,
Switch kit (Band -Band 3 Ae., switching)

6

attBand

1

ELECTROLYTICB ALL TYPES NEW STOCK
Tubular Wire Ends
Can. Typen, Clips, 8d. ea.

Volume Controls 80 Cßß; E COAX
Log. ratios, 10,001 ohms
Megohms.
Long
spindles.
1
year
guarantee. Midget Edis.
or type.

STANDARD lin. 'lion,.
Polyt heue in s fated.
GRADE " 4" ONLY

3/Linear
ohms

Semi -air
SPECIAL.
SO
spaced polythene.
ohm.
Coax lie. d3am

-2

4/Ratio,

-2
switch,

.

Megohms.
I.ess
4;- each.
Losses
Coax plugs, 12.
Coas St ranted tore.
sockets 1 -.
Couplers eett 30' .
9d. yd.
1;3.
Outlet boxe., 416.
TWIN FEEDER, 8414111),., 6d. yd. :;nn ohm., Pd. yd.
TWIN SCREEN FEEDER, 811 ohms, 1,3 yJ.
50 OHM CABLE 8d. per yd lie. dia.
TRIMMERS, Ceramic, 4 pf. 7) pi.. 9d. ]110 pf.,
000 pi., 1.9. PHILIPS
150 pf., Lg
250 pf.. 18
Beehive Type
to S pi. or 3 to ::0 pf., 13 each.
RESISTORS.-Prei. values lo ,,time 10 nlegohms.

2

law,

3% Type,
1% Hi-Stab.

1

i

;

}

11,v.1
5w. t

w., 9d. ;
w.,
! w., E' -.

l.:

Clout

21-

15,000
33,100

1'9

ohms
low, f
2/3
WIRE -WOUND POTS. 3w. LAB. COLVERN, etc.
Pre -Set Min. T.V. Type Standard Size Pots.21in.
Knurled Slotted Knob. Spindle.
]sigh !:rade.
All values 25 ohms to 30 All Values. lml 0100 to
K., 3/- ea 30 K., 4/- 511K., 5 6 : 100 K.. 8//6.
Ditto Carbon
Track W,W EXT. SPEAKER
50 K. to 2 Meg., 3' -.
CONTROL 10D, 3, -.
CONDENSERS. -Mica or S. Mica. All pref. values.
3 pi. to 6811 pf., 6d. ea.
t' 'ramie types. 2.2 pf. -3,11110
pf. as available, 9d. each Tubulan, 4511 v., tilinte
and T.0 Íi..0005, .601, .005..ní and .1, 330 v., 9d.
.115, .1 5110,.
H unts,
1'-. .25 Hint., 1,16.
6' Hunt., 119. .1. Soi v. 'l'.t:C'. Simples). 3,6.
.001 f kV. T.C.C'., 5;6. .dol 20 kW. '1'á'.C., 9 8.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS
I0 ", 3 pf. to :,un pi.. 1l -. 600 pi. to 3.11011 pf., 1 3.
I% 1.5 pf. to 301 pf., 1/9. 515 pi. to 2,1110) pi., El -.
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. -18 s.w.t. Plain, undrilled,
folded 4 sides and riveted corners lattice fixing holes.
Strong and soundly constructed with 21in. sides.
lin. z 4in., 4:6 ; 9io. z 6in., b'9 ; llin. z 7in., 89 ;
13in. z 9in., 81 : 14in. z llin., 10,6.
SOLON SOLDERING IRONS :2110-2'20v. or 30'250
5.1, '5 watt
insbnment type. 216' n3 watt
Pencil Rit Type, 26'8: 65 satt Oval Bit Type,
25,'-.
Conlprehen.ive 0:,1 of ,pales available.

t.

5 VALVES

81111

n,.- _'.6111

LA'I'ENT MII1GET
BVA
SERIES

m.

Brand new and guar. A.C. 200/230 v. 4 pos. \W,C.
NW. Short- Medi,m, -Lmg. ):rani. P.O. socket.
High
Q dust core coils. latest envoi) technique, delayed
AVC and peg. feedback. O/Y 4 watts, t'ha,.is
size, 1:31 x 3!
24in. Dial Min. v 41in. Bor. or vert.
station names. Walnut or ivory knobs to choice.
Aligned and calibrate.' ready for use. Sensitivity
and Quality at Low Cost.
Double wulllnl mains trans. BARGAIN
Carr, ami ins., 4,6.
PRICE
7 2 ó6s
A or ]lin. speaker to match, 20/- and 25/ -.
7 Valve De Luse, push -pull version, 7 watt output.
612.10.0- liar'. S ins. 3/ -.

_ ohms-13
10,50o
16

3

;

., 9d.

10°1, Type.

L.N.

WIRE WOUND

CARBON

20% Type, I w., 3d.
I w., 5d.: t w., Bd.

III

Collard 4 -speed Changers from 91 ans.
available).

VALVES
K'

NEW
BOXED
1R3, 1'f 4 7,6 DA E66
105, 104 7'8 D196
:154, á4'4 S;-I IKJ,I
6E7
13K8
6147

GUARANTEED

j

0557
n0 6

r,St

P"

'Sa

7.6 El
128 1'CC4410/8 Ul4l
9 - ISl'114= 10 8' l'l'F8n 10/6 1'1.41
8,6 Li 11,1 10.6 l'l'Fw! 10,'8 L'Y41

-'-

7Y4

SPECIAL PRICE FER SET
11tS, l'14, x:,. 154 or 354, or 3t4
DK00, DlY'8. nAF'Wi, D1,06
OKM, 6E7, 11117, IiW11, 3G4 or I3N5

SPEAKER
metal Sin.
12in., 43 ;

f R2T.-Ex pant led
s

In.

.

x

223;

li;,

2;8;

.,

SWITCH CLEANER

available to suit this cabinet.

.

Bronze

61-, 24in.
th.

Flui3,-10

8.6

x

27
35

oz.

8

35'-

Io'li-ed

3/-'1201
a
üin.. 8,8, etc.

-1
22to1
' s.w._.3;-;30W411s.w.g.,3

COPPER. ENAMEL WIRE.

30 6

...

...

v Min.,

1211

10-

...

I

,

ins

L80 10/8 PCL8:: 12 8
9/9/- EF41
1016 PLBL
11 8
9/-I EFHI)
10/6 PLS../
10 9+_IEh'86
918 DL!10
12/6 Pl.e::
118
S'8 :35L8
10;8'1iF3l
8/6 PYM
9 6
8 8' EA BI'40 8; 61E1-.41
10/8 PY81
9 8
8:8'8.6'131361
fi:8 F11,84 11/6 PY82
88
E 8 R R c41
10'8,131'5i 10/8 U22
8 8
8 6 ISBt'::3
S 8' IL240
8/6 C25
11
7 6 Li 114
12:6 E7,M11
8/8 UBt' It 98
114 r-6
7
12'6111'14
9/6 1.1t'H4210 6

:,'/,4
t3.4T6

to 21

14

tin,

s.

0.

-:,

kV., 32/9, etc.
MAINS TYPES.- 11161 125 v., 60 mA., 4/6
1, M2
125 v. 100 nut.. 9/9 ; 11413 125 v. 120 tnA., 6,9;
RM4 2:0 v., 250 mA., 36 /-.
ENGRAVED CONTROL KNOBS for Sin. Spindle.
11ín. Jiang.
l\ alum or Ivory. (:old 611eó. 10
Standard (ngravings, 3/8 ea.
Plain knobs to ,rail eh
above,
in., 10d. eu., 11 in. dia., 8d. ea. walnut o
bury,
1)- ea.. 1 in., 9d. ea. Pointer Knobs,
Black
White Line, 9d.
WEARITE
TYPE COILS. All ranges. 1 to 7,
2/8 ea.
Oanmr Q series Coils. Slog tuned. All
ranges iron, 3,11 Foil range popular ('.oil Packs.
;

I

rit,

lit

e

10 H. 65 ma., 5'- ;
10.6: lu H. 120 ma., 10/0 20 H.
mplrx 10/8: 0.mndmaater, 10/6.
;

i

;

12 v, 11

I

;

El

;

3.v,

15/6

;

;

F.M. TUNER UNIT

a.. 13

187

tots -105

me

s

by

Jason).- As tested and approved by It,'ii,,
Construetnr. Complete Kit of parts tu bilibl

this ,modern highly successful unit, drilled
eha -is ami J.H. dial, coils and carre. 4 BWA
niatoue valves ami all components, etc.. f.
only £8.10.0 poet. free. SUPERIOR 1'S -YE
UlA IL. -4.'al ibrated in Mc /s and edge
lit ly 2 pilot lamps, 12/6 extra.
Illustrated handbook with full details, 2/- ),,,,:t

319.

4

t

;

;

:mp.., 89

15 H. l'm ,o:r.,
130 ma., 15.0 ;

,

ERSIN MULTICORE SOLDER 80/40 grade.
Sy.,
3d. per yd. 11ìq., 9d, per yd. ; lib. 2/8.
LOUDSPEAKERS P.M. 3 OHM. 5 n. R S A 16 6;
fin. ('rlee., 18/13; 7 e 4án., i::oodman's Ohio sal,
18.8; 801.
c.., 20/- ; lOin. R. and A., 25. -;
12in. Plessey 35/Goodman's Heavy buts.
Audi, -,,l, 50, IS ohms, 65 / -; 21ín. Elne., 1718
SCOTCH BOY, EMITAPE, etc., 1,2011D., 30. -, laug
playi lia, I,MOlit. reels, 45/-.
Paper tats, 'so,l
goal i,y 1,21M0t.. 12/8. Reels only, Fin., 3/9, Yin.. 4,3.
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS. -,unis ILL
Midget, 6/6 .018 15 nail. Standard sine with tel 8 6.
BRIMISTORS.- "/l for .3a heater chains, 3;8.
('5,2 ira .lia., or 11a., 2/6. 19,:1 !Pilot Le,,10, 1r6,

'

or

;

tittlt r.
L.F. CHOKES. --

CHARGER TRANS. Prim.-11/200/2.50 v sec., 0=
.-I.-i
Hot rhareiug f v and 12 v.), 1.3aeCÿ,.B
:LL., 19;8
4a., 22 8
u ., 28/6.
6

"P

MAINS TRANSFORMERS,-Mule in u
Workshops to 'l'op (:rade spec. Filly intern,
l
its!
d impregnated.
RADIO AND AMPLIFIER
TYPE. -25' v., 611 ma. P.W. sec. 3 v. or 6.3 v. I a
rect. 6.3 v. 2.5 a. set Hlre., 21/-, etc. C.R.T. HTR.,
ISOLATION TYPE-Low leakage with or ,rich
2:
e. Insist voltage.
patio 1 :I or 1.25, 2
4 v.,
108
10/6
0.3 v., 10.8; 13.3 A. 10.8.
Dino with mains prinsarieo 200 ,'250 v., 12 /8. 0prvialt

.

FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS.

Ká'1011 8

7 9 i

Brand new ex- manufacturer', midget 1.F'.'r.
sise _sin. x ;in. x 'in. dust cox tuning. Lilo
w.,uu coils, High Q. Bargain offer, 7,6 pan.

I

22

s

r

I.F. TRANSFORMER -465 kc's

RECORD PLAYER BARGAINS
Latest Model DAS NOR Monarch 4-speed auto changer £8.15.0, eare, 4/6. B.B.R. Three -speed
Single Player, Model T.V.B. £4.12.8, care. 3 -.
Cut mounting board 5; -, oser. 1 / -. Garrard and

-

RECORD PLAYER CABINET
Cabinet size, 181 x 1:31
Ili. Blin with onelit
motor han,!
3'8. 2 salve
£3.3.0,
amplifier to it :hove, matt, e c,,1 antl ie.ied v ith

2/8

8+8;450 v. T.C.C.
9/6
8+16'4511 v. Hums 5/16+16/450 v.'l'.c.l.'. 8/6

E/9

.

ALL WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

WAVEBANDS
S.W. 16 ni.- -', in.
M.W. 2011 r,
50 in.
3

;

-2

8143/' v.

.

t

;

1/9

31-

2/9 32/350 v.
91e) y. Dub.
4/6 32+32/275 v. Hunts 4/8
--Ir, 450 v. T.C.C. 5/- 32+32/4511 v. 1'.1'.t'. 6/6
le, ISo v. B.E.C.
3/6
250/330 v. B.E.C.
8/6
If Jun v. Dub.
4/- 60/350 v. T.C.C'.
6/6
I6-- 1rì!430 r. T.C.C. 5/6
60+100/:50 v.
11/6
_ :,,1 `-. Dub.
9/- 60+2.30p275
v.
12/8
_
"u . Dub.
5/100-°_01%275 v.
- <rnl
12/8
B. tt.C. 6/8
.,- :32,330
B.E.C. 5/6 3,000 mid. 6 v.
2/6
SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS,
E.H.T. TYPE FLYBACK VOLTAGES. -133 /25 2 kV., 5 /
1;:+ /40
32 kV.. 6/9; K3 /43 3.6 kV., 7.' 8; K.^1/50 4 kV.,

-

9/9
10,00)

50/12 v.

lot, _'-, v., 2/450 v.
S 4:mv. B.E.C.
''v. Dub.

8d. yd.

Noa Sw. S.P. 8w. D. P.Sw.

..

23 25

-

8:

free.

COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

(Est. 1946)

70 BRIGSTOCK ROAD, THORNTON HEATH, SURREY

(THO 2188)

TRS RADIO
50 yards

Thornton Heath Station.

Listed above are only a few items from our very large stock.

Hours

:

9 a.m.

Tom, :C.W.O.orC.O.D,Afudly nooks chequer,

-6

p.m.,

I

p.m. Wed.
T.I.S.

P. O.x,rle., payable lo

Buses

130A,

133, 159,

166 & 190,
Send 3d. stamp today tor Complete Bargain List,

OPEN ALL DAY SAT.
lib. I /1, 310.

Pon,' PIRA irry up to 116.7d.,

1/1, 519. 2/. ,1310.3,6
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Television in 30D
SOME DETAILS

OF ONE

OF THE

NEW

APPLICATIONS

NCf

telev ision has been adapted to commercial
needs as distinct from entertainment in the
home, many interesting developments have
taken place. The miniaturisation of cameras, for
instance, resulted from the need of certain manufacturers to have a monitoring device in a confined
space. and increased sensitivity in tubes has also to
a large extent resulted from the need to use cameras
in places where the lighting was restricted. Hospitals
are using television to relay operations to students
and others who are outside the operating theatre,
and here also, colour has been developed to assist in
conveying a more accurate picture of what is taking
place. The latest development has received quite a
lot of publicity in the national Press and is depicted
on our cover this month. It is TV in 3 -D. Developed
by the Marconi company, this was primarily intended
for use at the Harwell atomic research station.
As many of our readers know, certain processes have
to be carried out by remote control, and certain
apparatus which is radioactive has to be manipulated
inside a screened chamber. Messrs. Savage & Parsons
developed a most interesting mechanical arrangement
by means of which an operator can carry out operations up to a distance of 5ft. with great accuracy,
the first two fingers and thumb of each hand being
inserted in clips. and any movement of the hand then
provides exactly similar action to two rubber-faced
clips inside the cubicle. The movements are conveyed
by thin strip steel cables and precision -made gearing,
and the accuracy and sensitivity is such that it is
possible to take out a match from a match -box and
light a candle with the remote " fingers."
However, whilst this provides the necessary control
there are certain occasions when it
becomes difficult at the distance to
judge the proximity of two objects,
or it may be necessary that the
experiment should be carried out at
a distance. Special equipments arc
at present under development. some
of which will be capable of remote
manipulation up to distances of half
a mile (or more if desired).
Ordinary closed -circuit television
has already . been tried, but has
proved to have limitations in so far
as the absence of perspective in the
screened image makes it difficult for
the operator to judge the distance of
the manipulator's " hands " front
the objects to he handled. With the
stereoscopic television now developed, perspective has been restored
and the operator sees what appears
to be a solid (i.e.. three -dimensional
SI

DEVELOPMENTS IN COMMERCIAL
OF TV

and two display monitors. The cameras are mounted
side by side, with their lines of sight inclined so that
they intercept at the " point of interest."
The left-hand camera of the pair (corresponding
to the left eye) is connected to one of the monitors,
which thus gives a left -eye view of the scene ; similarly.
the right -hand camera and monitor give a right -eye
view.

The two monitors are positioned in a display
cabinet in such a way that the pictures are superimposed by means of a semi -silvered mirror. A
vertically polarised polaroid filter covers the face of
one screen, while the other is covered by a second
polaroid filter which is horizontally polarised.
The operator wears a pair of polaroid spectacles
and thus on looking through the front of the cabinet,
as shown on the cover, the left -hand eye sees the image
picked up by the left-hand camera and the right -hand
eye the other view. Without the spectacles, of course.
a slightly blurred double image can he seen. The two
monitors have separate controls and may be adjusted
to suit the vision of the operator. In a demonstration
which we witnessed we found that the field of view
was rather short, but it is understood that this may
be adjusted at the camera end to suit the work in
hand. For the type of close -up work which was
demonstrated and which is illustrated, only a narrow
field of view is required and sufficient' depth is given
to enable the remote " fingers " to carry out their
work.
Having started, the process can, no doubt. he
developed. As it stands it is, of course, of little use
for home entertainment. Apart from the necessity
of wearing the spec i, l spectacles, the view -point is

image.
The -Marconi stereoscopic camera
channel consists of two industrial the mitt cameras used to relay the two view" for the steroscopic
receiver shorn on our cover this month.
Vidicon cailleras, two control units
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restricted and a crowd would have difficulty in
viewing the screen. Apart from which, the two
separate receivers take up considerable room. However, a double -gun tube could no doubt be developed
to provide the two images, and by using two phosphors
with a shadow -mask similar to that used in colour
TV it should not be a difficult matter to produce two
side-by -side images in red and green. This would
then resemble the earlier stereo prints which used
to be published and were known as Anaglyphs. Some
early 3-D films utilised the same system. This would
enable a number of viewers to see a single screen,

although they would have the disadvantage of having
to wear the special spectacles.
Such a scheme could not, of course, be used for
standard broadcast transmissions as it would not
conform to the necessity for any system to be compatible. That is, it would be difficult to cut out one
of the transmissions for those who did not possess
a 3 -D receiver.
Perhaps, however, such a scheme
is not insurmountable.
As a matter of interest it may be stated that the
two cameras, double- control equipment and the
double monitor used in the demonstration (with
14in. screen) costs approximately £2,500.

BBC Engineering Designs
functions of Designs Department are to
THEdevelop and design equipment for use by the
BBC which cannot conveniently be bought from
outside manufacturers. Close co- operation is maintained with the BBC Engineering Research, Planning
and Installation and Equipment Departments.
The Television Group is sub- divided into four
sections dealing with transmission, apparatus,
recording and measurements. It has been responsible
for the design of radio links for outside broadcast
use and for the H.F. carrier equipment installed in
the coaxial cable system between Broadcasting
House and Crystal Palace. The section's work has
also included the development of distribution
amplifiers, waveform and commentator's monitors,
and it was responsible for the design and construction
of the one- and two-camera " Roving Eyes." Its
experimental O.B. team has carried out special
operational projects including successful television
programmes from one of H.M. submarines, an
aeroplane and a helicopter.
Other aspects of its work include colour television
experiments and it is concerned with the development
of apparatus to produce the signals required for
experimental work on colour equipment and links.
The section has made important contributions to
the design of telecine apparatus and has produced a
16 -mm. suppressed -frame recording equipment. Side
by side with this work it carries on a continuous
investigation into the fundamental requirements of
telerecording and methods for obtaining the best
results.
The following is a brief description of some of the
many items of equipment produced by the department.

Roving Eye, Mark H
Since the BBC's first Roving Eye was designed and
built by the department about three years ago, a
great deal of experience has been accumulated.
This has shown that amongst its functions it has
much more frequent use in doing modest broadcasts
such as short inserts into programmes like " Sports view " and " Panorama," than in doing broadcasts
while roving. Roving Eye ll, therefore, is designed as
a small self- contained two -camera mobile unit, but
the facility to rove when required, has been retained.
An additional feature has been added by the
inclusion of a 45ft. pneumatically- operated extending
mast (see page 488), so that the radio links, which
are necessary for roving, can also be used over a
considerably increased range when operated from a
fixed point. This feature will make it useful for
reportage types of broadcasts.
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Cameras
The cameras used are Marconi Mark IB imago
orthicon type, these being smaller and lighter than
later models. One of the cameras is brought into os
operational position by raking it through the rc.'t.
The cameraman stands en a fixed platform. wt;cl
does not rise with the lift, but which is above the fir or
level of the vehicle.
The second camera is mounted at the near side
front of the vehicle, alongside the driver, and it c.',1
look forward through the windscreen or through tt.
nearside window.

Alternative Modes of Oçerasion
For normal outside broadcast operation, both
cameras can be used aw :,y from the vehicle, to which
they can then be connected by cables, which may he
up to 1,000ft. in length. Alternatively, the whole of
the apparatus comprising the camera channel and
sound and vision control equipment can be conveniently removed from the vehicle and set up
elsewhere, using a spare cable " harness."
When the vehicle is not roving, the Yagi aerial and
also the single whip aerial serving both the transmitter
and receiver on Band can be mounted on a telescopic mast which gives an overall height of 451t.,
thereby considerably extending the operating range.
A combining unit enables the Band I transmitter and
receiver to share the v hip aerial, and includes a
60 db rejector to prevent break-through from transmitter to receiver. The range is of the order of two
miles when roving, but when standing still and using
the high mast, it is of the order of ten miles.
1

The Radio Microphone
The radio microphone was developed to relieve
outside broadcast commentators of the encumbrance
of a microphone with a trailing lead. It consists of a
miniaturised V.H.F. (F.M.) transmitter and a battery
pack, each approximately the size of a packet of 20
cigarettes, associated with a miniature microphone.
The aerial consists of a few feet of wire concealed in
the user's clothing. With an R.F. output of about
watt, it is believed to be the smallest high- quality
transmitter of its power at present available for its
particular purpose.
Suitable transistors were not available for the
required power and frequency, and sub -miniature
valves are used throughout.
Naturally, the transmitter has a limited range,

depending upon conditions
short distance operation.

;

it

is intendt:d

only for
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Timebase Calibration
TWO CIRCUITS FOR

PRODUCTION OF MARKER PIPS IN 'SCOPES

THE

THE calibration of the X timebase of an oscillo- exceeds VI the diode conducts. At the instant when
scope is an essential feature for measurement the diode begins to conduct the voltage developed
of sync. pulse width and many TV waveforms. across RL is applied via CI to the grid of the blocking
The methods generally adopted for the calibration oscillator. This lifts the grid voltage, which has been
previously held beyond cut -off by the negative
of the X timebase are
(II Direct calibration from a knowledge of the voltage V2. and the blocking oscillator is excited and
produces a single pulse due to heavy positive feedback
sweep period
(2) Calibration by means of fixed marker pips between anode and grid (LI and L2 are tightly coupled
together on laminated iron core). This pulse, which is
produced by a ringing circuit
(3) Production of a variable marker pip by auxiliary used to produce either the brightening. black -out or
pip. depending whether the pulse is applied to the
circuits.
Two types of circuits are suitable. They are the grid or to the Y deflection plate. is taken off through
C3. Although this circuit may appear more simple
i
H.T+
Ó Li

-s
Pp

ó

Vt

2

o

vV.

Pig.

-

HTnegative
voltage V2
7b

(Bias)

the production of marker
pips.

J.- -Multiar circuit for

multiar circuit. using a pick -off diode and blocking
oscillator, and the Miller -Sanatron circuit triggered
by the timebase being used.
shows
Method I. -- -.Figure

the multiar pick -off
circuit and blocking oscillator which may be used
I

The timebase
to give the variable marker pip.
voltage supplied from the oscilloscope is applied
to terminals I and 2. The voltage
is. of course, of a saw -tooth waver
form. The output marker pip is
obtained from terminals 3 and 4.
The marker may be used on the
tube by application to the Y terminals when used as a pip or.
alternativel:., applied to the grid
of the tube to produce a brightening or black -out marker : in the
latter case the marker appearing
as a bright or dark spot on the

than the one to he described below. it is not recommended by the author due to the stray capacity Cs
across the diode causing direct feed -through at high
timebase frequencies.
Method 2.- Figure 2 shows the Miller -Sanatron
Circuit which provides the marker pulse as follows
The trigger pulse for the Miller is obtained by
differentiating the leading edge of the saw -tooth
waveform of the timebase being calibrated. It is
applied to VI suppressor through DI and the auxiliary
switching valve V2. This initiates the run -down of
the Miller in the usual way. During the run -down V2
remains cut off. At the end of the run -down V2
conducts causing the anode voltage to tall rapidly.
This fall is differentiated by CI and RI giving the
desired output marker pip. The position of this pip
in time may be changed relative to the start of the
timebase in the oscilloscope under test by adjusting
the potentiometer R6.
The valve VI should preferably he one with a short
suppressor base in order to ensure correct switching
by valve V2. If the control grid hase of V2 is shorter
than that of VI. the resistance R3 may be omitted
since this ensures that the valve V2 is cut -off during
the run -down of VI. The total voltage applied to the
grid of V2 during the run -down is that between grid
(Concluded on page 484)

trace.

Operation of the Circuit
ln the circuit shown in Fig.
the diode D will remain nonconducting until the input voltage
becomes equal to the voltage V
which can be adjusted by the
When the
potentiometer Rp.
voltige between points l and 2
I

Fig. 2. -The

VAJ

-

Ailler-Sanatron circuit.

4ïß

ALTHOUGH a large number of sets can be
serviced on site, there are still a considerable
number that require servicing in a properly
organised and efficient service department. These
will include sets with obscure faults and sets that
are intermittent at varying intervals. With these sets
it is practically impossible to render good service
on site and, if it is possible, it is not economic, taking
into consideration time and labour. The latter being
quite an item in a customer's bill. This article,
therefore, proposes to set out a plan for an efficient
service department, although of course, circumstances
will vary, according to space, labour available and
the amount of work handled .
The principles, however, remain the same, whether
for a large, medium or small service department, and
can be adapted for any.
The Workshop
For the purposes of this article, a medium -sized
service department is taken for reference, or a department that will handle approximately 12 television
sets a week (for service in the department). Fig.
gives a layout which, of course, need not be strictly
adhered to, but is only intended as a guide. The main
point to observe is that there are positions at the
bench for specific jobs. This should be adhered to,
otherwise the organisation falls apart. Note the
position for unboxing and reboxing sets and arrangeI

Fig. 2.-.- Details of

A

...
...
...

E
F
G

...

B''
C
D
H
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a

mains distribution board.

amp., 2 pin.
amp., 3 pin.
amp., 2 pin.
amp., 3 pin.
amp.. 2 pin.
Lamp socket.
13 amp., 3 flat pin type.
10 amp., 2 pin.
5
5
15
15
2

ments made to ensure safe keeping of bolts, etc., from
each individual job. Nothing is more time wasting
than having to search around for securing bolts,
control knobs, and backs of sets after servicing, and
in fact, this often results in sets being returned
minus a couple of bolts and probably with the
wrong back. If this happens and the customer is
critical, it will probably intean loss of further business.
As shown in diagrams, provision should be made
for a blower or vacuum cleaner to clean out sets.
This is important. A set returned to a customer in a

Starting a.
Service
De p.rtnient
NOTES

BY

A SERVICE ENGINEER

THOSE WHO WISH

TO START

FOR

UP A

TELEVISION SERVICING BUSINESS
By

F. E.

Apps

clean state, looking almost new, Hill often mollify
a customer, who is not pleased at the size or the bill.
Power Points
Provision should be made so that sets can be
plugged into power points without havirg to change
the plug on the set. An arrangement is ;ho.sn in
Fig. 2 which should cover all eventualities. This is
really worth the cost of making up as it saves, time
in changing plugs and obviates the set being returned
to customer with a wrong plug fitted.

Main Testing Positions
The number of engineers will. of course, depend on
the size of the department and the amount of servicing
to be done. I have just taken one position only bet,
of course, this can be duplicated or triplicated as
desired. The necessary instruments should be placed
on a shelf at the front of the bench, and should
include A.M. /F.M. signal generator, output meter.
An oscilloscope should be at one side of the bench
and a C.R.T. with loud speaker and the necessary
leads to attech to a chassis, where the C.R.T. and/or
speaker are fixed to cabinet. The C.R.T. should,
of course, have its line and frame coils on and the leads
should be of sufficient length to reach the chassis.
In some cases this method is not possible, but it will
suffice for quite a number of makes. As it is only
possible to have one C.R.T. in position (either a
12in. or 14ín.) scanning, of course, will not be correct,
but in the case of faults other than this, allowances
can be made, and enough picture can be observed
to judge whether the fault has been rectified.

Other Instruments
The following instruments are considered by the
writer to be essential to a good servicing bench.
(1) Multi -range meter (20,000 ohms per volt).
(2) EHT voltmeter (to 25 kV).
(3) A.C. centre zero V.M.
Other Essential Accessories
It is necessary to have proper trimming tools for
the different kinds of trimmers fitted by different
makers. Accurate trimming cannot be carried out
with a metallic screwdriver and in many sets accurate
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are to be kept separately with necessary label attached,
stating type and serial number of each set.

Service Records
It is essential that complete records be kept of
each set serviced. This can be done by either tiling
cards or book. Information on cards or in book
should give maker's type and serial number, customer's name and address, date or dates serviced,
the work and parts involved and the charge made.
This record should be kept up to date, otherwise it is
useless. A good method is to complete the current
entry before the set leaves the department. This
record is very useful should a set be returned for
servicing within a short space of time. From it one
can gather whether a new fault has occurred or if it is
a recurrence of a previous fault, in which case it may
be the real reason of the failure was not discovered,
or it is an inherent fault of this make, in which case
there is probably a maker's modification to carry out.

trimming to obtain correct waveform is very necessary
to achieve the necessary 3 Mc's bandwidth.
A few short leads with crocodile clips at each ebd
should always be readily available, as in various
operations " shorting " of certain components is
necessary.

Organisation of labour Mailable
At least one good service engineer will be required,
and if possible a young beginner who is learning the
trade. A point to note here is that the service

AMFM

Service Sheets and Information
These are invaluable for speedy service work,
saving time that would be otherwise wasted searching
for components suspected. They should be kept
separately in box files under various makers' names,
and should ahrars be returned when finished with.
It is very handy, if possible, to have circuit diagrams
of various makes pasted on a cardboard back for
bench work only. This prevents the service data on
sheets from being torn or rendered illegible.
Should you be in a fortunate position to be able
to receive information of modifications from the
S.G.

Oscilloscope
o
o

o

u

J

i'

Boxes r,..- knobs

Fig. l.-- Suggested bench
layout for a service
workshop. The arrangement
cf the power points below
the bench edge may be as
shewn in Fig. 2, with a 13
or 15 amp. input plug for
the mains.
See also the
article on p. 465.

etc.

Unboxing etc

Drawer for tools

Power

pants

Blower or
vac cleaner

Pace for

d-t

ser backs

engineer is probably getting £14/£15 per week, and as
such should be employed on skilled jobs where he will
be earning his money. To have an engineer wasting
his time unboxing, cleaning and re- boxing sets is
uneconomic. This job can be done by the young lad
or trainee (having been given complete instructions
how to do so). He should be instructed to ask, if in
doubt, about any set on which he is working, and
also told about how bolts, knobs, etc., -of each set

various makers, it is advisable to note them on the
service sheet and on the circuit diagrams as soon after
receipt as possible.
One other very important point. You will find
in this journal, in each issue, a list of makers' types,
with various faults and the suggested cure. It is
advisable, to keep these handy for reference : they
will probably save your time and money.
r, hr continue: I)
I
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SHEET

PHILCO MODELS A.1960 AND A.2160
HEM-. two model, utilise an identical chassis
but differ in the cabinet finish. The illustration
shows Model A.I960 and the view of the
chassis is of the sane model. The receiver incorporates in 18 -valve circuit, including the turret tuner.
The latter employs the standard cascode arrangement.
and the output feeds a three -stage 1.F. video amplifier.
the sound receiver being fed from the first of the I.E.
stages. The sound receiver has two 1.F. stages and
the usual rectifier. interference suppressor, etc., with
a pentode output stage.
Both sound and vision
sections use valses and no metal rectifiers are
employed in these two sections.
The timehases are standard, a multivibrator being
used l'or the line section and a blocking oscillator for
the frame. An interesting feature is that the line
transformer and FliT vale are of the plug-in type
a rid thus are readily replaced.

T

-

Servicing
One of the most interesting points about this
model is the arrangement of the main chassis and the
various pre -set controls. In many receivers the latter
are arranged on the hack of the chassis and a mirror
or assistant is required when making certain adjustments. In this series of receivers, however. a wooden
panel on the side of the cabinet may be easily removed
and uncovers a strip which mai he seen in the upper
part of the illustration below. This carries sensitivity,
line and frame. tone and other subsidiary controls.
The illustration shows the chassis in the position it
occupies in the cabinet, it is not stood on one esige.

An inspection of the front view above will show that
the speaker is " on end " between the main controls.
This
position of the
chassis
enables tests to be carried out without removing the chassis, and in
many cases certain items may be
replaced whilst it is in the same

position.
This receiver lends itself admirably
to the use of the automatic tuner
(the Philcomatict described on page
458. The view on the left shows this
tuner device fitted to the receiver,
and below the shaft, which operates
this control, will be seen the mains
rectifier, which in this case is of the
contact type and is bolted direct to
the side runner of the chassis.
The 1.F.s are 38.15 Mc s for sound
and 34.65 Mc :s for vision. The ENT
on the A.I960 is 14.5 kV and on
the A.2160 it is 16 kV.

"

Practical Television Circuits"
288 pages, 156

illustrations

15/- nec or 15/6 by post from

A view of the A.1960 showing the accessibility of parts.

:

GEO. NEWNES LTD.
Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2
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A Televisor From Indicator
Unit 62
MAKING AN INEXPENSIVE RECEIVER FROM A POPULAR
(Continued from page 429, April issue.)

EX- GOVERNMENT

UNIT

no longer heard. Then readjust L4 and L7 maximum
vision signal.
Make certain that no contacts exist between
It will be discovered that a peak value cannot be
Ole H.T. line and filaments, or between H.T. line
found on some of the coils ; this is arranged purand earth.
posely so that adequate bandwidth can be received.
Turn all controls to zero. Now switch on and
Now turn the contrast control to zero, restore the
wait for the unit to warm up. After about one anode circuit of V7 and the lead to " A," reduce the
brilliance control so that the raster
just disappears ; now, by turning
up the contrast control, a pattern
should appear on the screen. Turn
the " line hold " control in either
direction slowly and it will be found
that a certain critical setting will
resolve the pattern into a picture.
Adjusting the " frame hold " will
lock the picture in a vertical direction.
If the picture is upside down reverse
the connections to 12 and 8 on the
C.R.T. If the picture is inside out
reverse the connections on 9 and I I
on the C.R.T.
The quality of the picture will
probably be very poor, L3, 4. 5, 6, 7
and 9 should, therefore, be adjusted
to give the best quality. The contrast
control will have to be advanced in
step with this operation.
If at all possible, final adjustments
Fig. 6.- Circuit of C.R.T. network.
should be made on Test Card C.
minute advance the brilliance control until a pattern
When the televisor is finally set up, the coils LI
appears on the screen ; now adjust the focus control and L2 should be adjusted between the sound and
until the lines forming the raster are finely focused : the vision signals. If you have plenty of signal
next centralise the raster by means of the shift strength in hand, the quality of the picture can be
controls.
improved by adding damping to the coils. A 4.7 K!?
resistor can also be connected across the vision
Receiving Sound
receiver coils but not across the rejector coils.
Screw the iron cores until they are level with the
the
formers.
Advance
tops of
the volume control to Vl9 ( Fig. 6) : General Notes
maximum position ; now adjust LI and L2 cores
The cathode of this valve should be connected
the
is
heard.
Bring
until
sound
the sound up to its
to the grid of the C.R.T. In the unit it will
full volume by adjusting TI, T2 and T3 in that directly
probably be found that the anode is strapped to the
order, reducing the volume control as required.
grid
of
the
tube, and the anode and cathode leads will
Should it not be possible to get a peak due to the
have to be reversed.
stray capacitances of the wiring, add half a turn of
Although this valve is rated for 6.3 v. heater volts
wire to the secondary of those coils which will not
7-Hp
peak when the trimmer is set at maximum without
peaking, until the peak point is found.
.13EFORE connecting the televisor to the mains,
the wiring should be checked thoroughly.

is

Receiving Vision
Insert a pair of headphones in the anode circuit
of V7 between R24 and R23 and disconnect the lead
to the C.R.T. grid. Set all cores level with the tops
of the formers ; now turn the contrast control to
maximum and the vision signal should be heard.
It sounds like a peculiar mixture of 50 cycle hum and
motor boating. LI, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are then
adjusted for maximum signal, reducing the contrast

accordingly.
At the back of the vision signal will be heard the
sound programme. Adjust L5 and L8 until the sound

pa,
ps2

1

l

!

:

63V3ATo Time Bara
t
6t.31..!

Fig.

6A.

7.-Circuit

To

Vs,on and Sound Rece,ver

of the power pack.
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it performs its function of D.C. restorer although only
fed with 4 v. from the C.R.T. supply. This method
avoids using a non-standard type of transformer, or

long -range receiver due to the fact that the economy
called for SP6ls to be used. The sensitivity can be
increased markedly by substituting :EF5Os for thé
the employment of a separate filament transformer SP61s.
We believe the Indicator 62A contains
with highly insulated windings.
EF50s in lieu of SP61s, but have no practical knowThe VR54 valve is an Osram D63 in some units and ledge of this unit and are not in a position to answer
a Mullard EB34 in others. Either of these valves is questions regarding it.
suitable although their characteristics differ a little.
Due to the fact that long leads are required to the
A 6H6 will perform equally as well in the circuit.
grid caps of the SP61s, it may be found that the
The values given for C60, 61, 68. 74 are quite stray capacitances necessitate some slight variation
suitable to provide an adequate scan if the H.T. (plus or minus one turn) to the coil windings.
voltage is over 400 v. Should insufficient scan he
C58 has been made variable so as to obtain a
obtained 0.1 nF condensers can be employed. Use greater control over the amplitude of the line sync
condensers available from the unit.
pulse. If desired, it can be substituted by a fixed
Timebase current. Although six SP6Is are used capacity one, and the optimum value obtained during
(whose normal current drain is 10.5 mA each) it will the alignment.
be found that the actual current drawn is not six
The pins of the VCR97 are numbered as follows
times 10.5, but somewhere between 20 and 30 milli - looking at the tube from the back. Observe the first
amps. The reason for this is because the valves are pin on the right of the top projecting key at about
not working under their normal conditions. Current one o'clock. This is pin 1 and the base is consecureadings taken when the timebase is in operation tively numbered in a clockwise direction from this pin.
The EHT transformer has two 4 v. centre-tapped
can be very misleading.
It has been pointed out that the efficiency of windings. Transformers of this type are readily
SP61s begins to fall above 45 Mc /s. However, this obtainable, and if a 2 v. rectifier is used (such as
fact has been taken care of by the provision of an 2X2) one half of one of the windings only is used,
EE50 in a common R.F. stage to boost up the the other lead being left free. A 4 v. valve can be used
signal. In places close to the transmitter this valve if desired. It is worth while paying a good price for
the transformer ; it does not matter if it overhangs
can be omitted.
No claim has been made for this televisor as a the end of the chassis.

First TV Train
RAILWAYS are to put into service in
is claimed to be the first train in the
world to be permanently equipped with closed- circuit
television for the entertainment of passengers. With
a coach fitted as a soundproof studio the pictures will
be seen on 17in. monitor sets at each end of the
passenger coaches.
Three loudspeakers in each
64- seater coach will provide the accompanying sound.
All the equipment was designed. and will be
installed, by Pye Ltd., of Cambridge, who equipped a
similar train experimentally last summer. As a result
of that successful demonstration. Scottish Region of
British Railways have decided to make the television
train a permanent feature.
The order placed by British Railways with Pye is
for one industrial TV camera and its associated
control equipment, including a 5in. video monitor.
18 17in. sets, and for sound equipment comprising a
4ft. audio rack, four -way mixer, 50 -watt amplifier,
tape deck and 27 speakers, by Pamphonic Reproducers
Ltd., one of the Pye Group of companies.
" This is another British ' first '-- nowhere on
either side of the Atlantic has it been achieved yet,"
said Mr. W. J. Kennett, Pye's Scottish representative.
" It offers the railways a big chance to increase their
revenue, attract new custom and compete with long distance coaches.
"It also offers us a tremendous export potential,
particularly in countries where they have never seen
TV ; in Africa, for instance," Added Mr. Kennett.
The receivers will also be specially mounted at
each end of nine coaches so that 600 passengers facing
both ways will have a clear view.
Programmes will probably consist of light entertainment and interviews, with occasional views of
interesting features of the passing scenery, with a
_ommentary.

BRITISH
April what

A Gunshot Generator
use of firearms in dramatic or variety productelevision is complicated, both.
from the point of view of safety and from that of
producing a realistic sound. Even a theatrical blank
cartridge if not fired under closely controlled conditions can seriously overload a microphone and thus

THEtions in sound or

produce an entirely unsatisfactory sound.
In an effort to produce a realistic effect for broadcasting, the gunshot generator was evolved by the
BBC. It can provide single shots, with or without
ricochet effects, or machine -gun fire and does so by
entirely electronic means.
A noise generator using a thyratron valve having a
considerable " shot " component of anode current
is used to produce noise having a bandwidth extending
at least from 50 c/s to 10 kc /s. The output of this
noise generator, together with that of the ricochet
oscillator, is fed to an output gate- circuit which.
together with the ricochet oscillator, is controlled
by a relay impulser. Depression of the trigger switch
causes the relay impulser to convert the variable duration impulse received from the switch to a
fixed -duration, fixed -amplitude positive pulse, or. for
machine -gun effects, to a train of pulses each of equal
duration, the train having the same duration as the
operation of the switch and a variable pulse recurrence frequency.
The output gate- circuit consists of a pair of push pull output valves normally biased beyond cut -off.
The " gate " is " opened " suddenly on receipt of
impulses from the relay and the valves then
return to cut -off in an approximately exponent`al
manner. Thus bursts of noise from the noise generator and bursts of oscillations of falling frequency
from the ricochet oscillator--if in use -both with
exponentially decreasing amplitude, pass through to
the output terminals.
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TRANSFORMER

C.R.T. ISOLATION

TELETRON

Type A. Low leakage windings. Ratio 1 : 1.26
giving a 233 "o boost on secondary.
4 v., 10 /8 ; 6.3 v., 10'8 ; 10.8 v.,
10,13
10/8
13.3 v., 108.
Ditto with mains primaries, 12,6 each.
Type B.
Maine input 220240 volts.
Multi
Output 2, 4, 0.3, 7.3, Ill and IS cells. Input
has two taps which increase output volts by;

;

°
and 50 °5 respectively.
Low capacity,
suitable for most Cathode Ray Tubes. N ilh
'rag Panel, 21 /- each.
Type C. Low capacity wound transformer for
Vide with 2 volt Tubes with falling emission.
Input 220/240 volts.
Output 2.21-21.21.3
volts at 2 amps. With Tag Panel, 17;6 each.

NOTE,

-It

is essential to use mains

types with T.V. receivers
connected heaters.

1957 RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
THREE WAVEBANDS FIVE VALVES
511
N. \\
16 m
m.
LATEST DULLARD
M.W. 2110 to. :1711 m. ECH42, EF4I, Et',B41,
L.W. 8110 I1.- 2,000 m.
19L41, EZ40.
12 month guarantee.
A.C. 200, /230 v. 4.05.y Switch Short-MediomLong -Gmnr- A.V.C. and Negative feedback
4.2 watts. Chassis 131 x 31 x 17ín. Glass Dial
lu x 41in, horizontal or vertical available.

primary

having

Retries-

30, 511, 711 pf., 9d. 100 pf.,
130 pf., 1/3
800 pi., 7011 pf., 1 /9.
2311 pf., 116
RESISTORS.
All values. III ohms tu 10 'neg.,
w., 8d. 2 w., 1, -.
I no 4d.
i me (Id.
HIGH STABILITY. t w., I " °, 2l -- !'referred Ialoes
100 o1'ms to lo
eg,
5 math
3
WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS
10 watt
23 ohms-10,000 ohms
1 6

TRffi117.NA Ceramic.
;

;

1

;

;

;

2

7

15

watt)

15,000 ohms -50,1100 ohms,

3

u., 1/9

;

10 o

:1

I

3

TERMS:

Deposit 85.5.0 and cis' monthly
payments of 81.

12/6 PURETONE RECORDING TAPE
1,200 ft. on standard fitting, 7 Plastic
reels. Brand new, boxed, 12/6.
Spools 5" metal, 1/6, 7" plastic, 4/3.
FERROVOICE 1,200ß. Plastic Taps 25/ -.

AM/FM RADIOGRAM [CHASSIS
7 n. high.
Dial
5 valve
plus motel rect., gram, socket, piano key
waveohange, tone control, med., long and
V.H.F. wavebands, Valve line-up
ECC85,
Poe A.C.
ECH81, EPOS, FABC80, EL41.
mains 100 -250 v.

Measurements 13in. x Lin. o

cut -out required only 101in. o12fin.

0/P TRANSFORMERS. Heavy Duty Su m.k., 4, 6.
Moltiratio, posh -mill, 816.
Small pentode 3;9.
L.P. CHOKES 15 -10 H. 60;63 mA., 5; -; ln H,

:

mA.. 816: 111 H. 130 nIA., 12/8.
MAINS TRANS. 3511-0 -3311, 837 mA., 6.3 v. lapped
80
4

v.

4

a.,

3

v. tapped

v. 2 11,

4

£18.19.6

PRICE

ditto 250 -Ió250, 21 /--

Carriage 126,

MATCHED SPEAKERS FOR BOTH CHASSIS
lin., 19/6 ; Win., 25;- ; l2in., 80/ -.

Bargain, 2502-23ÁI lis niA., li v. 4 a., 4 v. 2 a., 15/ -.
HEATER TRANS. Tapped prim., 2110230 v., 23 v.
t atop., 718
tapped sec. 2, 4. 11.3 v., 11 amp., 8.6
prim, 230 v. See- 2:3 v. 3 amp., 1016.
ALADDIN FORMERS and core, litt., 8d. ; lin., 10d.
J.aiu. FORMERS 5937/8 and Cana TV1 /2. lin, sq.
2 in. and lin. s1- a
lin., 2/- ea., with cores.
TYANA.-Midget Soldering Iron. 200/240 v. or
230230 v., 129. Solon Inatrpment Iron, 24, -.
MAINS DROPPERS. :3in. o Ilin. Adj. Sliders, .3
atop. 750 ohms, 43. .2 atop., 1,111117 ohms, 413.
LINE CORD. .5 amp., 60 ohms per foot, 2 amp., 100
ohms per foot, 2-way. ed. tar foot, &way, 7d. per foot.
LOUDSPEAKERS P.M. 3 OHM. Olin., 17.6.
3in. Goodman,. 171. 7 I.t x 4in. Goodman=, 21' -.
3tin. square, Ehe.. 21.'-.
Sin - Elac, 221.
filin. Goodnauls, 18.6.
loin. R. 8 A., 30; -.
I

Pilot Lamps. Pour Knobs, Walnut. or Ivory.

Aligned and calibrate,[. Chassis isolated from
manly T.S.L. Tweeter Supplied Free
Carr. k Ins., 4/6.
10 gns.

o

I

4 -SPEED

B.S.R. MONARCH
CHANGERS
I

LINE

JOB

NOT

REJECT

ICRYSTAL MIKE INSERT by Aeos, precio ion
engineered. Size only II x 3/16in. Bargain
!'rice 6/8. NO tr:en.fortner requited.

GARRARD RC 80m :3 ,peed Autochange Universal -4C -DC 100 --250 volts. list ill ice 127.10,0
OUR PRICE £15.15.0 care, & ins. 5/ -.
COLLARO AUTO-CHANGER RC631 for 78
e.p,m, lain. and 12ìn. niconly Brand new in
maker's hones
High impedance lightweight
Pick -up with sapphire needle, mill match any
Amplifier or Radio. Lees th:m half price.
Post
5 g no.
ueNo C.O.D.
I

:

;

Replaces
ALLDRY UNIT POWER PACK.
Battery B114, etc 69 v. pl,n I I v. Size 41ín, x

;

All Bored

VALVES
Nes
5.6

IR5

613s

1'1'4

1111.,

I05

111,7.1

1`prip-

6AMti
IiATIi

lìFlet

1I.17

1IK!I
1iSL7

6H\7
6V10311

Elm '3»
EFJO
St1v. Red

'RPM
1:'/,h0

.'P,il

ßP4"
46

7/6
611:7

fili \1'i

12A17
liHC41

1:11::1

1:101

1,11110

IIV113

F.CI1n
ECH42
El' II
I,I .

3 6

::D,;
n11n1
7.6
'i\ i:

1i111

\4
,i\5

0I'11

10-

'iK71i1'

E\'51

524
1'l'7

IiK71:

1;

'iKSi

ar)

1:0"1:7

p

T,V.

7'8

Ph:S2]

K

, ,

.

PRE-AMP

t

l

,MCMICHAEL).

'tunable

BRAND \ 7Etti, 25/- rash,
amp. required.)
MAINS POWER PACK fer above, 25/- extra.

I:.
..

\Ili.

1:1`.1

.

Channels l to 3, t \\'ill Amplify Outwit of your
Band 31'unverter.) Midget size. High, flaire,
Healy for use. 111 -T. 200 ., L.T. 11.3 v .3

12R176
1:1-:e2

.

i

1:I.

HL'13'!1

100/2311 v
65 / -. OUR

B.S.R. MONARCH. :: ['red Motor and Turntable ailh .duct rug switch fur 3:t, 43 and 78
and 2111, 2511 v. A -t'.
r.p.t recut. I'. 11111 -121
1AIs, B.S.R. MONARCH Lightweight
Pick-up w l l .k , X a I tr.never heal!, separate
Ili
-.r
L.P.
awl
wpphirc.I
Standard records.
SPECIAL OFFER, THE TWO ' £4.12.8 post 2/6.

108
12

2.6
1:114,

+pin Socket A.C.

x 11in.

FAMOUS MAKE. Lltir PRICE,
Heady for use.
P1111'E. 3916.

&Gu_aran_teed

66

6A1,5
6.15

304
3V4
51/4

l'EN

1>A5o
'134

3 lin.

NEW AND ENLARGED
SHOWROOMS NOW OPEN

118
123

We have no connection with any other firm.

1665. Buses 133

or

£8 pars

door.

48 -hour

(Stranded core.
Losses cut 50%

Poly-

9d . yd.

ju

STANDARD
lin. Coax Om. ed
DOUBLE SOCKET ... 1;3
11OUTLET BOXES
46
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER. yd. lid. 80 or 300 ohm..
DITTO SCREENED per yd. 3/ -. 80 ohms only.
WIRE -WOUND POTS. 3 WATT.
Pre -Set Mill.
T.V. Type. All values 25 ohms to 30'K., 8/- en.
30 K., 4 -. Itlarhot1 50 K. to 2 m., S /-.)
WIRE-WOUND 4 WATT. Pots 21in. Spindle.
Vahted, 11111 hole to 70 K., b/6 ; 100 K.. 8/6.
CONDENSERS,
New otock.
.001 mid. 7 kV.
T.C'.C., 5 8
Ditto, 20 kV., 916; 100 pi. to úO0 pt.
Micas, 6d.
Tubular 3116 v.. DI to ,01 mid., 9d,
.03..1. 1,- : .25, 1,6 .5/360 v., 1/9 ; .1 /350 v., 9d.
,1'Ioe c.. 1,3: .1 mid., 2,000 volts,
CERAMIC CORDS., S00 r., ,3 pi. to Al mid., 10d.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. 10%, 7 pf. to 51 m
pt.. 1 To :i,1101) pf., 1,2.. DITTO I.,.
1.5 t.,
1'9 515 pf. to 5,00'1 of.,
4;-

419

COAX PLUGS
SOCKETS

1/-

..

.

.

:

;

:
;

;

I.F. TRANSFORMERS 7/6 pair
2'in. r
;in. r ;io. High Q and good bandwidth.
465 Kc:s Slug tuning Miniature Can,

By Pye Radio.

Data sheet supplied.
Wearite 51800 IF 485 Kole 12 /6 per pair.

1

4

TUBULAR
CAN TYPES
l00/25 v
2/- 8 +16/500 v. 5
S /51111 v. 9/6 16 +16 /500 v.
6,
I6 r 10/500 v. 15 +20/430 v.
5'
6/- 52 +32/350 v. 4 6
9 CAN TYPES
32 +32/430 v.
8 8
6 clips
341. 60 +50/350 v.
16 /430 v.
3/6 60-1100/350 v. 1316

2-

v.

:350

2'450

V.

2 3
2
2 3

450 v.

45" r.
v.
v.
v.
12 I:n, 0.
20 y.

e

Y

L , 450
16

3

:2

4
S

1

4/- l00-1300275

6 :32/350 v.

1 9
1 9

44/3:,0 v.

v

5/6
1216
3/- 1,000 +1,100/6 t
- I6/4:50v.,6/512, 0/500 e., 8,1
16 -Mitt
4 / -.
ENTERCEL RECTIFIERS.
E.H.T. TYPE FLYBACK VOLTAGES. 13/25 2 kV., 5/K:310 a.2
V.. 7 1::+ 45, :1.11 kV., 7/6
K3/30 4 k\ -., 8 K3-100 s kV., 14;6.
MAINS TYPE CONTACE
COOLED 2711 v 70 in.A., 8/6 ; 250 v. 83 m.1., 98.
COILS We.
" tpla, 3/- each, Osmor Midget
" (t type !tell. '[net c ore, 4/- each. All range..
TELETRON, L. s mad. 'I'.St. F., with reaction, 36.
FERRITE ROD AERIALS. M. W., 819; M.&L.,12,8.
T.R.F. COILS t: HP', 71- pair. H.F. CHOKES. 2:d,
511

25 v.

-n

cal

:on '12 v.

I.
2 - v
Roce'rein

v

-;

;

:

;

:

I'

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS.

I8 e Ir g. undrilled.
side., I I " tr,l corners and lattice fixing
in. -hit,. 7 a 412, 4/6
J x Oie., 5/9

With

4

hole.,

21

II

a

I

-in.. 68

y 14in.,

:

I:3 x

128:

Jin.,

;

816

;

:

i1'., 10/6;

14 a 11

In x ni x 3in., 181.
FU LL. WAVE ö R On
1S s.
0, 6 of 12 v. 1R 511111., 9/9
2 a
11/3
4 a.. 17 6.
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS, 'rapped input tun
030 v. for charging at 2, 6 or 12 v., 11 amp., 13 6
4 atop.. 21 -.
VALVE and T.V. TUBE equivalent books 5 / -TOGOLE SWITCHES. S.F 2/ -. D.P. 316, D.P.D.T.4, -.
ACID HYDROMETER. Sew Ex Govt, 'Unbreakable. Packed in DICIal case 7 n 11in. dia., 416.
15

:

:

:

WAVECHANGE SWITCHES.
5 p. 4-way 2 water, long spindle
2 p. 2 -way, 3 p. 2 way, short epiadle
il 6
2 p. 0 -way, 4 p. 2-way, 4 p. 3 -way, long spindle 3 6
3 p. 9 -way, 1 p. 12 -way, long epiadle
66
VALVEHOLDERM. Par. lut. Oct., 9d. EF50, EA50,
6d. B12A, CRT, 1 3. Eng. and Amer. 4, 3, 8, 7, and
9 pin, 1 -.
MOULDED Manda and Int. Oct., 8d.
B7G, BSA, BIG, BSA. 9d., B70 with tao, 18.
VCR97, 2 6, BOA with can, 2/1 CERAMIC EF50,
B70, BOA, Int. Oct., 1 / -.
B70 with can, 19.
BLACK CRACKLE PAINT, air drying, 3- tin.
.

Please address all Mail Orders corre._tly as below.

337 WHITEHORSE RD., WEST CROYDON
OPEN ALL DAY -(Wed. 1 p.m.) 10 page list 3d.

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
Tel, T H0

COAX

spaced

EW ELECTROLYTICS. FAMOUS MAKES

'l't3L Tweeter, 1- +H73, 8 -6.
12in. Ples.ey, 30' -.
:sin. M.E. 29k. field, rappel O.P. trans)., 24'6.
CRYSTAL DIODE r,- h.1' 2, -. GEX34 4'.,
HIGH RESISTANCE PHONES. 4,000 ohms, 16,8 pr.

SWITCH CLEANER Fluid, squirt spout, 43 tin,
:363 pi.
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS,
mature lin. a 11ín. x 11in., 10/- .111103 Standard
less trluunens, 6/- ; midget,
size w ith trimmers, 9;7/8 ; gtandard .31005 Inf'l. :l-gang. 7.6.
SPEAKER FRET. Expanded Metal Silver, 151in.
Juin., 2/- each 14fin. x 12in. 3 / -/ea.
GOLD CLOTH. isin -.x 23 in.. 6;. 20in. x36ii0.10' -.
TRANSISTORS (Red Spot) similar t', 0(71 10,- ri.

tAg,,16

thene Insulated. Iio, dia.

Lin or Log Tracks.

TUBULAR

Voltage 200250 A.C.
OUR PRICE £0 15.0 each, Poet Free.
Terms : Deposit £5 and 5 monthly payments
of £1. Space required 14in, a 121io. Sin.
above and 3in. below.

8/8

3-

I

Designed to play 16, 33, 45, 78 r.p.m. Records,
7in., 10in., I2in, Lightweight Xtal pick -up.
turnover head, two separate sapphire styli,
for Standard and L,P., each plays 2,000 records.

.

ERTER

CO

Sem1 -air

10,000 ohms to 2 Mea.
No Sty.

RECORD

STOCK

cnaranMidget,

Long opt/Idles.
teed 1 year.

1957 MODELS
Brand new and fully guaranteed 12 months.

1

III

Volume Controls 80

;

;

BAND

For London, Midland and Norta,rn I.T.A.
MARK I
Suitable all T.V. Bakes. T.A.F. or Superhet.
Ready ontool coils, two E11110 valves, all
component.. punched rho to, circuit diagram,
wiring plane. COMPLETE KIT for stains
operation 200 -230 v. A.C. 83.10.0.
As ABOVE less POWER PACK
Requires
See v, 00 ulA. H.T. 6.3 v..8 a. L.T. 82.6.0.
Mark II easeode 81 extra each Kit
Mains Tramiormere to above Spec. ...
10/6
Min. Contact Rect. 150 t-. 50 inA.
...
8/8
R.B.C,I.T.A. aerial tiniet,er voit
,,,
716
Punched and dril lei! ,:bassi,
,,,
319
Larger chassis for Mail s Model
Br
Telefron Cor I-.t. Mk, I, 15/- ; Mk. II, 17.6.
Fell plans 00.1 circuit details -,,..
8d.

postal service.

P. & P.

I

/-,

£2

crders pest free. (Export Extra.) C.O.D. Service 1/6.

Coverage I20 Kc .S -210
30J Kc's9(0 Kcls. 900

lí

h

2.75 Mc's. 2.75 Mc s-8 5 bt -,
8 Mc's 28 Mc /s. 16 Mr
6
Mc's, 24 Mc /s-84 Me/s. Metal
ease 10in. x Spin. x 4 in.
Size of scale, 61in. x 3tin

All Guaranteed New

.,-,..

1,4v. midget, IR5, 155, 1T4. 1U5,

..

/

{!ti..
-

valves and rectifier.
A.C.
'
mains 230 -250 v. Internal
1,
.
modulation of SOU e.p.s. to a
-e6
depth of 30 per cent.. modulated or unmodulated R.F.
output continuously variable
100 milli-volts.
C.W. and
mod. switch, variable A.F. output and moving coil cutput meter.
Black crackle finished ease and white panel. Accuracy plus or
minus 2 %. £4.19.6 or 34- deposit and 3 monthly payments 25: -.

1A7G1'
1C5GT
1H5GT
1N5GT
1R5
165
1T4
3A5

3323Q4
,4(11,

41 extra.

3V9
5U4C

Coverage 7 Mcis -210 Mo.'s
in five bands, all on funda-

i

:

1:7'

mentais, slow-motion tuning, audio output, 8 vertical
and horizontal bars, logging
scale.
In grey hammer
finished case with carrying
handle. Accuracy
£6.19.6.
P',..
A.C. mains 200 -250 v.
P. & P. 5'6

-

'

'

COMMERCIAL. TELEVISION
CONVERTER SUITABLE AN)
T.V. EXCEPT PHILIPS
ALL CHANNELS
NO
ALTERATIONS TO SET
Complete with built -in power supply.
230 -250 v. A.C. mains. Crackle finish
case 5;in. long, 3tin. wide, 41in. high.
Incorporating gain control and band
switch. Illustrated with cover removed.

£3.19.6

6BAO

6BE6

6BJ6

BERT
6BW6

Or £3 deposit and
3 payments of 30' -.

6BX6
6F1
6F8C
6F12
6F13
6F15

1

!

d

'

A',/i-

6J6

:.eI'5

6J7G
6K7G

,

t

-

FAMOUS MAKE
:

ECH35

9 6 PCFHO

7Y4
LOC2

10F1

5-.12A118

6 6 12AT7
7,6 12AU7
8 G 12AX7

12J7GT
7:6 I2K7GT
7 - 12K8GT
6

8-612Q7GT

718 EBFB)
14/- EBF89

7 6 12Z3

76
66

14S7

17.6 25L6GT

(18 EF50

11:

REIM

8í6!EF'85
8

6EF86

8,6' EF89
12'8 EF91

7;6, P7,30

18,-

36
1518
7:6
8-

10'81U78
11/-j U404

7:8 EZ40
10'- EZBJ
916 E7.81

3'6

58.U76

788

10,8,UABC8011.8
10. -1
108
106', UBC41 8'9

10 6 UBF80 9,6
10 6 UCH42 10,3
9:8 - UF41
106
8'6 UF89
10:10,- UL41

11,6
15/6
8i8
10/8
8/6

9/6 FW4,500 10- UL84
8/6 GZ32
12,6 UY21
7!6 KT33C 10.- UY41
7/8 UY85
9í-I KT83
12/6 KTW61 616 W76
8/8 W77
9i6 MU14
1216 X79
5/6 N78
3/6 Y63
12/6 P61
8/- Z77
1216 PCC84

9/25Z4G
9/6
6 6. 25Z6GT 9/6
13 -'35A5
11/-

ECC81
ECC82
ECC83
ECC84
14 9'35L6GT 916 ECC85
5161, 35Z3
10/8 ECC91

5/6
12/6
7/8

ECF80
9/- ECF82
Postage 5d. per valve extra.

718135Z40T
4,6 35Z5GT

81-

997 96

10 -I SP61

9r,EF92

616 EY86

138
9119

8 8'PY83

128'SP41

9 31 EL41
15 6,EL42
8 6 ELe4

8'ßlEM34
7/9 EM80
10'8 EY51

86

18 6

7 8 PY82

8B U23
5BIU50

8 81EL32

66
11 6

816

COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD HILL,
STA. 4587
LONDON, N.16

TRADING

CO.

i

ICba

BATTERY CHARGER
or

12 v. 4 amp.
Fined ammeter, selector switür. lures,
Incorporating fG(.E.C. Metal
Rectifier. Ready for use. lo nrcy hammer 5.7 6 P. & P.

A.C. Mains 280 -250 c.

battery clips, indicator lamp.

/'

8-

NEW CONDENSERS, 10 pF. -.5 mid., our assortment, 50 for 6/6.
100 for 121 -. SPECIAL BARGAIN 12 V. 4 AMP. RE('TS., 918
EA.. £5 Doz. Iron Selenium Full Wave, heavy, compact. WIDE
ANGLE TR ANSFOItM ER KITS : a Line Trans. 14 Kv., ceramic
base. EY51 mountings, ferroxide core, 17/6 with instructions. (b)
Frame Trans. for ECLBQ 9/6. (c)210 ma 7H Smcrthing Chokes. 7/8.
COMPLETE KIT AS ABOVE, 30 -. Width Coils to match, 41- ea.
W'A DEFLECTION ('OILS matching above, 17/8. W/A FOCUS
MAGNETS. 12'6. -ALADDIN FOR MERS 'in, with slug, 4,doz. VISCONOI. l'41NUS ., .002 mf.. 18 Kv., 49. DEFLECTION
COILS. Standard 35 mm.. Iron cored, 116. BOWLER HATS. U -.
GOOD MANS P.M SPEAKERS, 5in., 171 -. 61ín.. 181-. 71x 4,
178. Bin. (F.M. Quality), 22/6. 10 x 6, 26 -. 101n.. 25' -.
GEBES('OPE 16 mm. TALKIE PRO.IE('TOHS. L516 sound/
silent push -pull amplifier, heavy 12ín. speaker. A.C.D.0
110 250, tested, good cond., £33. Very good cond.. £38.

Covers all Channels. Bands 1 and 3. Valves used PCC84,
R.F. double triode. caccode R.F. amplifier, POF80. triode
pentode f.c. and mixer. I.F. output 33-38 Me /s. Easily modified
to other I.F. outputs. Full instructions and circuit
supplied, Complete with 12 Coll SetS. 93/6 post

T. R. F. KIT

9.- 75:

8.- DF33
8- DF96
8- DH76
8 - DH77
9- DK32
8- DK92
13 6 DK9O
156 DL33
106 DL35
86 DL96
76 DM70
9'- EABC80
11/6 EAF42
8/8 EB91
14/6 EBC33
8/9 EBC41

TECHNICAL

TURRET "TELETUNER"

finish case. Wall fixing.

any

READERS RADIO

24,

Pie.. P. A P.'L6

6

76
46
66

6AT3

;

far 27.6.

50L6G'l'

6 6 DCC90

887C5

GARS

6AM6
6AQ5

,iL,

6-

7'6i7Bî

5Y3G'f
6AL5
6AM5

'\I

8 6K7GT

4

and Boxed

DAF91, D1091 OK01, DL92,

c3.S4,

1b;86K8G
9 80
813 ECH42 10-,PCF82
l'EN4ß
193 6',B3fi
11-í8L18
19 6 ECH81
PL36
6 CL33
11 -' 6Q7GT
18 8 ECI,80
PLel
6.D1
3- EF3î.
8:6i6SN7G'l'
6- PL82
6 8 EF39
7;6:6U4GT 14 6 D15
- 077
88 F.F40 12'BPL&1
7/31 6V6C
918,PY80
8/6'6V6GT 76 DAC32 11.-.EF41
'.- DAF9O 8,.6'EF'42 12- PY81
9:-.6X4
8,-17C6
7:817917

5Z4G
BABe

'-/

GENERATOR

12

1)L94

8 8 .6X5CT

3S4

..,

SIGNAL & PATTERN

SAME

.
'17 1LVES

COMPLETELY BUILT SIGNAL GENERATOR

P. & P.

May, 1957

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

482

tri

TV TABLE CABINETS. Less mask, brand new, boxed, 14in.. 19 171n., 2216 : 7'6 carr. W'II(EW'OI ND PRE-SET POTS, 50011, 1 K.
2.5 K. 5 K, 10 K, 20 K. 25 K. 50 K. 2 - en. AMPHENOL HOLDERS.
Octal. Mazda. Noval. BIG, BOA. 6 - doz. BOG W./Screen, 1/6 ea.
20e
Tube Holders, Octal, 6d. Duodenal, 1 -. I MEG. POTS D.P.
tiller. A.C. mains
SWITCH, 31in. spindle, small type. 36. Ditto. lin. spindle, 2(6.
250 v. Medium and lon
waves. In pastel blue i
RESISTANCES, ASSORTED, -3 w., 4.70 -10 Mil. 2/- doz., 10100. M11)0 ET CELLA MI(' CONDENSERS. 10, 20 50, 30O. 1,000,
brown. Valve line -up
2 VR65S and VT52. Size
3,000. 6 - doz. Midget 16 16 350 v.. 3 -. Midget 32 32, 250 v., 2'6
151in. long by 910. high
Midget H x 250 y-. 1'-. Midget 100 mid. a 6 v.. 1-. 60 100.350 v., 6; -..
by 7in. deep.
-GERM ANIL M CRYSTAL. DIODES, Famous make, tested,
general purpose, polarity marked. 10.1.. p & P. 3d.. 88 doz.
£3.19.6. P. & P. 4 n,
Jpost free. 1,000 ohms, 10 watt. wire wound resistors 1 -.
li I'I,IJr
A point -to -point wiring'
diagram. 118. Free with
(:('.III ANTEEI) RADIO V:IIA ES, BOXED. 241116 SERVICE
*------i
complete kit.
5Y3GT
6- 1HO?iAMi 5. -GT1C
45' 6V6G
661815M
All parts supplied
HVR2A 8:6 -I Cl Barr.)
-U4G
66.6J5GT 4.8 6V60T
separately.
6AG5
6 8'
12 6 KT81
3 -, 6V6M
84 9 6J5G
P61
OJO
C1C
12.6
26
6AG"
5, -.6X4
6
91,200 ft. RECORDING 'PAPE: on nla-tir -pied. 12 8. 1'. & P. 1; -.
5' -. 6X5G'I'
5 - P.0114
1'6. PEN25
54 - 6.17G
BAINS TRANSFORMER, Primary 110 -250. Secondary 0-120- 6AK5
6E7
6 - Ecc31
9 - SP4B
6'- 709
96
8,6 6K7M
180 -270 v. 60 mA. 6.3 v. 2 amp.. 10 6. I'. & P. 2 -.
2- 12A7M 88 EF36
4- SP41
16BAi{
26
66 6HIM
8MFD. 450 WK6. ('AN. size 210. x lin.. 1 3 each, 12 - (-1,,..
n
69E6
SP61
211n.
n
I
-.
5;12AT7
EF37
7
2'6
7 d
6 9 111,60
T.V. COILS. moulded former. 2lron iases all can,
9 - SP210
6C4
7 - EF3' A
36
9,8. 12AU7
4 9 6L6M
As above single coil, /lin. x ¡in., 9(1.
5 -. T41
6C5(iT
7.- I2AX7
8 EFL/
12'6
6 6 6SA7
6C6
2 6 U22
7:6
5 6 25L6G'r 8 d. EF5II
5 6 6507M
(Acton)
LTD.
U50
6SK7C)T
80
EF91
COMPONENTS
7.6
7
606
566
RADIO & T.V.
5EF92
6F6C
5 6 1152
66
6 6 OSL7GT 6,8 83
76
6F'3í
4- VR150.30 39
23, HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3
98 6SN7GT 5,9807 (Er 391E1,91
Postage 1 -in 21(1 9 in El Speakers: Trans. i. Min. 6d. No C.O.D.
AT
-TO
CALLERS
10
'PELEVISION
SET
BARGAINS
1'6
up
(a
,, elated. please add
103
Where post and packlna ci, o -,,,
2/- up to £1 and 2/6 up In £2, .r, enaufrfex S.A.E. F.icts 50. each.
350352, FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH
Goods not despatched outsith I .h.
TOOL
IN PLASTIC CABINET
3 valve plus metal roi

-

1

.

:
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PORTSMOUTH'S RADIO, TV AND

SHOP

.
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UNDERNEATH THE DIFOLEJ
TELEVISION PICK -UPS AND REFLECTIONS

By Iconos

" SOUR " NEWS
IT is curious that

the one item
which viewers almost unanimously prefer on I.T.V. is the news.
I repeatedly mention
this, not to
flog a dead horse, but in the hope
that the BBC will examine its TV
news organisation and presentation
with a view to making improvements. Its news coverage is much
greater than the little T.T.V. news,
and yet the latter gets most of the
scoops and puts them over properly.
Since I last wrote on this subject,
there has been much criticism in
Parliament and Press of alleged
bias by the BBC TV news editors.
questioned no few el- than 14 of my
friends on this point. It so happens
that not a single one of them has
regularly looked at BBC TV news
for some time, and were unable to
express any opinion -excepting
that they didn't bother with the
BBC TV news because it was too
" sour." 1 was comforted by the
fact that relatively few of the
viewers who can receive both
1

channels were depressed by the
BBC TV news presentation, for the
simple reason that they don't
switch it on. Viewers have come to
look upon I.T.V.'s Robin Day and
Ludovic Kennedy as their friends.

of live programmes in features from Birmingham. I think
week from Granada, Man- it would be of interest to viewers to
chester, or the 9 to 10 hour; know the place of origin, the comtotal of live material, the combined pany responsible and the studio
efforts of A -TV and A.B.C. -TV concerned.
For instance, in the
from Birmingham. These com- course of time, an " A.B.C. -TV
panies are to be overtaken in the feature from the Capitol Theatre,
output of live material by Scottish Didshury " might indicate a certain
Television Ltd., the I.T.V. pro- style of presentation and programme contractors for Scotland, duction which is better or worse
whose chairman, Roy Thomson, than a similar feature from the
has announced that he will start off Astoria, Birmingham.
Compewith a weekly output of ten hours. tition between the different studio
Admitting that such a high pro- crews. working as a team. would
portion of local programmes will thus be encouraged ; the studio
involve a great amount of pro- which produces the smoothest and
gramme planning, he claims that best shows would quickly achieve a
this will be possible because of the reputation. The present anonymity
vast stage space and up -to -date certainly keeps it all a secret,
facilities now being installed. " It including the name of the studio
will certainly make the Scottish responsible for those shows which
station very Scottish
indeed in its proseven hours
a 5 -day

gramme content," he
said.
Viewers will
applaud this worthy
aim, but let us hope
that
those
items
which are to be networked to southern
ears will not have too
nit:ch accent on the
accent

!

REGIONAL
NOT SO RUSHED
IDENTIFICATIONS
THE BBC, with much more
very approspace and far greater facilities,
are less rushed in the job of putting
on plays and features. It is therefore not surprising that they are
able to present musicals, " spec-

taculars " and elaborate multi scene plays with greater smoothness
and
superior,
technical
than
qualities
I.T.A.
the
companies operating in London,
Birmingham and Manchester. But
even the BBC has to hurry along
as compared with the makers of
first -feature films for cinemas,
which have an average shooting
schedule of fifty days and are
quite satisfied with a weekly screen time output of about twelve
minutes. Compare this with the

THEpriate

umbrellalike dipole trade mark
of the Granada TV
network is becoming
familiar in the south
as the number
of
items from the Manchester I.T.V. Centre
increases week
week.
There

by

are
probably many other
items from provincial

I.T.V. studios which
are transmitted from
the London station,
but which are not
easily identified. This
especially applies to The rear engine compartment of the
new Rosin,

several

popular

Eye

Mark If referred to on page 474.
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are mediocre technically and other- human emotions in a single scene.
In the tragic part of the actress,
wise.
When Associated Rediffusion Gertie Maude, June Thorburn atstarted off, they had four stages tained for herself the full stature
at the Wembley studio, No. 6 was of a star.
at the Granville Theatre, Walham
Green, and stages numbered 7 to 9 WINDMILL MEMORIES
were at Television House, Kings THE twenty -fifth anniversary of
For the time being the
way.
the opening of the London
Granville is closed and two of the Windmill Theatre was celebrated
studio stages at Television House at the theatre itself, on the sound
have not yet been put into opera- radio, at the Trocadero Restaurant
tion. Rediffusion started off by after the show, and on BBC TV.
identifying the Granville shows. The television half -hour was a
Granada have identified their fine half -hour's entertainment, comLondon TV theatre -still open to pered by Richard Murdoch and
the public -as the Chelsea Palace featuring many of the girls and
in the excellent Chelsea Revue, the boys, past and present, who
first of a series. A -TV have rarely played there. The funniest turn
referred to the originating studio, was undoubtedly by Benny Hill and
excepting for the Palladium shows, Bob Monkhouse, who were on their
but viewers would be interested very best form -but Peter Sellers
to hear whether certain items came made a fine goonish characterisafrom the A -TV television theatres tion of the Windmill's stage-doorat Wood Green, Hackney or Bir- keeper. Harry Secombe and Jimmy
mingham. This information would Edwards appeared in a hilarious
,urely be rated more important serio -comedy vocal act, in which
than the dozens of credits to hair- the sheet music became unindressers, make -up men, continuity tentionally mixed up.
girls, etc., etc., that so often
follow TV films from independent TELERECORDING
makers.
recording of television picTHEtures on magnetic tape by the
GERTIE MAUDE
Ampex Videotape system, reported
some months I have felt in this column some time ago,
FORthat Rediffusion was falling was regarded by many engineers in
behind the other TV companies this country with some scepticism.
as regards polish and smoothness I must say that I myself regarded
of presentation of their plays. This with some doubt the claims that
criticism must be withdrawn after really high quality picture recordviewing a number of their latest ings could be made, especially with
plays, which reach the highest a tape only 2in. wide running at
standards in all departments. tech- I5in. a second. Good enough,
nical and artistic. The Gioconda perhaps, for rough recordings for
.Smile, which was an adaptation rehearsal or legal purposes-but
of Aldous Huxley's Mortal Coils, surely not up to the standard of
A
was good, but Çertie Maude, John normal telefilm recordings.
Van Druten's play, was better. leading TV engineer, returned from
Both starred the lovely June U.S.A. in the last few days, has
Thorburn, whose acting abilities informed me that there have been
have improved so much in the rapid improvements in quality
last few months. Gertie Maude with this magnetic system in the
gave her the kind of opportunity last few weeks and that he has seen
every actress sighs for, a chance for himself most excellent results
the prototype Videotape
to demonstrate the whole range of on

TIMEBASE CALIBRATION
(Continued front page 475).

and cathode of V
charging current.

I

plus that across R3 due to the

Non-critical Loads
The anode loads are not critical providing the gain
from the grid to anode is high. R1 may be made equal
to the anode load. Cl should be fairly small (10pF).
If too small the output capacity will reduce the
amplitude of the pulse. R4 and R5 should be adjusted

May, 1957
machine. This is the stage thatJ}as
now been reached, and varl us
television organisations are clamouring for production models of
Videotape machines. Their introduction will revolutionise the business of telerecording, and when it
becomes possible to duplicate these
magnetic picture recordings by rerecording-a difficult step to take
without deterioration of quality
then picture recording copies will
be able to be made quickly and
cheaply for circulation all over the
world. Nevertheless, it is likely to
be some time before the conventional telefilm recording techniques now used by the BBC,
A.R. -TV and High Definition
It is
studios are outmoded.
significant that A.B.C. -TV,
Granada Network and A -TV
have decided to " wait and see "
before installing the expensive and
elaborate telefilm recording
equipment of any type.
.

-

" THE BENNY HILL SHOW "
THE success of feature comedy
shows depends very much
upon the material turned out by
the script writers. The Benny Hill
Show was written by Dave Freeman
and Benny Hill himself and turned
out to be exactly the right kind of
comedy material to show Benny
Hill at his best. Naturally, the
script gave Benny plenty of opportunities of appearing in thumb -nail
burlesque characterisations of a
large variety of individuals, such
as a fellow- lodger, a barmaid, an
American Air Force officer and a
schoolmistress.
But the comic highlight of the
show was undoubtedly the situation
sketch in which Benny Hill shuts
himself outside his own front
door, which slams as he goes to
pick up the early morning milk.
The consternation that this leads
to, including the arrival of a
policeman and neighbours, made
a hilarious six minutes.

in conjtmction with the negative voltage Vn just to

cut off VI. The resistors R8 and R6 set the cathode
potential of the diode to some value less than the
H.T. voltage limiting the maximum potential to
which the anode may rise thus reducing the recovery
time. R7 and C2 form the input differentiating circuit
providing a sharp triggering pulse.
The main factors governing the rate of run -down
and hence the position in time of the marker pulse
are C, R and the voltage V4 across R6. This time
is given approximately by
high- tension voltage x C x R_
V4
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NEWNES

Radio and Television

Servicing
CLAIM YOURS NOW

7 DAYS' FREE EXAMINATION
This is Newnes COMPLETE Radio & Television Servicing library
-1,850 models including latest RADIO SHOW sets. Here, at
instant call, are all the popular models which you are ever likely
to be called upon to service-including circuits and data difficult
It covers TV models to the LATEST 21ín.
to come by.
13 channel receivers ; Band Ill converters ; radios, radiograms,
portables, including latest VHF /FM and Transistor Mode's ;
Car Radios-and in addition Technical and Progress Sections
to keep you abreast of latest servicing techniques. This uP -ToTHE-MINUTE all- embracing set can pay for itself within a few days
of receiving it -this is fact ! You can prove it to the hilt by
claiming FREE Examination -post the coupon NOW.

1,850 MODELS INCLUDING LATEST RADIO SHOW SETS
fELEV11SlON

QAD10

-

SERVICING DATA for

SERVICING DATA for

Alba, Ambassador, Argosy,
Baird, Banner, Beethoven, Bush,
Champion, Cossor, Decca, Defiant,
Ekco, E.M.V., English Electric, Ferguti, G.E.C., H.M.V., Invicta,
son, F
K -B, McCarthy. McMichael, Marconi phone, Masteradio, Mullard, Murphy,
Pam, Peto Scott, Philco, Philips,
Pilot, Portadyne, Pye, Rainbow,
Raymond, Regentone, R.G.D., Sobell,
Stella, Ultra, Valradio, Vidor.
Ace,

FREE

!

-

Ace,
Ambassador,
Armstrong,
Banner, Beethoven, Berec, Bush,
Champion, Cossor, Decca, Defiant,
Eddystone, Ekco, Ever Ready, Ferguson, F
i, G.E.C., Grundig,
H.M.V., Invicta, K -B, McCarthy,
McMichael, Marconiphone, Masteradio, Motorola, Murphy, Pam, Peto

Scott, Philco, Philips, Pilot, Porta dyne, Pye, Radiomobile, Rainbow,
Raymond,
Regentone,
R.G.D.,
Roberts' Radio, Sobell, Stella, Strad,
Ultra, Vidor, Webcor.

NEWNES HANDY ENLARGER

Just what you need to follow intricate circuits easily -stand it on any
diagram and it enlarges every detail. Magnifies small print, too. There is
one for you FREE and post paid on retaining Newnes Radio and Television
Servicing after examination. Sent to you boxed and with lens polisher.
per STOCKS ARE RUNNING LOW-ACT NOW, BUT IF YOU
HAVE ALREADY APPLIED HAND COUPON TO A FRLEND.
6-

To

George Newnes, Ltd., 66 -69, Great Queen Street, London, W.C.99.
:
Send Newnes RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICING. I will either return
the work in 8 days or send 12s. 6d. deposit 8 days after delivery, and you
will then send use the HANDY ENLARGER. Thereafter I will send IOs. Od.
monthly paying £9 12s. 6d. in all. Cash price in 8 days is £9 5s. Od.

Name
Address
Place X where

Occupation
Signature
(Or your Parent's Signature if under 21)

RTV2R

it applies.

HouseOWNER
Householder
Living with Parents
Lodging Address

6 VOLUMES

1,850

POPULAR

3,400
OVER

MODELS

CIRCUIT,
& CHASSIS DIAGRAMS

3,500

PAGES

PLUS 2 YEARS' FREE
ADVISORY SERVICE
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THE I.F. UNIT
unit
miniature

This

St. Mary's Electronics

employs 8
all
glass

first two of
which are common to
sound and vision. After
valves, the

May, 1957
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RADIO

separation, sound and
vision
are
amplified
separately at 34/36 and
37.5 mc!s respectively.
Vision is then detected.
and passed to two stages
ut Video amplification,
and sound is detected and further amplified by output valve type
EL84 to give Just over one watt of high fidelity sound.
The Circuit employs a variable peak white clipper to reduce
vision interference and the second section of the audio detector
is used to limit sound interference. The unit which can be
driven by any standard 34/37 mcis turret or other tuner, is beautifully made and contained on a chassis size approx. Bin. x 91in.

18

-

TELEVISION

COMPONENTS

PRAED STREET, LONDON, W.2
Telephone

:

AMBassador 9795

T/V TUBES
12in.
15in.
I4in.
MULLARD
...
E5
E6
E6.10
MAZDA
...
E6
E6.10
EMITRON
... £4.10
E6
E6.10
Also various other makes of tubes in stock. Terms
Guarantee. C.W.O. P/P.. Ins., 10/ -.

17

x 2111.

The unit with valves made up, aligned and ready to work is
available price 69.12.8.

3 -Valve

Intended for A.C. /D.C. working
with .3 amp. valves, this unit
contains all the necessary
power components.
Rectification is by metal rectifier,
smoothing is by a 3 Henry
choke, and large electrolytic
condensers ensure freedom from
hum and a clean picture. The
ballast resistor has ample
tappings to compensate for H,T, voltage as well as beater
current and a thermistor protects the circuit against initial
current surges, fuses are fitted in the mains input lead.
There is a front control comprising a double pole on'off switch,
this is attached to the sound volume control which, although not
part of the power unit, is included for the sake of convenience
and symmetry. The size of the unit is 1511n. x 31n. x lin. It is
all wired up and ready to work, price 63.5.0.

£7
3

months'

WATT HI -FI AMPLIFIER

41

THE POWER UNIT

in.

E7
E7

ü

plus

Rectifier.

Separate Bass and Treble rise and
fall.
Suitable for Tape
Recorder play -back. Having

full compensation for 31
or 7 inches per second.
200/250 A.C. mains. Hum
regulation.
3 ohm
L.S.

loading. Negative feedback.
High
impedance
input.
Size
7jin. x Sin. x Sin.
high.

f5.17.6
inc. P/P.
ALL MAKES OF VALVES SUPPLIED TO THE TRADE

We also have

THE TIME BASE CHASSIS

a

large selection of

TELEVISIONS, all working.

This uses 6 valves and includes the sync
.separator, the focus magnet, scanning
coils and ion trap. The line time base is
of the self-oscillating type employing
an auto wound O.P.T. and efficiency
diode to provide boost voltage for the
line fly back E.H.T.
transformer which gives
about 12.5 kV., the frame
tinte base is multivibrator type, using an

Sec, EIS

Write,

gin. from E6 ; 12in. S /het
Channel £18.10,0 Carriage Paid.
phone or call, we will be pleased to assist you.
Please enclose payment with order.
5

;

GUARANTEED VALVES

ECL80.

The whole unit measures
15:1n. x 61in. x 2in.. and the metal work includes tube support
for chassis mounting a 14ín. tube, but up to 21in. tube can be
scanned but will require separate mounting. Price for the
unit with valves ready made up and tested is 612.15.0.

NOTE
These three units, although quite separate and usable
separately, may also be joined together and than comprise
a complete T.V. less only tuner unit and speaker (available

if required). Demonstrations at all branches- circuit

diagrams, etc., 3,6.

1336

Dl

DF911
DF92
DK91
DL93
DL94
DL95

EA50
EB34

EB91
EBC33

EBF80
ECC33

TURRET TUNER
Brand new stock, not surplus, with
coils for Band I and III supplied complete with valves PCC84 and PCF80LF. Output 33,'38 Mcs with instructions
and circuit diagram 99 8. With knobs
36 extra ; post and insurance 2/6.

ECC35
ECC81
ECC84

ÉCH2

ECH81

ECF82
ECLBD

EC52
EC90

EF36

EF'37A

EF39
EF4I
EF50

EFdi

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD.
Post orders should Ir. addressed to
E.P.E., LTD., Dept. 5, Sutton Road, Eastbourne.
Personal shoppers to one of these addresses, please.
266. London Road, Croydon.
Phone : CRO 6558
Half day, Wednesday.
42-46, Windmill Hill, Ruislip, Middx. Phone : RUISLIP 5780
Half day, Wednesday.
152-3, Fleet Street, E.E.4.
Phone : FLEet 2833

Half day, Saturday.
29 Stroud Green Rd., Fin bury Pk., N.4. Phone : ARChway 1049
Half day, Thursday.
249, Kilburn High Road, Kilburn.
Phone MAIda Vale 4921
:

EFSS
EFBJ
EF85

EK32

£01- EK90
1

213

EL32

7/6 EL33
7/6 EL38
7/6 EL41
EL84
7ÌÉ
7/6 E51
7Ì6

EZ35
EZ4C

FC13C

2/6 02.32
H63

8'6/6
17/6
24/-

5.'- PCF82
6'- 'CC81

6-

'CC84

12 6'en48

g

bbL7
6/6 6SN7
6!8 68S7

- 6AK5

6AIS

13/6

8/6 6AM6
10;- 6AQ6
10- 6AT6
10- 6AU6
8:- 6BA6
4;6 68E6

11/6 UBC41

4
8/- UF41
g/- ÚL41
4/8 ÚY41
151- VPI3C
7/6 VR116

8-

68F6

VR1.50'30 716 6BR7
VÚ111
2.- 6BW6
X65
10/6 6B8

OZ4A

6/6 6C4

IL4

7r6 606
8/6 6H6
7/6

155

1S5
10'6 1T4

8.B
8/6
10/10/10/11/6
8l8

4!6 68.37

416 5Z4

5'- 6AG5

1752

HL13C 416
KT33C 8/8
7/8
7/6 KT44
1216
7/6 KT86
9/- KTW61 7/6
11/- KTW63 7/6

3'8 401
5r- 5U4

SP13C

SP41
101- SP61
10/6 U50

101-

10/- PL82
9r- PY81
lli- PY82
9,- 'CFBJ

RK34
RL47

6K7
6K8

Td

3A4

7/B6L6
718 6Nî
76 6Qî
3'8 6Rî
7i6'6SA7

3Q9
3S4

3V4
2C39

2D21
2X2

4-

6ßH7

6/6 6V6

6X4
1i6- 6X5
12/- 8D2
7.- 9D2

OSCILLOSCOPE

7/8
7!6
7/6
7/8
416

4/6

8/6
8'8/6
8/6

12A6

12AIi7

7/6
6/-

!6
65 2 6

12H6
12.75

216

5-

12Q7

12AT7
12AU7
8/6 12AX7

12J7
12K7

e 6 123G î

10-

12SH7

6 12SJ7
8 B 12SK7
^8 15D2
7

8 - 35Iâ

7:8 85A2

-

10.-'
5'-

7/6
8/6

9i8,7'8

7'6
7'6

76

55-

4É
10'-

KIT

powérpack
all rycomponents.
9'-, Full circuit and
and assembly instructlons supplied.
For
10/0 operation. 200/250 volts. A.C. mains
£5,0,0 Post Free.
Suitable set of 3 Test Pruds (with
crocodile clips), 2: -.

68328679Q:6:

7 6

8'61

4778 6-.

8012

86

VCR138
VCR511

£1

818

!:2

(Plus 5'- P.
&

I.T.T. Pat ern Eliminator Coils. Reject most ' nterference
Easily fitted and complete

caused by B.H.C. breakthrough.
with instructions. 5' -, post 8d.
-

i

State B.B.C. Channel.)

Post & Packing 6d., Free over

£1.

C.O.D. 26 extra.

LAITRENCE Ei,EC17tOAICS
15R, ('HIPSTR AD VALLEY RR%D, COl'I VTlON. St'ItRti%,
1 PLands 8075. Open to personal call, e. cut Sal -1MM s ouf,
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Receiving Licences

following statement shows
1
the approximate number of standard Pye industrial camera,
television receiving licences in which-measures only Sain. by 54in.
force at the end of February, 1957, by 10?;in. and three 21 in. screen
respect of receiving stations
situated within the various Postal
Wales,
Regions of
England,
Scotland and Northern Ireland.
in

receivers.

...
London Postal ...
Home Counties
Midland
North Eastern ...
North Western
...
South Western ...
Wales and Border Counties

1,444,088
810,206
1,140,147
1,072,431
980,134
501,725
383,207

Total England and Wales
Scotland
Ireland
...

6,331,938
469,334
61,962

Nielsen Television Index
more household names
TWO
have just been added to the
steadily growing list of subscribers
to the full Nielsen Television Index
Service.
The new subscribers, who signed
contracts on January 31st and
February 1st respectively, are
Hotpoint
Electrical
1. The
Appliance Co. Ltd., a member of
the A.E.I. group of 'companies.,
2. William Younger & Co. Ltd.,

Region

Grand Total

...

Total

6,863,234

487
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Laboratory, Cambridge, and of
Admiral The Earl Mountbatten of
Burma who played an _important
part in the founding °óf the Institution and who was President from
1946 -48. The shield is surmòunted
by the head of Mercury, messenger
to the gods. In addition a new

motto has been adopted, " Scientia
pro Hominibus
science for the
good of mankind.

"-

February Licence Increase
DURING February the number
of television licences increased
by 106,049.
14,480,562 broadcast receiving
licences, including 6,863,234 for
television, and 304,307 for sets
fitted irï cars, were current in Great
Britain and Northern Ireland at the
end Of February, 1957.

of Edinburgh.
Full Nielsen Service incorporates
TV for Gas Board Demonstration
personal analytical New Midlands TV Weather Service
PYE industrial television the unique
TV weather service for
and interpretative service indiscamera and three Pye receivers pensable to the profitable use of ANEW
Midland viewers came into
were used to televise the pro- Independent Television.
operation on Tuesday, February

Á

ceedings at Manchester recently,
when the North Western Gas
Board officially introduced the
new smokeless fuel " Phimax,"
the
Board's
by
developed

technologists.

After

by the Chairman
of the Board (Mr. D. P. Welman)
four tires were lit, one burning
" Phimax," and the other grates
The
containing other fuels.
demonstration was designed to
show the advantages of the new
fuel.
The 180 people present included
the civic heads of Manchester and
a speech

Grant of Arms to
Brit.1.R.E.
Council of

THEthe British

Institution of
Radio

Engineers
announces that the

Institution has been
granted
Armorial

Bearings
a n d
Supporters (shown
on the right). The
Shield of the Coat
of Arms makes
the
to
adjoining boroughs, representatives allusion
of many other interested organisa- pioneers of radio
tions, and the press and newsreels. science, namely
Only 40 could be accommodated Professor Jame s
at the actual ceremony, the re- Clerk Maxwell and
mainder watching the proceedings Heinrich Hertz,
through closed- circuit television on while the supporters
the receivers installed in the are those of the
demonstration theatre on the floor 7th Duke of Devonabove.
shire, who endowed
The equipment used was the the
Cavendish

The new B.I.R.E. Armorial Bearings.
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will have three camera chains, one First Scottish Commercial TV
Association
road with a " zoom " lens attachment.
Automobile
Station
weather chart was televised from
GOOD progress has been made
the Independent Television studios BBC Permanent Television Station
with the initial stages of the
for the Isle of Man
at Aston Cross, Birmingham. By
first Scottish television station of
BBC announces that, after the
agreement with Associated TeleIndependent
Television
vision Ltd., the A.A. will provide THEconsultation with the Broad- Authority, sited at Blackhill,
special charts showing prevailing casting Committee for the Isle of Lanarkshire. Latest reports show
road conditions whenever snow, Man, it intends to build the per- that construction of the transice, fog or floods affect roads within manent Isle of Man television mitter building has been prostation at Carnane, near Douglas, gressing satisfactorily, and the
a 50 -mile radius of Birmingham.
Up -to- the -minute reports of road on or close to the site of the tem- mast has reached a height of 200ft.
conditions, received by radio and porary station which has been in
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
from A.A. Patrols operation there since December, Company Ltd. are supplying the
telephone
throughout the area, are collated 1953.
vision and sound input equipment,
It was planned originally to build the transmitters, feeder cables,
in the operations room of the A.A.
headquarters in Birmingham, and the permanent station on the top of mast and aerial array at Blackhill.
specially -drawn charts prepared Snaefell Mountain, from where Installation of the transmitters,
for showing in the A.T.V. 10 p.m. great geographical coverage could comprising duplicated 71/IOkW
19th. when for the first time an

news

.

be achieved, but recent tests have

vision transmitters and 21-kW
sound transmitters will begin in
March. They are the same type
as those which Marconi's have
supplied for the existing I.T.A.
transmitting stations at Croydon
(London), Winter Hill (Lanes.)
and Emley Moor (Yorkshire).
The aerial will be a twin eight stack array mounted on a mast
750ft. high, which will begin
radiating as a sixteen -stack high gain aerial.
Big Advertising Campaign
ALARGE -SCALE advertising
drive, their first of the year,
was recently launched by KolsterBrandes Ltd. During the six -week
campaign, advertisements for K.B.'s
latest TV model, the " New Queen"
appeared in national, Sunday and
London evening papers and in

The new O.B. van which has been designed by the BBC Designs and Research
Section. The mast at the rear is elevated in use to 45 feet.

about 40 top provincials.
The advertisements, mostly I lin.
double- column size, are a complete
departure from those generally
used by other radio and television
manufacturers in that this new
17 in. table model, selling at 75
guineas, is described technically as
well as for appearance.
The position of Kolster-Brandes
as an associate firm within the vast
Standard Telephones and Cables
organisation is being emphasised
to back K.B. reliability claims.
There are eleven pin -pointed
technical details used to boost the
new model.
Among these are
" speaking picture realism from
front -facing speaker," " improved
type deflector coils to give high
definition and perfect focus,"
" printed circuit section for increased reliability," and " circuit
employing 16 miniature valves,
power
pentode
valve,
mains
rectifier, 3 germanium diodes and

The object of the charts is to give shown that there would be recepgeneral indication of the state of tion difficulties in many parts of the
Douglas area where viewers are at
the roads to intending travellers.
present getting good reception
from the nearby temporary station.
Scottish I.T.A. Studios
ACONTRACT to supply all the It is expected, however, that the
television equipment for the permanent station now to be built
I.T.A.'s Scottish studios in Glas- at Carnane, together with the
gow, together with a complete out- BBC's station at Divis, Northern
side broadcast unit, has been Ireland, and the permanent transmitting station to be built at
placed with Pye Limited.
The studio equipment will be Sandale in Cumberland, will prodelivered in the early summer vide a strong television signal to
ready for the I.T.A.'s Scottish well over 90 per cent. of the island's
service which is due to open on population.
The necessary approvals to build
August 31st this year.
Thestudioequipment will include the station at Carnane are being
four camera chains, three telecine sought and work on it will proceed
units, 21 monitors, and all the immediately. It is hoped that it
necessary ancilliary equipment for will be possible to complete it
selenium rectifier."
the control room. The O.B. unit before the end of 1957.
a

ir
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HERE IT

BAND 3 T.Y. CONVERTERS

A SUPERB

12 afonths' guarantee.
1/6 extra C.O.D.
For I.T.A. London, Birmingham, Winter Hill,
Emley Moor, Glasgow. Superhet or T.R.F.
State B.B.C. Pattern rejector fitted. All fully
wired, aligned and ready for use. All with power
pack, knobs, aerial switching, metal rectifier and
2 valves 12AT7.
Direct switching from B.B.C. to
I.T,A. Fine tuning on front.
DON'T FIDDLE at the back of your set, oui
converters have rubber feet to stand on top where

CONVERTER

Designed and made by a
organisation
regardless of expense. Tunable over the whole of
Band I and Band 11l to give
one Band I and two Band III
stations at the turn of the switch. Acts as Two -valse Preamplifier on Band I. Valves PCC84 and PCF80. No
drift. In Moulded Bakelite Cabinet, 8¢in. x 4in. x 6in.
high. With full operating instructions. Built -in Power
Pack added by us. Separate gain controls for I.T.A. and
B.B.C. Not recommended for T.R.F. receivers, owing
to danger of re- radiation by receiver.
£5.12.6 (plus 2'6 p. & p.)
C.O.D. 1/6 extra.

\ \ith
as

metal

illustrated.

&p.

(P.

IS

" ADD -ON

world- famous

you can reach.

£4.1.6

489

2;'6)

cabinet

SAME CHASSIS also available for mounting inside
sour set. Full Instructions. Shorting Plug, Valveholder
and Screen and Marked Dial supplied. Without Power
Pack and without Moulded Cabinet, £3.19.6 (plus 2'6
n & p. and 1,'6 C.O.D.).

Stole

enamel grey hammer
finish.
Or Walnut cabinet, or
Lizard Revine, £4.17.6 (p. & p. 2/6).
Or chassis, i.e., less cabinet, £4 (p. & p. 2/6).
Variable attenuator, 7/6 (p. & p. / -).
Aerial Splitter, 8/- (p. & p. 1' -).
Band Ill Aerials, mast mounting
3- element, 27/- ; 5- element, 35,1- ; 8- element, 55'-.
Low -loss Co- axial, 8d. yard.
Tinted Perspex Screens (by 1.C.I.).
14in. by 1ín., 4 6.
l7!,in. by l31in., 6 6.
22in. by I7in., 10 / -,
All 3; 16in. thick. All 2;- extra p. & p.

\ CHEAPER YET
EFFICIENT BAND III
CONVERTER in Walnut

1

:

Cabinet, size gin. x 6in. x
5 }in.
Available at £4.7.6
(p. & p. 2/6, 1;6 C.O.D.).
Chassis by another well known T.V. manufacturer
and incorporates Power Pack Valves PCC84 and ECC8I.
Direct switching I.T.A. to B.B.C.

1

THE CONVERTER PEOPLE

-- GLADSTONE RADIO

r2B, HIGH STREET, CAMBERLEY, SURREY.

OPEN SATS. TO

5

p.m.

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
THE VALVE SPECIALISTS

EXPRESS SERVICE::!
C.O.D. ORDERS RECEIVED NY 3.30 P.M. EITHER
EY Lu:TTER, PHONE, 04 WIRE, DESPATCHED
SAME AFTERNOON
024
1.43

IA3

8/-. 644'7

a-

641,3

6-I6.A17

1A7
11Y

1216 6.4.14

157

11i-16.410
8/8:6AL7

144
11.113

ILNa
LNa
R1
1577

11'4

II;a
2A3

2120
21,131'

2X2
3A4
3A5
3137
3115
3144

:3Q5UT

354
3V4
SUS
5V4

,iAK1

51-1'tA515
bi-¡6.41.18

11/8/8 6.AQ8
7,8 1:AT3
7/- 6114

7/-'IìB7
12;8' 61351'

ö1t91

46
4.6 ,:13F6
61111
7 6

-'''It\\8

01 ,',1t\\ 7

5- ',IIX'i

9 - ,1111'7
9 0 ,3 V
7 6 .'3

8:8

8-

'I

6

6.6
6 8

12

6

8.

14:_ 6NN:T

6E'1:1

9 6 /- ,-I
12 6 62.5

61 I6

6:17
II.,2

5-,:F3:1
106
6H65

"8

8 8

5;- 65641
9:- ,i.L-ir.

8 717)

3;8'71'd
5:- 7H7

7 6 ';.1:,1:'l'1: 5 8 7Q7
-':.JSCTM 6 - 747
8:8 'I16
5-8 71 4
8_ 6371:
6 - ',AS
N5:3
106 6K:1:

30

44

aK.4',

6 61.1133

7 8

656(4

7 6 61,7M
8- 61.18

,'37

10 - 61170
10 - 64470'l'

5:_

8- 91r2
1'l
9- 112

10-

8-'

13:8,-

8 8

9.-

8'i,5A7
I4714

8 6

6 6

,;507

8 6

8-

65117
,3557

8.-

8
-

66

PRlmrose 9090

638
12 8
12 8

12Q7':'r 8-8)7

15 47

98 3,

1.2,4-7

7 6

]08 ,01;! 15 .I2.51,7
126 747
128 I25117
88 73t7
8.- 125.17
2

8-,

uP1
1F9

516;

101:3

246
.2557
2311-

8.- 12547
b:- 125Q7

8-I"5R7

8-I 12i -7(:
8 6, 12Y4
8 - 14117
12 6 I457
9

- 39H1

3:15 15 -

15 -,

5872
8,-

77

St- 78
8/8.80
716 N3

7/6 85.42

176.-8117
30

8-, 3101
]06JnF5

lbí-

)AF91

5/.. ECC35

4/8¡

1A1,913

8B

n=91

8,8
15 -

IFlli:t

8;-' 414.90
6,8 UF:3:3

1238

IF'!,G

IH76
>H77

16n2
,1::11

.IK'.s

716

EC083

8/6
8/0
7/8
9/-

9/8 ECC84 12,'7!- F.(X'tli 9/6
11

- 121 '91

7-

510

98

t:''PNU 3216
LI'FY2 12/6

88

EF13

8 6 E0H35 9/6
8 6 ECH42 1018:8 ECHBl St12;8 ECI.90 9/1

106
/

91- EF36
416
9/6 F.F37A 9/15/- EF39
811216 UL:3:3
9/6 EF40 11/6
718 EF41
9/8719:3
5/- UL95
918
7/87475
7i8 14L94
8/8 EF42 1216
7/-900
018 0590
94 EF50(A) 7/7/8 9003
6/8 UL810 10/8 EF50(E1) 5112/6 !)006
8/- E1145
2/- 21,34
5115/-ACM3PENQ'6 EAíO
2/- EF73 104
15/- AC/HL/
E.476
9/8 EF80
818
12/6 DDD 15/- EABC60716 EFES
74

_'-4'I'1: 10 6.31FL1
.5 V17
8 (1' 3.)L1
2415 718 31PiS 134.4C/P4
716 ALSO
56 1457 9;- 31
33A/136M
-°BAO
AP4
8
7 8
25E11 10 -3
40/- ATP4
61
2171
7
30 -:Li'Sl
1216 .4231

6-'

8i8' )0:l

816 177
6/6 ECC41
12,6 UA('3' 11/- ECr82

10/6 13n112 15 10/6 21OLF
3 8;8
145- 507

10/-8611.5
'nUl 12/7 885
20L1
13/6 re
21I.64:T 9/- 1203
25Z44:
9,1- 5763

118'2aZ00'r
b0 27
8 8

6114T

6'n1y1'T

10,8

3/-

p1:96

7/- UL'S

84- E7AC91

9/- EFBrJ

124

10/- EAF4210/8 EF89 10'7/6 E1334
2/- EF91
9/318 E1141
8/- L'FJ2
541
124 EB91
84 EL32 54
51(4
10-'s06
311IM 3- :frt./15
11/- 3:i09
15 - d I3'
7 6
9,'- E:ßC'3:3 718 EL41 10/8
52.3
12:8 ':1'1
6 0':I 6
8 6 :'J ,1.'1' 4-:;5L1i1:T 9/- 113L9
10,,8 Ulu 41 10.- E1.4S
:124
810 ;E3,10
111°371r1' 1] -:1.5Z3
7 7/8 JAW,' 918 EL81
6.48
10/6 BL83
10:- ':F7
100 a46,:
15/IiAB7
81-('K:r2:3 81 I:IlP59 9/8 EL84 10/8
8-';F5 2018 65-1:'l' 7 ^K70'l' 8'6 35Z4GT Le
54522 68 1J4':12
2E51t1'14- 352.5GT
6A1l8 10- 61'I2
9:-'6X4
5/6 E1.91
5/41MP 1216 CV 1i3 10 G IU':,4
8!- E51:14 107/8C1'87 12,8 ):1','3I 151- EMNu 101
Terms 1f 1.1.inese:-l' :L4I, with order or C.O.U. 41MT1.
141
704'7
10/3'0r4':r2
10/6 11Y51 10/8
mlc. Order value E3 r more sent pasl/paeking
101 F.Cc33 8/8 EY813 10i6
flee. Orders below ES please add 6d. per valve. 501,00T 8/6 1442
or,lers -M ininuan fee, including post and
Phone or
.. We can supply any valve not listed.
parking, 3' -. We are open for personal shopper,
send 2'.d, stamp lot quotation.
Mon.-Fri. N.:11-1.:10. Sal4. 8.:15 -1 p.m.
5X4
a1(:3

10.-

3315

10.- 11'10
7.6.63110

12 6

"5K7

106 ,:51.7'IT
7 6,.--N7,:'1'
6 0':, -

9-

I

.-

,

:

FOR ONLY Od. EXTRA PER ORDER WE WILL
INSURE YOUR VALVES AGAINST DAMAGE IN
TRANSIT,
ALL UNINSURED PARCELS AT
CUSTOMERS' RISK.

138, CHALCOT RD., LONDON, N.W.1

18,N130

10/0 HP4(7) 19/- V1507
S0/- tlP42.
12/6 4 Ls492A
11/6 8P61
3/6
E3
TH30C
1-111'41,
25/1591EZ81
10/8 TP22 10/6 V0u73 126
GZ80
8/80(';3
9/- 1116
12/. 4P4'71 15.GZ)t 12,8 01)3
9/- 1117
12/6 VP1J1
Gy.î4
14;- POI
9/6 U22
7¡6 VP53
88
H:30
5'- 1'x13('.90
U'Li
1316 YP41
88
H63
12,8
VPI:::: 12 8
151- 1131
91- 4 T61A 511490 10 - 1'1'1'.-I 8l- 1750
7/6
HL13C 7,6 0,3
12/8 1452
6/- VT:d'1
58.8
Ri:2:3 10 6 l'1 l'S" 7/ - 1J76
8/- w76
HL41
7,8 1"'E._ 11/8 578
7/- w77
51
HL1331)14
I, 1,5 1210 13142
8/6 w142
9 12:8 1"'L'3 12/8 U150
8/- w150
96
HVR2 20 - PI;N4oDU
Ul.i'l
9/- w014'
HV R2A 825/- U153
9/.
10 6
KL35
8 8 PF,N46
818 U154
7/6 X61
126
KT2
5:- 1'I,I
11/8 U251
16/- X65
10:KT:S::C 10- II,5
9/- 11310
7/6 R66
11'8
KT44
7,- 41.53
11/8 11329
15/- X79
12 8
KT63
818' PSLB 12/6 5404
8/6 X142
10 KTw01 7/- PRIS
4/- U709 11/6 X170
10,KT24t 6/- 0]11551 8/8 UABC80
XYw10 8 8
KT263 8/- PY80
9111/8 XFYt! B6
L63
9/- UAF4210/6 X11(1.5) 4'61- PY81
I.NI32 10/- lot-s2
7/8 111341 1217 X8G(1.7)4L5309 12/6 1'54:3
9/8 UB(741 84 Y63
7 8
t11'21
L2319 7 7/- 1711080 9/8 1(67
10 8
MH4
5 8,ry 1"_LB 1218 UCH4'2. 30/- 2102
12,8
6/8 ÚF41
51HL4 7.6 ')P
9/- Z6'S
280.-8;51L13
8 6,151:i0/7a
111.41
10/- 7.1i0
M1314
8,8
1018 11L46
15/- 277
9 N77
5,- 111'
10/8 UU9
8/- 2719
12.8
N147
10 - SU,i
12/7 11141
818 2729
126

L237
EZ40

2241

EZ60

8/-. N174
10/61N-309
8/6 N320
101.; N7119

,,

i

,

pub

All valves new, boxed, tar aid, and s
eel to
+i rot grade goods only,
makers' guarantee.
no
sesonds or
ects. All Inters received by Or.t
poi 16.11ntahe,l same day. S..A.IL. for free complete
1.
1,1' enus of guarantee And Cov Iliious of tale.
1

I
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PRACTICAL TELEVISION
NEW AND PERFECT

BRAND

MAKER'S SURPLUS
COMPONENT BARGAINS

16" METAL CONE C.R.T.

1VIDF: .1N(

AT ENORMOUS
PRICE -SAVING
Brief specification : 6.3 v. heater,
Ion trap. 14 kV. E.H.T. wide angle

70 degrees. standard 38 mm. neck, duodecal
Length
base, magnetic focus and deflection.
Gives large black and white picture
17 II116in.
BY
GUARANTEED
cartons.
in
original
x 14m. Unused
t I
US FOR 3 MONTHS. Full data, connections and suggested
Tube.
with
every
time bases supplied

LISTED AT

£23.9.10.

r
£8.9.6

LASKY'S PRICE

Carr. & Insur. 22,'6 extra.
Masks. Anti- Corona, Bases and Ion Traps available.

Mazda 3011
sets.
cascode r.f. amp.. Mazda 30C1
triode; pentode f.c. Complete
with power supplies for 200250 v. A.C. I.F. output 16 -19
Mc,s., easily modified to other
2 valves

:

Full

o

O

42. 'r07

Post 3.6

1'11'11

.14

O

1

Dittoby Igraniti

/"! /

)

J

/
0

;

II',II \sI

!el!! Se!

Il('R'1 I:n

t

'iuo
IN

1.

370.

r;
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S

V

TELEVISION RECEIVING EQUIPMENT. By W. T. Cocking. 30, -,

Component Specialists
since 1925

ó

-,

By G.

Postage

THE

If-.

AMATEUR'S

RADIO

HANDBOOK.

By The A.R.R.L.

1

R.

Laidlaw. S! -. Postage 4d.

ENGINEERING

TELEVISION

Principles and Practice, Vol. 3. By
S. W. Amos and D. C. Birkinshaw.
30 / -. Postage.

RADIO

CONTROL

ISMS. By
4d.

IMPROVE
By

J.

R. F.

MECHAN-

Stock. 4/6. Postage

YOUR RECEPTION.

Cura and

L.

Stanley.

S' -,

Postage 4d.

RADIO VALVE DATA. Compiled
by " WW " 5,'-. Postage 6d.

New Telephone No.:

:.1 J ll
n

i l l

1

00

7388 -9
1 1

4 6
7 6

12 6

17.6
12 6
10 8

HOAR) LTD.
x

Mt,il Orders

to Ka troy Rd.

\RRO5 ROAD. PADDINGTON. W.9.

i.I7'brol,e

9075

and Cr'.A ninvharn 157'i.

15in.. £7.10.0 :
17in., £7.10.0.
:
Heater Cathode Tubes half- price.
P. & P. 10. -. Just arrived : brand new
fully guaranteed Brimar C.I7 F.M.
Tubes, £15.15.0, incl. p. & p.
Please Note: Delay of 4 weeks on
MAZDA 12in. tubes.
500 TV SETS. Always in stock 500
H.P. repossessed TV sets -all makes
and sizes, spares, salves, test equipment. etc.
COMPLETELY REBUILT TUBES
£5

All types, makes and sizes. Carrying 6
months' written guarantee. Indistinguishable from new.
Remarkable
money -saving offer.
9" ... £6. 0.0
15" ...
£12. 0.0
10' ... £8.10.0
14"
£11.10.0
12" ...
17" ...
£14. 0.0
£9. 0.0
Please raid 10'- p. & p. to above prices
lbr orders by mail.
2.250fí. reels E.M.E. Tape
TAPE.
le.s,

studioh

42, -,

incl. p. & p.

SPECIAL OFFER

Dunstable Road,
Luton, Beds.

LUTON

119

:

Without Vernier
With Vernier
Focus coils, Electrornag
200 ma Smoothing Chokes

Send your enquiries to
189 -191

blocking

:

Postage 4d.

N. Patchett.

PRACTICAL TV AERIAL MANUAL for BANDS and III. By

lifiers and Hi -Fi Equipment.

line

TUBES. Reclaimed and guaranteed
14in.,
Cathode Ray Tubes. 12in.. £5

SEPARATORS

32/6. 1957. Postage 1/6.

We have now trebled the
size of our premises in
order to supply a larger
range of Components, Amp-

46

19.6

TELEVISION
NEW -MAX
SYNCHRONIZING ELECTRONICS LTD.

COVENTRY

0

or

Focus Magnets

It HOW

to

-

6 6

.

oscillator transformer
Frame output transformer

instructions

LArN \'issi

£5.17.6
rJ

50

17 6

Scanning coils. Low imp
line and frame
12 6

Frame

6 Gns.

Post free.

LASKY'S PRICE
Complete with
power supplies,
valves and knob.

S'i'ANDARD 35

LASKY'S PRICE

supplied.

-

l,iue Output Transformers.
No E.H.T.
12.6
Line Output Transformers
6.9 kV, E.H.T. and 6.3 t
winding. Ferran-cube
19 6

supplied.

Full circuit diagram

outputs.

25

Cored
19 6
22 6
Duomag F'ocalisers
3i) ni a. Smoothing chokes 15 Electromagnetic focus coil,
scan
with combined
toils 25 -

Complete with own power
supplies for 200 -250 v. A.C.
Covers all Channels Bands I
and Ill and suitable for any
TV set. Size : 7 x 32 x tin,
Metal case,
approx.
brown crackle finish.
Absolutely complete.

Covering Channels 8 -4 or I -9
with provision for 10 more coil

.l

Line E.H.T.
tube core. 11-16 k V.
Scanning Coils, low
line and frame
Ferrox -c:uhe cored Stunning
Coils and Line Output
Trans., 10 -15 kV. EYSI
winding Line Trans. Complete with circuit diagram, the pair
Frame Output Transformer
Scanning Coils low imp. line
and frame
Frame or line block ost
transformer
Focus Magnets Ferrol -du re
P.M. Focus Magnet,, Iron

SPECIAL OFFER OF "STIRLING"
BAND III CONVERTERS

SPECIAL OFFER OF
BAND I -III
TURRET TUNERS

1957

The MODERN BOOK CO.
LARGEST
STOCKISTS
BRITAIN'S
of British and American Technical Books
19 -23 PRAED STREET

LONDON, W.2

Write or call for our catalogue

ll / f I/
0

Phone: PADdington 4185.
Open 6 days 9 -6 p.m

Brand New
SOUND MIRROR.
with mike and reel of tape. Originally
listed at 70 gns. Our price £36.0,0,
incl. p. & p.
I

220 Edgware Rd., London,

W.2.

Tel. PAD. 5607
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The Editor does not necessarily agree wit!
the opinions expressed by his correspdents. All letters must be accompanied by
the

name

and

address

of the seeder

(not necessarily for publication).

INTERFERENCE

During the winter months we are unfortunate
enough (so far as TV reception is concerned) to have
kJ and
a fun fair stationed approximately 100 yards from the
am very surprised that you have printed so hule house. Furthermore, it is situated between us and
about the various forms of interference met with in the transmitter at Wenvoe. In all fairness to the
television reception.
proprietor, he has suppressed everything possible,
Not only interference from R.F. welding, neon with the exception of the " Dodgem cars " which
signs, and the like, but innocent interference caused have stumped even the G.P.O. engineers.
by the fundamental from amateur stations. I have
The supply is generated, 110 volts D.C. (the fair is
no patience with amateur stations which cannot mobile), and the root of all evil is the " Dodgem
reduce their harmonic output, but an amateur cars." One contact is made by a spring blade on to a
suffering from the proximity of poorly designed TV chicken wire ceiling whilst the second is made to the
receivers that seem to accept any signal between metal floor. The spring blade scraping along the
1.8 MO and 144 Mc /s is in a very unfortunate chicken wire causes -numerous sparks,
thus blotting
position, particularly as no representations to the out the picture on about 30 sets in the immediate
set owners by any authority
area. This happens every
will usually convince them
Saturday evening, the only
that their set could possibly
SPECIAL NOTE
night of the week when the
be at fault.
Will readers please note that we are unable
whole family can get toSurely the fitting of high to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of expass filters
gether. Perhaps someone
cutting off
government apparatus, or of proprietary
below 35 Mc /s to 40 Mc /s
might find an answer or
makes of commercial receivers.
We regret
could be included as an
that we are also unable to publish letters from í suggest some ideas which
integral part of your very
readers seeking a source of supply of such
we can try.- E. DANIELS
fine designs and of all
apparatus.
S. Wales).
new commercial designs.
As one who has constructed a number of high -pass filters very cheaply, I
RADAR INTERFERENCE
cannot be convinced that cost has anything to do with
-With reference to the letter from your reader
the omission of these filters from commercial sets. SIR,in Gravesend- I also get this interference
on a
S. BENNETT, G3KLC (Stamford).
T.R.F. receiver ; I do not think it is confined to
superhet receivers.
AN ELUSIVE FAULT
Do we need to work so far afield as Iceland for
Servicing a Marconi VCR52a, I was very the cause of this trouble though ?
puzzled by the behaviour of the frame. There
This trouble appears to he so widespread that it
was a fair raster, the picture having a top fold -over cannot surely have escaped the attention of the
and cramped bottom. The height and hold controls authorities. It seems that they are turning a deliberate
had little effect. I traced the frame circuit and every- deaf ear. Or is there one law for the domestic hair
thing seemed in order, although I had no means of dryer and another for service radar equipment ?
seeing the main fault at that time.
D. MOTTRAM (Aylesbury).
On removing the grid cap from the frame oscillator
valve, the frame did not collapse. 1 then removed
ONE -WAY GLASS
the valve. There was no change ! What was going
SIR, -We have tried unsuccessfully to obtain
c n ? I removed the output valve and substituted a
one -sided glass as used in the kiosk on ITV
r.ew one. There was no frame ! I did not know what programme, " 64,000 Question."
to suspect. Surely the new valve was not faulty ? I
May we use your publication in the hope that one
replaced the old one and checked voltages. There of your readers can indicate
a source of supply, as
was nothing on the cathode. The new one showed we have tried
everywhere unsuccessfully. -J. BARRY
the normal bias voltage. The old one had a heater- (Farnworth).
cathode short circuit to the non earthed side of the

QIR, -As

a keen reader of PRACTICAL TELEVISION
also as a keen amateur radio transmitter, 1

's

-J.

.IR,-

)

-l.

heater.

Everything was now clear. The valve was picking
up a frame frequency from the six-volt A.C. supply
and giving a frame of sorts ! The oscillator also
was not working. The only thing left here was the
transformer. I reversed the primary leads and, with
the new valve, obtained a perfect picture.
Someone had previously replaced the frame
oscillator transformer and wired it in reverse.

-W.

H. EDMUNDS (Hornchurch).

STR,

AUTOMATIC PICTURE CONTROL
arrangement of A.V.C. which is now

-The

fitted to most television receivers has been
termed automatic picture control, but it does not
carry out a function which interests me. In my
situation I have an outside aerial which was installed
when I only had BBC to look at. With the advent of
the I.T.A. I bought a multi -element Band III aerial
and installed this in the loft. As a result I get a slightly
weaker picture (and sound) on Band III than on
Band I.
I wonder if any of your many experimentally inclined readers can suggest any way of automatically
controlling Band I without too much circuit

INTERFERENCE CURE WANTED
noticed many problems solved by
you or a reader, I wonder if anyone' in the
country can answer the following.
alteration. -F.

SIR,- Having

GREATOREX

(Hendon).
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on off switch should he suspected, as should the
If only the
mains (receiver) socket connections.
sound and vision is lost but the receiver continues
to pass current and emit the usual whistle from the
line timebase, check the far end valves on the right
side and their connections and also the aerial plug.
etc.

NE

. .

-

Y

=In

/

Y.

1I-I -i=I
- I - / / -J - -A'

AIM

MIN,=111
/WM,t_11M1W
4/ II
11111
_II I

Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with
:heir technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable
to supply diagrwns or provide instruction., for modifying
surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details
Jur constructional articles which appear in these pages.
WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO 4.NS{VER QUERIES
OVER THE TELEPHONE. The coupon front p. 499
must be attached to all Queries, and it a pos /al
reply is required a stamped and addressed envelope
mus, be enclosed.

DEFIANT 17in. MODEL

I am having trouble with my 17ín. Defiant TV set.
The defect takes the form of fading after switching
on. The picture may be on for 10 minutes and then
both sound and vision fades out completely. Some
time ago it could be brought back instantly by just
touching the trimming screws in the tuning unit. Now
it has no effect. I have to switch off and wait for 111
minutes and switch on when sound and vision will be
O.K. again. This might take place as many as six
times, when it will give no more trouble for the rest
of the evening. The tube is now over two years old
and the brilliance is not as bright as it was. I mean
it is a much softer picture. It does not give the
"punch."-David Colquhoun (Glasgow, S.W.1).
It is very difficult to name any particular valve or
component and the fault could he caused in any of
the first three stages of the receiver. Tapping these
three valves and their associated coils and components may quickly reveal the source of the trouble.
but it is quite likely that the fault is more obscure
and requires systematic tests in order to establish
the cause of the trouble. The aerial system and
input circuit should not be above suspicion.
EKCO T.141.B
model television, the
L have a Ekco 12in. table
same chassis as you gave in your May, 1955, No. 9
servicing series, but mine does not have the separate
radio part to it. .lust the 18 valves. Valves No. 5, 7, 8.
14 and 15 SP41. 1 wonder if you could please tell
me where to look for the following fault :
When the set has been working for approx. one
hour both sound and vision go off as though set is
switched off. After a time the set comes on again on
its own, it will go on and off at intervals all the time,
but sometimes it stops on longer than others. h. Walker (Nr. Boston).
We understand from your letter that the receiver
fails completely at intermittent periods. This we
take to mean that the valve heaters do not glow and
no current appears to be reaching the set at all.
This could only be a mains supply fault and the
-

BLSII TV12A
Further to your letter of .lanuary 25th. in reply to
mine of the 14th, I have carried out tests as suggested
by you (valves PL38, PY31, EF50, small transformer.
120 k. resistor, width control tested and found to be
in order) but to no avail.
The picture had collapsed to lin. in width. I now
find also that when the brightness control is advanced
the picture increases in width and then fades completely. At this stage there is no filament voltage on
valve EY51, e.g., low EHT.
The line output transformer between the anode
of PL38 and cathode PY31 is O.K. With regard to
continuity, also continuity of the small transformer
in the EY51 circuit appears in order.
All components associated with the following
valves, EF:50, PL38, PY31, EY51 and the rectifying
valve P230, have been checked and found to be in
order.
As the forementioned trouble appears to be a transformer in the line output stage not detectable by
ordinary continuity tests on my meter, would you
kindly suggest which of these transformers (3) would
cause this trouble and therefore requiring replacement ?--R. Blacknell (S.E.22).
The line output scanning transformer is at fault.
This is in the rounded can beneath the separate EHT
winding. This transformer is easily obtainable, either
from a Bush dealer or from Direct TV. Replacements,
134-136, Lewisham Way. New Cross. S.E.14.

H.M.V.

1808
Please would you assist me to find the fault with my
TV receiver ? 1 have an H.M.V. 1808, passed on to
me but not in full working order. I found glass envelope
This was
on V.10, Osram U.35, was cracked.
replaced, and after a few checks sound came through
at good strength with a slight buzz but no vision. Tube
face did not light up and no raster, also no line whistle
was heard. Sound was only possible with contrast

turned to extreme right.
and all
1 have been able to acquire a service sheet
voltages are reasonably correct. Have checked line
transformer for breaks, also resistance ; these seem
to be correct.
C25 and 26 were replaced. This cured the slight
buzz on sound. Line and frame coils showed a voltage
reading, but no spark was present at C.R.T., and could
not get any voltage measurement on meter using
Taylor 77 amp., at 3,000 volt. position. Since starting
investigations tube heater has failed and I have been
offered a 12in. G.E.C. 7101A, but I cannot find any
data as to voltage and current. Present tube is 13 volts,
0.3 amp. This is a series set.
EA50, V.13, is shown on the sheet on the R.F.
section of chassis but cannot locate this on the set.
but I do not think it has any bearing on the trouble
as it appears to be in sound section.
I have been reading Servicing Series in " Practical
Television," 1954, and it would seem that 11.36 is

(Continued on page 495)
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COURSES
C
TECHNOLOGY
EXPERIMENTAL
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IN SCIENCE
NEV.

V
completely up -to -date methods of giving instruction in a
wide range of technical subjects specially designed and arranged for
self -study at home under the skilled guidance of our teaching staff.

NEW

experimental outfits and lesson manuals are despatched
on enrolment and remain the student's property. A tutor is allotted to
each student for personal and individual tuition throughout the course.
In the case of radio and television, specially prepared components are
supplied which teach the basic electronic circuits (amplifiers,
oscillators, detectors, etc.) and lead, by easy stages, to the complete
design and servicing of modern commercial radio and television
receivers.
If you are studying for an examination, wanting a new hobby or
interest, commencing a career in industry or running your own full.
time or part -time business, these practical courses are ideal and may
be yours for moderate cost. Send off the coupon to -day for a free
Brochure and full details. There is no obligation whatsoever.
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I. IL1I1I Ml'71 Ulti'.7

82A INDICATOR UNIT
Containing VCR97 with MuMetal Screen. 21 valves :
3 -EA50,
4 -SP61,
12 -EF50,
2 -EB34. Plus Pets., Switches.
H.V. Cond.. Resistors, Muir Double
head S/M Dial.
Deck Chassis and Crystal.
BRAND NEW ORIGINAL
CASES, 87/8. CARR. FREE.
10/- : RF25, 12/6 :
BRAND NEW
WITH VALVES. Carr. 29.

10,Red Spot. 600 Kc's. Audio Frequency
Blue Spot. 1.6 Mc's. Mixer and Fre /Changer 15.White Spot. 2.5 Mc's R.F. and I.F. Amp. .. 20 All transistors are tested and Guaranteed.
N.B. Red Spot is similar to Mollard OC71.

RF26, 25 /-.

B.S.R. RECORD
CHANGERS
Very latest type "Monarch."
3 -speed with HGP37 crystal
Plays
turnover pick -up.
mixed records. Brand new and
guaranteed. Listed at 116/10/ carr.
£B'S.R.44-SPEED
-SPE}
Plays mixed records.
£8/15/ -. PIP 3/6.

TRANSMITTER/
RECEIVER
(Army Type "17" Mk. II)
This well -known R/T Trans receiver is offered complete
with Valves, High Resistance
Headphones, No. 3 Handmike
and Instruction Book all contained In wooden cabinet.
to
44.0
Frequency
61.0 Mc's.
Approximate Range 3 to
:

:

8 miles.
Variable Tuning.
Power Requirements

:

Standard
1

e

for

120 v. H.T. and
2v. L.T.
Defence and

Intercommunications.

59/6

BRAND NEW.

TRANSISTOR SIGNAL
TRACER

Complete Kit with 2 Transistors, Components and
Plastic Case. Phones with
Circuit, 42/6.

junction Type P.N.P.
British Manufacture

RF24,

0...-
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PRE-SELECTED SEVEN TRANSISTOR PUSH -l' t LL
PORTABLE SUPERHET
Just switch to your favourite Station. No tuning, no aerial or
earth. Pre -select 3 stations. Complete with all components
and seven Transistors. 7 it 4 Elliptical speaker. Teletron
Superhet Coils and I.F.T.s. Powered by 7t v. dry battery which
lasts for months. 150 Milliwatts output. All the above with
Circuits, etc.
£917/6. Carriage paid.
Or with Matched Mullard OC72s (200 Milliwatts Output) and
7 x 4 Elliptical High Resistance Speaker 301- extra.
Suitable Plastic Cabinet, easy to assemble, 18 8.
Call and hear demonstration model working.

HENRY'S RADIO LTD.
TEL.:

under £2.
1.9
Post Terms C.W.O. or C.O.P. NO C.O.D. under £1. Postage
S.A.E. with
untilp.m.
callers 9 a.m.
under £5. Open
t o 530
rs
list p.m. Trade list
r
BATTERY SET CONVERTER KIT
R.S.C. TRANSFORMERS
All parts for converting any normal type
Full) Guaranteed.
of Battery Receiver to A.C. mains 200 -250 v
Interleaved and Impregnated.
50 cis. Supplies 120 v, 90 v or 60 v at 40 ma.
lrimaries 200-230-250 v. 50 e's screened Fully smoothed and fully smoothed L.T.
TIIROI'Gll
DROP
SHROUDED
TOP
of 2 v at 0.4 a to 1 a. Price including circuit
...18
9
260-0-260v 70 ma, 6.3v2a,5v2a
49.11. Or ready for use, 919 extra.
350-0-350v 80 ma. 6.3v2a,5v2a ...189
ALL DRY RECEIVER BATTERY
150-0-250v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ...23'9
ELIMINATOR KIT. -Ail parts for the
af,0-0-350v100 ma, 6.3v4a.5v3a...23'9
construction of a unit (metal -case
a
...29
6.3
4
a,
5
v
3
9
v
3,50-0-350 v 150 ma,
51- 41-lin.) to supply Battery Portable
receivers requiring 90 v and 1.5 v. Fully
FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT
smoothed. From 200 -250 v 50 e s mains.
250-0-250 v 60 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a
..
... 171
Price, Inc. point -to -point wiring diaMidget type, 24-3-3in.
grams, 399. Or assembled and tested
50-0-250v100 ma, 6.3v4a,5v3a ... 26.9
250-0-250 v 100 ma. 6.3 v 6 a, 5 v 3 a
...
... 31.for R1335 Conversion ...

6.3v4a,5v3a...23.9
6.3v4a,5v3a ... 239

3t50-0-350 v 150 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 0-4-5 v i a 33 9
425-0-425 v 230 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, C.T. 6.3 y
...499
...
...
4a,

C.T.5v3a

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
6.3 v
.511 with 200-250 v 50 c's Primaries
1.5s, 5 9: 6.3v2a. 716: 0-4-6.S2n.79:
12v1a,711: 6.3v3a.811: 6.3 t+(Ip179.
t'IIAIIGF.R TRANSFORMERS
:

200-250 v 0-9-15 a-1 i a, 11'9: 0-9-15 v 3 a. 10.9:
0-9-15 v 5 a, 199 ; 0-9-15 v G a. 22 9.

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Standard Pentode 5.000 to 3 ohms ... 41
3'9
Small Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms
E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS 200-230-250 7.
2,500 v 5 ma, 2-0-2 v 1.1 a, 2-0-2 v 1.1 a
265
for VCR97, VCR517
SHOOTI1I1iG CHOKES
... 119
...
...
's,0rna5h50ohms
...
,..
.. 89
l00malOh250ohms
..
lie
... 411
malÓh 400ohms
Sl:LI4VIUM M1:1'_\I. RECTIFIERS
(:.E.C. 300 v 250 ma, 12 9 [ 120v 40 ma, 3+9 i
:
612v1aF.W.,4.11' 240v50 ma, 4r11
12v2aF.W..81: 6'12v4a,148: 250v
.

.........

ma, 79i
25 .9.

6.12v6aF.W.,19;9: G12v

MINIATURE I. F. STRIP
TYPE " 373 " 9 -72 MEG.
Brand new miniature I.F.
Strip size l01in. x 21in. y
Valve line -up
lin. high.
3-EF91 and EB91.
2-EF92,
With circuit.

Complete with valves 42/6.

TRANSISTOR PUSH-PULL AUDIO AMPLIFIER
(150 Milliwatts Output)
Build this Push-Pull Amplifier which is ideal for Crystal or
Magnetic Pick -Up Amplification, Baby Alarm, Microphone
Amplifier, etc. Powered by 6 volt Dry Battery lasting for
months. Complete Kit of Parts including 4 Transistors and
all Components with Circuit (less Speaker), £4/10/ -.
SEND STAMPS FOR NEW 1957 28 -PAGE CATALOGUE
OPEN MONDAY to SAT. 9-9. THURS. 1 o'clock.

2:9

"0

,

Aid 92/6.

(LEEDS)
RADIO SUPPLY CO.extra LTD.

10 a,

TRANSISTOR SQUARE
WAVE GENERATOR
Complete Kit with 2 Transistors. Components, Circuit
and Plastic Case, 251

"EAVESDROPPER " THREE TRANSISTOR PERSONAL
Aerial or Earth Required Pre -selected
PORTABLE. No
2- station Receiver
We can supply all the components for building the above set as
per " Radio Constructor " with Plastic Case, less Microphone
for 77/6.
Complete with Acos mike 90; -. Complete with min. Hearing

Calibrated Wavemeter for
same. 10/-.
5, HARROW ROAD, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2.

:Wl)-0-300v100 ma,
'1.50-0-350v100 ma,

INDICATOR
TYPE 182A
Unit contains VCR517 Cathode Ray 61n. tube, complete
with Mu -Metal screen, 3
EF50, 4-SP61 and 1 5Ú4G
valves, 9 wirewound volume
controls and quantity of
resistors and condensers.
Offered BRAND NEW (less
relay) at 67/8. Plus 7,6 carr.
" Radio-Constructor "'scope
circuit included.

at

46.'9.

KS -GOVT. DOUBLE WOUND STEP

UP,'STEP DOWN TRANSFORMER
10-0- 100 -200 -225 -240 v to 5 -0-75-115 -135 v
or REVERSE. 80,100 watts. Only 11:9.
plus 29 post.
EX -GOVT. CASE. Well ventilated black
crackle finished, undrilled cover. Size 14

tlin. high. IDEAL FOR BAI"i'SRY
CHARGER OR INSTRUMENT CASE.
OR COVER COULD BE USED FOR
AMPLIFIER. Only 9'9, plus 2;9 postage.
x 10 x

EX-GOVT. V:VA'ES (NEW')

iTt
155
3S4

6KBG

6SJ7GT
EF3t1

6V6GT
61.15G

7.9 6167G
7'9 6X5GT

89

61.6G

9.9 807
12A6
8'9 15D2

5'9

2534G
3524

3:9

MFI4

69

39

SATO

49
9/9

EL91
KT66
SP61
MU14

7-9 EB91
11,9 EF80
79 EF36
7'9 EL32
6 9

4.9

89
89

49
39

119

2'9

EX -GOVT. UNIT RDF1. -Brand new,
Complete with 14 valves,
cartoned.
including 5Z4G. Also mains trans. L.F.
Only 29.8.
ohoke. rectifier, etc., etc.
7?i.
Carr.

F.M. CONVERTER
UNIT 88/100 Mc /s
6
valves-2Containing
6BA6, EB91. VR137. 2 -EF54.
Two I.F. stages and separate
local oscillator, graduated
Vernier tuning. Just plug in
to your radio and obtain good
listening on F.M. Voltage
required 250 v. 50M /A. and
6.3 v. 2 amps. £7/191.

PADDINGTON

1008 -9,

0401

Dept. N.
32, THE CALLS, LEEDS 2.
SMALL POTTED MAINS TRANS!".
Removed from New ex -Govt. units.
Primary 0 -200- 230-250 v Secs 250-011 9
250v 60mA, 6.3v 2 a, 5 v 2 a.
Size

31 x 41 x 31n.

CO-AXIAL CABLE

lin.

...
8d. yd.
...
ohms 14/36
... 11d. yd.
Twin-screened Feeder ...
EX -GOVT. SMOOTHING CHOKES.
100 ma 5 h 100 ohms Tropicalised ... 3/11
... 6/9
...
150 ma6- 10h150 ohms ...
... 11/9
...
150 ma 10 150 ohms
...
...1219
...
...
250 ma5h50ohms
E.H.T. SMOOTHERS
.02 mid. 5.000 v Cans (ex- Govt.), 211.
BATTERY CHARGER KITS.- Consisting of attractive Blue Hammer Case.
Transformer. F.W. Rectifier, Fuse. Fuse holder, Tag Strip Grommets and Circuits.
For mains input 200-230 -250 v 50 c's, 6 v 24a,a,
251 6vor12v 2a, 311 : 6vor12v.
53 9. Any typo assembled and tested for
75

-

:

extra.
R.S.C.
S.C'. 6 v or 12 v
BA'T'TERY ('MARGER
For normal A.C. mains
input 200- 230-250 v 50 c /s.
Selector panel for 6 v or
12 v charging. Variable
charge rate of up to 4
AMPS. Fused, and with
meter. Well ventilated
case with attractive
hammer finish. Guaranteed for 12 months.
75' -. Carr. 3;6.
TV. CABINETS
Handsome well-constructed with walnut
veneer finish. Size 18in. high, 20in. wide.
131n. deep. Size of aperture 17in. 1311n,
Fitted Doors. For 15in. or 17ín. Tube.
Limited number at only
79/6
Plus 7/6 carr.
BATTERY CHARGERS. -For maim
200 -250 v 50 c's. Output for charging 6 v or
12 v at 1 amp. In strong metal case. Only
251. Above can also be used for electric
6

train power supply.
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the chief offender, but I do not wish to buy valves
needlessly.
Should the G.E.C. tube be usable, what base
alterations are necessary ? Present tube is B -7 -B.E. Purkiss (W.12).
You should check the 25 k_2 horizontal hold

49.5

.

Check the continuity of the frame -scanning coils
and then the resistors associated with the framehold
and height controls, and the controls themselves.

PYE VT4

I have a Pye TV receiver, model VT4, and I have
lost the vision and no illumination of the screen. On
testing I find no H.T. ; EY5I checked and O.K. (heater
does not glow) ; PL81 checked and O.K. ; PY8I
checked and O.K.
Can only now suspect line transformer. Is it possible
to test this ? Would like a diagram, if possible, and
resistance of windings to check against. Sound on the
set is perfect.
Picture was perfect when the fault
developed, but two days before breakdown some
distortion of the picture took place. Interference went
cross the screen.
I can hear line whistle and this varies on altering
line hold control. -R. F. Dunning (S.E.23).
COSSOR 925
The !He output transformer appears to be at fault.
Whilst viewing the other evening, the picture was and there is no way of checking this by normal
partially obscured by two further pictures overlapping means (the windings will appear to be in order, if
the first picture. I attributed this primarily to time - tested).
base trouble, but have had no success in locating
We would advise you to obtain a new transformer.
same. Could you, therefore, assist me to find the A service sheet is not necessary. All connections can
trouble ?
A. Cross (Dover).
be made from above and provided these are clearly
Unfortunately you do not state whether the marked when removed, no difficulty should be
multiple pictures are one above the other or side by experienced.
side. In any event, change the 6SN7GT (beneath
tube) and if the fault continues and the pictures are SOBELL TS17
one on top of the other, check the 2.2 M!? resistor in
When I switch the set on the picture comes on very
series with the centre contact of the vertical hold
faint and after a period becomes clear. After a
control. If the pictures are side by side check the time the
picture and screen goes blank and then after
resistor in series with the horizontal hold control.
a brief period back comes the picture. This sometimes
happens two or three times during the evening, but
ULTRA VT9 -17
again at times the picture is O.K. all the time. I have reUntil recently, about 45 seconds after switching on placed eight of the valves-the following : PY82, PY81,
the picture would appear at its full brightness, but now PL81, EC1.80, EB91 and the three EF80s. The picture
after the same time lag, the picture appears on the tube has been tested with a meter and has been cleared,
screen but is barely visible and about ¡in. short top so please can you give me some idea as to what this
and bottom. During the next 1. minutes the picture annoying trouble is ?-T. Harris (East Ham).
slowly comes up to its full brightness and size and
Remove the aerial plug from the receiver, turn
remains perfect during the whole time the set is on. down the contrast control and advance the
brightness
Can you suggest a reason please ?
until a raster (illumination) is secured. If when the
Another slight fault which 1 have noticed for a fault occurs the brightness of the illumination 01, the
longer period, is that it is sometimes impossible to screen diminishes or disappears completely and
remove the picture from the screen by fully reducing cannot be restored by further advancing the brightness
the contrast control, both on Band 1 and Band 111. control, suspect trouble in the EHT circuits. Check
-E. W. Tribbick (Winchester).
for EHT and, if necessary, replace the EHT rectifier
We would advise you to change the U801 H.T. valve. Suspect an intermittent fault in the tube.
rectifier. This will no doubt result in a full -size
picture resolving in the normal time.
FERGUSON 978
With reference to the restricted range of the
My fault is an inch blank space at the bottom of
contrast control, check the 2.2 Mt? resistor in series the screen and about
at the top, the height control
with the centre tag of the control and pin 5 of a being fully turned up. -in.
I changed the 470K (it made no
20D1 valve. If the resistor is in order check the
difference), so I bought two new ECL80 valves ; it
PCC84 valve (the control grid of which sometimes
made it a little better, but still not right.
becomes positive with respect to chassis).
When I switch the set on (from cold) the picture is
lin. from the top and 2in. from the bottom. As it
SOBELL MODEL T224
warms up it slowly fills the screen top and bottom, but
Without any warning the picture of this set suddenly when it has been on for about half an hour a blank
shrank to 2in. wide, and then for a second or two there space starts at the bottom and when it is about :in.
were two pictures superimposed on each other about a blank space starts at the top and then the picture
lin. wide, after which a thin horizontal line appears. I closes inwards until it is iin. at top and lin. from the
have checked frame transformer and frame oscillator bottom, this after the set has been on for about five
transformer, and there are no shorts. Also, 1 have hours.
changed frame -oscillator valve ECL80 for a new
When I switch the set off and leave it for an hour.
one, but no improvement.
Emmerson (Rochester). and then switch on again, it does not fill the screen the.
slider element. This is probably fractured.
If the control is in order and the resulting positive
voltage is being passed via the 330 k!? resistor
the blocking transformer, check the windings of this
transformer and if in order replace the B36. The
G.E.C. 7101A is a 12ín. tube with a .3 amp. heater
(the voltage is not important, but is 6.3 volts).
It has an international octal base and an external
conductive coating requiring a chassis connection.
It will perform reasonably well in the 1808. The
EA50 is replaced by a small red and black metal
rectifier on the front end tag strip (under chassis).

-H.

_i
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same as when I switch on from cold. It opens out about
in. from top, ;in. from bottom, and then when the
set is warmed up it starts closing in again.
Another thing is that I have moved the vertical lever
on the neck of the tube as far as it will go to the left, so
as I can even the spaces top and bottom. If I move the
lever to the middle, the picture is O.K. at the top, but

tin. at bottom.

The width of the picture is all right, but some nights
there is a thin blank space down each side of the screen,
and when that happens the blank spaces at the top
and bottom are worse.
The picture itself is good, but when people are on
the heads and bodies are right, but the legs are short.
I can see the raster line start at the top, but at the
bottom the line spaces close up until it goes into a
the top of the blank space at the bottom
bright line
of the screen.
My set is working on 220/230 volts with 228 -volt
Holden (Smethwick).
mains.
This sympton is nearly always caused by a fault in
V12 or V13, the frame timebase ECL80 valves. It is
sometimes necessary to try several valves and select
the one which gives best results, bearing in mind that
the symptom to a small degree occurs on most specimens as the result of increase of resistance of the
frame coils as the temperature in the receiver rises.
Other causes of the trouble are : value alteration
of R44 or R47, value decrease of C49, and poor
insulation resistance in C46.

-at

-N.

STELLA ST6414U
The receiver is a Stella ST6414U operating on
Band I, Channel 3, Norwich.
I would be pleased if you could give me some details
of a type of filter required to cut out V.H.F., i.e.,
number of turns and values of condensers and whether
you would consider it satisfactory wired on to the
aerial input panel or whether a filter may be required
D. Bedford (Leicester).
at the aerial itself as well.
The Stella is probably responsive on Band II as the
result of the second harmonic of its local oscillator
heterodyning with the interfering signal and giving
rise to the vision and/or sound I.F.
We regret that we are unable to supply constructioril details of a filter, but the trouble can usually
he overcome by the use of a simple stub rejector
consisting of a section of coaxial feeder cut to the
appropriate length and connected to the aerial input
of the receiver. The interference investigation section
of the Post Office are willing to assist with matters of
this kind.

-C.

P.T. CONVERTER
I have built the P.T. converter, but

so

far have had no
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I have a circuit diagram. Could ycu please advise
me what to do? The only instrument I have is
Jackson
an
A.C. /D.C. multi -range meter.

-P.

(Leamington Spa).
Make sure that sufficient Band 111 signal is being
applied to the converter for successful operation. In
this respect check your aerial system, preferably on a
receiver (or converter) known to be working on
Band 111.
If all is well in this connects an and you are certain
that the unit is properly wired and designed according
to the instructions, suspect misalignment of the local
oscillator. In case of difficulty in obtaining a suitable
instrument for checking this, your dealer may be
willing to align the unit for you for a small charge.

G.E.C. BT1746
The set uses a Mallard MW36 -24 tube and I want
to change this with a type MW36 -44.
Can you say if this is possible and what changes,

if any, will

be required to the base connections, please ?
Teale (Leeds).
This substitution would probably prove successful,
though no definite information is available in this
respect with regard to your receiver. The MW36 -44
features a filter screen and generally requires more
E.H.T. voltage than the original tube to give the same
brightness of picture. The second anode is connected
to pin number 7 and the third anode is brought out to
the side connection for application of E.H.T. The
first anode is connected to pin number 10 as the
original tube and the remaining connections are also
the same.

-J.

PYE LV30
I have replaced, firstly, PL38, then PZ30, but am
now experiencing fuse blowing at rear of receiver.
The PZ30 flashes in its interior prior to the blowing,
and has indications of a short -circuit possibly. Can
you suggest a further replacement regarding a conthis fault ?-F. C.
( enser or resistance to correct
Dunster (S.W.19).
Check the condition of the main electrolytic
capacitors, as the increased output of the new valve
may now have provoked failure of these. Also
check the condition of the surge limiting resistors
in the PZ30 anode circuits. Ensure that the replacement valve is in good condition.
G.E.C. BT5145. C.R.M. 121A

I have purchased a TV set second -hand, and with
the exception of the under- mentioned defects it is not
too bad. The C.R.T. is being run from an isolating
mains transformer on 2 -volt A.C. tapping.
My mains here being just under 200 volts A.C., the
round fibre focusing screw has to be turned full out
towards tube base.
1. Defect. Viewing can only be in darkness.
2. The horizontal lines are cramped at the bottom,
faint, and finally disappear at bottom of screen.
3. Left side of screen, border of test card C non-

signal. When switched to Band III, Band I sound can be
heard at varying strength when the core of coils 7 and
8 is moved up or down. I have checked the circuit and
the valves are new. I am certain the coils are wound
right. My H.T. supply from a separate power point
is 175 volts. Is this enough ? Moving the core of the
coil L6 has no effect on the screen, neither has any of
the others. The set I have is a Murphy V204. I
have recently changed the sound -output valve (6P25), existent.
The heads of speakers on the screen are elongated.
as the sound during the evening tended to die away and
focus blurred. The sound is now O.K., but I still H. Turner (Southsea).
The vision R.F. channel is oscillating. Check the
have a black border round the picture approximately
Sometimes this tends to right itself, but more condition of the associated valves and decoupling
capacitors. Check the alignment.
often it does not.

-
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Television Classifiec Advertisements

Practical

& COMPONENTS

RAM's:: 4,'- per line or part
thereof, average the words to line,
2 lines. Box No. 2/- extra.
Advertisements must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager,
Practical Television,"
Tower House, Southampton St.,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

BRAND NEW. 11F26. 27, 27/6; RF24,
.2S. 10/6 tpost 2/6).
I.F.Amp.178,
13 mcs., with valves
used), 15/6 (p.

minimum

'

t

2/6).
Indicators, 62A, 21 valves,
good cond., 55/6 kart. 7/6). IFTs,
l0 /13mcs., canned, new, 1/3. Metal
Rectifiers
240v 30mA 3/6,
600v
301nA 6/ -, 1,000v 30mA 7/6; 500v
500mA 10 /, Wafer Switches 1 pole,
11 way. 2 bank, 6p., 2w., 4b, 3/6;
3p., 3w., 3b.; 4p., 2w.; lip., 6w., 5b.;
2p., 6w. Ip., 8w.; 1p., lw. Chokes,
LF. Ferranti screened. 10H. 120mA
7/6, 10H 200mA 8!6, 5H 200mA 4/6,
10H 60mA 4/6. R1155 Tuning Drives,
" N " type, brand new, 10 /-; Muir head SM Drives. 4in., 0 /100 dial, 7/6.
HF Chokes, Eddystone type, 4 pie,
1/6; dual coil. 1/3. Belling 5 and
7 pin
plugs- skts., 1/6 pair.
Good
Valves
EF50. 6AC7. EF36, EF39,
VR65A. each 2/0.
Terms
c.w.o.;
immediate despatch. S.A.E. for lists/
enquiries. W. A. BENSON, 136, Rath bone Rd.. Liverpool. 15.

-

:

:

:

:

1

IDENTIFICATION UNITS RFD No. 1,
ZC.13312, each 27 6, plus carr. 17/61,
all as new and complete with free
data for conversion to T.V. Each
unit contains many useful components and the following valves:
one 5Z4G, one VR54. five VR65. two
VR66, three VR92. one CVE3 and one
VRI37, in totally enclosed case.
From: J. A. B. JACOBSEN LTD.,
22. Ritherdon Rd., Balhani, London,
S. W.17.

TELEVISION INTERFERENCE. Receiver Filters, High -Pass E..5037, 30/ -;

Low -Pass E.5031. 30/ -; Composite
Band I/III, 49/6; Transmitter Filter
E.5043 -80dB, 1kW, £6.
LABGEAR

12in.,
5
channel. )CAMBRIDGE) LTD., Willow Place,
tunable anywhere. models for £25 Cambridge.
each, carriage paid; guaranteed per- TELEVISION, l0in.. London models,
fect. RYAN ELECTRICS, 134, Acre good Working order. £7 each, carLane, Brixton, London, S.W.2. (BRI riage paid, RYAN ELECTRICS. 134,
4533.1
Acre Lane. Brixton, London, S.W.2.
BRI 4533.)
I.T.V. CONVERTERS from £3/19/6,
self-contained,
guaranteed.
H.P.
repatred promptly.
without fuss. Aerials from 14/6. LOUDSPEAKERS
MODEL LOUDSPEAKER SERVICE,
Trade enquiries invited.
G. A. Bullington Rd.. Oxford.
STRANGE. Dept. P, North Wraxall.
Chippenham. Wilts.
FOR SALE

TELEVISION,

I

SEVERAL

EARLY

MODELS,

9in.

Television, complete and mostly MAKING YOUR OWN? Telescopes,
working, £5'5/ each, carriage paid. Enlargers, Binoculars. Microscopes,
TOMLINS. 127, Brockley Rise, Forest Projectors, or. in fact, anything
that needs lenses. Then get our
Hill, S.E.23.
FOR 5497.1
" How
to Use Ex -Gov.
TELEVISION, 9:n. models, £7/10/; booklets
Lenses & Prisms," Nos. 1 & 2, price
-12in. models, £15; all makes; work- 2/6
Also
book,
3 -D
ea.
our
ing; carriage paid. TOMLINS. 127, Without Viewers," stereo
price 7 6. ComBrockley Rise. Forest Hill, S.E.23.
prehensive list of lenses, optical.
GUARANTEED TELEVISION,
12in. radio and scientific gear free for
models, first -class picture. 5-channel. s.a.e. H. W. ENGLISH. Rayleigh
THE Road. Hutton. Brentwood. Essex.
£26 each, carriage paid.
GRAMOPHONE SHOP. 19 -21, Brockley SERVICE MANUALS /SHEETS.
Tel/
Rise. Forest Hill, S.E.23.
Radio for hire, sale and wanted.
enquires. W. J. GILBERT
TELEVISION,
12in.
Televisions, S.A.E.
PT),
24,
Frithville
Gardens,
£13/10/- each. carr. paid. TOMLINS,
London, W.12.
127. Brockley Rise, Forest Hill S E 23
'FOR 5497.1
SUNLAMPS.
listed
SUPERTONIC
S.A.E.
SCIENTIFIC
6/7- 10 / -; 80 /,
TELEVISIONS :
5- CHANNEL
12in. PRODUCTS
Cleveleys.
Lancs.
CO..
screen Ferguson 988, Ekco 161. etc.,
£25 each. A good selection of 12in. C/R TUBES, good quality recond..
T/Vs /London). 100% condition, from 14in. £5, 17in.
£6, guaranteed
£15; gin. from £7. Also 12in. T, Vs, 6 months and 6 months progressive;
slight faults, from £7, 9in. from £4. 12in. £5, 9in. £3/10/.; carr. and
TYLER TELEVISION, 63, Lee High ins. 10 / -. FAHEY. 38, The Oval,
Rd., Lewisham. S.E.13.
LEE 5979.
Sidcup. Kent. tFOOtscray 2314.)
AUTOMATIC
ELECTRADIO. -Dual Wave Coil 2;6 4 -SPEED
" Golden
with circuit, ditto, plus Reaction 4 / -. Box " Record Player in handsome
Tuning Condenser 3/10, Crystal carrying case; plays through your
Diode 1/6, tested 4 Transistor Set radio ; £911919, carriage and packBox tF), LEEDS
All Transistor Com- ing 4/6 extra.
Circuit 1/3.
ponents stocked. Post free. 18, LABORATORIES, 69, Allerton Grange
Broadlands Av.. Keynsham, Somerset. Way. Leeds. 17.
t

ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS,
BRASS, COPPER,

BRONZE,

IN ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP

ANGLE,

WIRE,
3000

CHANNEL,

TEE

STANDARD STOCK SIZES

H. ROLLET & CO., LTD.
6, CHIESHAM PLACE, LONDON, S.W.I.
SLOane 3463

Works:

36, ROSEBERY AVE., LONDON, E.C.1.

at Liverpool, Manchester,
Birmingham, Leeds.
"No Quantity too Small "

Branches

.497

CATHODE RAY TUBES, used, but in
good working
order and with

months'

3

Mullard.

guarantee.

Mazda and Emitron types only.
12in. £3;10 / -, 14in. £4, 15in. £4/10/ -,
16in. £5, 17in. £5/101 -, carriage 12.6
extra. Orders and enquiries by letter
only to
B.H.P. DISTRIBUTORS,
379, Staines Rd.. Hounslow, Middlesex.
:

WANTED
ALL TYPES OF VALVES REQUIRED
for cash. State quantity and condition. RADIO FACILITIES LTD..
38. Chalcot Road, N.W.1. (PRImrose
9090.)
WANTED, Valves EY51, 6CH6. 10FI,
PL81. KT6I, 6FI, FW4/500, 20D2,
Prompt cash.
WM.
20F2, 10P14.

CARVIS. LTD., 103, North St.. Leeds.

VALVES
BRAND NEW guaranteed Valves.

7.

-

-

6SL7GT, 6SA7GT, 5U4G, SI.; 6SJ7GT.
6SN7GT, 7/6; 6B4G, 6SK7GT. 5/6;
2X2A. 4/6; 6116, 2/6; many others.
new Receivers. Condensers and
Resistors. Mica, Silver Mica. Mica mold. Ceramic, etc., some short ends
but mostly on tag boards, fine mixture of useful values, 100 for 8 /;
s.a.e. for list, etc, H. W. JAMES.
175. Brettenham Rd., Walthamstow.
Ex

E.17.

EDUCATIONAL
Practical Radio
Engineers home study courses of
Radio and TV Engineering are recognised by the trade as outstanding
and authoritative. Moderate fees to
a limited number of students only.
Syllabus of Instructional Text is free.
" The Practical Radio Engineer "
journal, sample copy 2/.
6.000
Alignment Peaks for Superhets, 519.
Membership and Entry Conditions
booklet 1/. All post free from the
SECRETARY, I,P.R.E., 20, Fairfield
Road. London, N.8.
FREE I Brochure giving details of
Home Study Training in Radio. Television and all branches of Electronics.
Courses for the Hobby Enthusiast or
for those aiming at the A.M.Brit.
I.R.E., City and Guilds, R.T.E.B..
and other professional examinations.
Train with college operated by
Britain's largest Electronics organisa.
tion. Moderate Fees. Write to E.M.I.
INSTITUTES, Dept. PT28, London,
INCORPORATED

W 4.

LEARN IT AS YOU DO IT -we provide practical equipment combined
with instruction in Radio, Television,
Electricity. Mechanics. .Chemistry,
Photography. etc. Write for full
details to E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept.
PT47, London. W.4.
MATHEMATICS RADIO /TV COURSE
lessons 21/-, single 4! -.
of 6
MATHEMATICS,
200.
TUTORIAL
Buchanan St., Glasgow, C.1.

-

CONSTRUCTORS!
COILS T.R.F. M & L 4/6 pair HAMS!
COILS T.R.F. IRON CORE
LABS!-ENGINEERS!
M & L 5/6 pair
SEND FOR 60 -PAGE CATALOGUE
LOUD SPEAKER'S
PACKED WITH COMPONENTS TO
5" 17/6
8" 19/6 SERVICE AND BUILD TVs AND
RADIOS. PRICE / -.
Send S.A.E. for lists of Components,

-

I

Kits, etc.

BERNARDS ELECTRICAL
INDUSTRIES Ltd.
99,

SERVICE SHEETS, MANUALS,
1000's IN STOCK. S.A.E. WITH

ENQUIRY.

Kingsley Road, Hounslow,
Middlesex.

M. FOY
6

WYKEBECK C1 RDENS

LEEDS, 9
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14" T.V. CHASSIS-£13 .19

.6

with tube and
Modified ready
Fully guaranmonths. These
are demonstrated to
personal callers. LESS
valves. As above with 5
of the valves, £15.19.6.
Or with all the valves,
£19.19.6. Some delay on
the latter. Ins., carr.
incl. tube 25' -. 17- Tube
Rectangular on adapted
LESS valves.
chassis.
£19.19.6. With 5 valves,
1th9eóvalvcomplete
2219.ß
Plus 25?- ins., carr.
DRAWING FREE.
Complete
speaker.
working.
teed for 3

12

MONTH GUARANTEE

17"

f7.10

14"

T.V. TUBES

f5.10

CLEARANCE SALE OF HEATERS
99/6
ELECTRIC CONVECTOR
A.C. or D.C. 1 or 2 kw. Switched. Illuminated grille. 200 -250 volt. Famous manufacture. Ideal for home, office, works,
greenhouse. Ins., carp, 10,6.

SPEAKERS 8/9. 8in. P.M.
Stocks cannot last. Have you had all you
may require 7 Complete with O.P. trans.,
10' -. All are guaranteed money back.
P. & P.,

9.

1

V.H.F. 1466 RECEIVER 27

6

with 6 valves, ex -W.O.. new condiReceives
tion. dial drive tuning.
T.V. sound, police, fire and amateurs. 30.5 m cs to 40 m /cs. I.F. 7
m /es. Post 26. Drawings and Conversion data Free with each set.
(Similar to 1124 set but with
slow- motion dial.)

are now able to otter this wonderful guarantee, 6 months'
full replacement and 6 months' progressive. Made possible
only by improved high quality of our tubes. Carr. & Ins., 15/8.
CONVERT YOUR 9'- 10 " -12" to 14' -15' or 17'. our pamphlet is
these
FREE and on many sets it costs only the tube to give you
19', 15' and 16' T.V. tubes £5.
giant pictures. SPECIAL OFFER shops.
Perfect, see them working in our
12" TA. TUBES £8. Shortage may cause delay, enquire first,
we may have alternative, and can tell you delay. if any. 15/6
Carr. & ins. on all tubes.

I`
9,

T.V. AERIALS

We

25/6
For all I.T.A. channels. 3 element type for
outdoor or loft. At half their original price.
)'o,1 26.

Ideal Radio or Radiogram Chassis 39/9
3 wiband and gram., s het 5 -valve international
octal. Ideal table gram, but still giving high
quality output. 4 -knob control. 8' p.m. speaker

T.Y. CHASSIS 79/6

7/9 with order. Set of knobs 2/ -. Chassis 15' x

Complete chassis by
Easily
famous mnfr.
to I.T.A.
converted
R.F. E.H.T. unit included.
A.C. s'het. 3 separate
vision,
units (power.
t' base interconnected).
8' P.M. speaker and
drawings FREE with
each order. I.F.s 16.519.5 !Wes.: Carr. & Ins.

6' x 71'. LESS valves. Ins., Clan,

9/6.

RADIO -GRAM CHASSIS 29/9
Including 81n. speaker, dial and knobs. 5 valve s /het. 3 wave band.
A.C. mains. Complete, tested, guaranteed. LESS valves. Post and
packing 416.
(PT) 621/3 Romford Road,
Manor Park, London, E.12.

DUKE & CO

GRA. 6677 -8, 2791.

10 6.

OPPORTUNITIES

PULLIN
loo

I

SERIES

TEST METER
10,00011/v

AC /DC

AIR SPACE CO- AXIAL CABLE. 75/80
ohms. 7/36 new standard size. 9,l. per yd. :
70/- per

yod

F. CONTROLReel. S. L.S. 2/10 : S.P.
%'OI,UM100
4/- D.P. 46. Special Offer : I meg. S.P.
Standard Size, long spindle, 2/9.
1

450
ELECTROL7 TIC CONDENSERS.
volt, 8 mid. 2/3 16 mid. 3/3 ; 32 mid. 4/6 :
32 r 32 mid. 6/8 ; 50 mid.,
16 t 16 mid. b/3
25 mid., 50 volt 1/9. All Brand
12 volt 1/8
8 +8 mid., 350
New Stock. Special Offer
volt 3 -.
CONDENSERS. Fully Troplcallsed. 500
volt. 1011, 250, 500, 1,000, 2,560 pf. 7d.: 01
025, .05 mid. 110. ; .1 mid. 1/2 ; .25 mid.
1/8 ; .5 mid. 1 /11 Special 011er 1 of each
of the above Condensers 10'
METERS, 500 micro -amps F.S.D. 21n. Dial.
Marked 0 -500 or 15 volt /600 volt 15 -.
TELEVISION AERIALS. Band III. 3 Ele8 Element
ment 28 /6 5 Element 39/6
58/6. Band I " H " Chimney Lashed 70!- ;
X " Chimney Lashed 74/6 : Single Dipole
many
other
Also
types In
Wall Fixing 301 -.
stock -send us your requirements with
S.A.E. and we will quote by return. Only
Aeriallte, Wolsey, Lumex, etc. supplied
no rubbish. (Aerials cannot be sent C.O.D.)
T/V TABLES : Walnut Veneer 20' x 20' x
24' High. Packed Hat in carton, only four
wing nuts to assemble. 72/6.
CRYSTAL MICROPHONES : Complete
with Adjustable Stand 6 gus.
GUARANTEED VALVES
UBC41 ß/OZ4
5' -6ßW6 7 /6ECC84
7/6
126 U25 1419
1A5
4/- 12A6
1LN5
4i- 12SJ7 7,- EY51 11'3 PY81
25L6
EY86
14.9
101
1R5
7/6
8'6
PY82 718
2X2
5/ -25Z4
9 /8PCC64
12'6 PL81 13/6
5/5Y3
8/- 807
5Z4
6.'- ELM
9,9 EF80 9'9. -1625
6K7
8'8 PEN46 8/6 DK96 9:9 ECH81
1

21

144

MIA

pages

o"oEfE ,x

Ierv re..

CASE

Fre
Television offers unlimited
acope to the technically
qualified. Details of the
easiest way to study for

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., R.T.E.B.
Cert., City and Guilds,
Television
Television,
Servicing, Sound Film
Radio
Projection.
Diploma Courses, etc.,
are given in our 144-page
Handbook ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"

which also explains the
benziits of our Appoint men.s Dept.

We Guarantee

" NO PASS -NO FEE "
If you are earning less than

is

th15

a

week you must read

enlightening book.
Send for your copy NOW -FREE and
without obligation.

WRITE TODAY!

British !agitate of Esriaeerieg Teeheelogr
237, College House,
29 -31. Wright's Lase,
Kessiegtea, W.8.

IET

RANGES
to 1000V
AND

,

..

LEAOS
PROOS

FULLY VGUARANTEED

f2.

10.0 AND
SENT POST FREE FOR
NINE FURTHER MONTHLY PAYMENTS
OF 81.9.6. CASH PRICE 812.7.6.

FRITH RADIOCRAFT LTD
69 -71

i

CHURCH

25 HIGH ST

GATE
NEWPORT

LEICESTER
PAGNELL

auch,

TELEVISION
COMPONENT
SERVICE
Replacement components available for
the popular home constructor designs.
Catalogue available on request.
Estate,
J. T. FILMER Maypole
Bexley, Kent.
Tel.: Sexleyhedth 7267

OSMOR CONVERTERS
ALL CHANNELS
Simple, efficient for all TV (including
TRF). Guaranteed no break -through of
Band 1 or re- radiation. Approx. 1 hr. to
build. Will convert any Band III channel
to any Band I channel. AC ur AC /DC.
Kit, £3.5.0. Ready wired, £4.0.0. Post
free. Perms C.W.O. Post orders only.
'l'HF. ELECTRONIC RUPPI.I- ('O.
29, Leigh ltd., Ilighbury, E.ondoe. \.5
:

:

:

:

:

,

:

/

:

;

-

:

DF96 9:9
1(C6E8
9 6 ECL80
/8
11/10 DAF96 9/9 KT36 19/8
6U5G
6:DL96 9'9 35Z4 10
6CD6 19'6 ECF82
UCH42
8'67R7
6'8
6U7
12/6
8.'6
Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. Postage and Packing per Valve 6d. Otherwise under £2 1/6 ;
£3 119

;

£4 2:-

;

£4

and over post free.

ELECTRO- SERVICES & CO..
221 BATTERSEA P AR K R D., LONDON,
8155.

511.
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New Safety Pack for TV Tubes

Aerialite Trilead Triplexer
THIS three-band filter is primarily
intended either to combine the
signals from separate Band I, 11 and
111 aerials, for use on a receiver with a
common input socket, or to separate
the signals from a combined aerial for
use on receivers with separate input

NEW. packaging technique which
ensures the safe transit of fragile
cathode -ray tubes and magnetron

A

valves has been devised by Venesta
Limited, the leading packaging concern, in conjunction with Evans
Bell house Ltd., manufacturers of
"KEB " wood -wool packs.
The basis of the new technique is a specially designed Venesta plywood barrel, fitted with " KEB
packs moulded both internally and externally to
save as much weight as possible while maintaining

maximum protection.

The barrel used is of 4 mm. plywood and measure;

..

499

A`ZiNaro'

sockets.

It

provided with clamps and terminals for securing the separate cable downleads and has an aerial
socket for connection to the common output lead.
The filter is intended for indoor mounting on wall,
window -sill, or skirting board. The length of connecting leads to or from the filter is not critical and may
be as long or short as desired or convenient.
Band I and Band Ill filters are broad band, low
pass and high pass, respectively, and function without
adjustment over all channels in these bands with a
negligible insertion loss. The Band 11 filter is a series
resónant -circuit with a response wide enough to
cover the entire F.M. band, again without adjustment
and with negligible insertion loss.
The filter may be used in a variety of ways with
combined aerials (e.g., twin band arrays) or with combined TV and F.M. aerials, or alternatively with
receivers on which the F.M. and TV sockets are
is

separate.

.

This Triplexer retails at 13s. 6d.-Aerialite Ltd.,
Hargreaves Works, Congleton, Cheshire.

l he new packing for TV

tube transit by Venesta

Jn. deep by 19in. diameter. It has 3in. external
double bands at the top and 3in. external single
bands in the middle and at the bottom. Internal
2in. lining hoops are fitted in the bottom of the
barrel, while the barrel -top is held securely in position
by six patented Griffith fasteners.
The barrel is
treated internally with Cuprinol weatherproof coating.
Moulded wood -wool of a suitable denity, treated
with formaldehyde, which prevents mould growth,
is used for the two -piece interior liner.
The principal user of the new -style pack is the
Ministry of Supply, on whose behalf A.C. Cossor
Ltd. manufacture and pack the cathode -ray tubes
and magnetron valves. Completed packs are sent to
the Ministry of Supply depot at Malvern, from whence
they are shipped to destinations in Britain and
abroad for use in a wide variety of electronic
equipment.
In this connection, so successful has the new pack
proved that experiments are now being conducted
into its adaptation for packing a number of other
fragile products, particularly those which are sent
overseas. -Venesta, Limited, Vintry House, Queen
Street Place, London, W.I.
31

Taylor 'Scope, Model 31A
oscilloscope is of a particularly robust
THISnature and has been designed primarily to meet
the requirements of television and radio service
work, but its versatile features and advanced performance make it also very suitable for use as a.general
purpose instrument.
A flat -faced cathode ray tube 4in. diameter is
utilised. A hard valve timebase is provided cóvërin_
the wide range of frequencies from 10 c/s to 500 kc s
and can be operated either free running or triggered.
Horizontal and vertical amplifiers with push -pull
output are provided. The latter is of high gain and
has a frequency range extending from a few cycles
per second. to 6 Mc /s, while both amplifiers have outputs corresponding to several screen diameters.
These features make it readily possible to examine
all kinds of waveforms, including pulse types of short
duration and also to extend them for detailed examination. -Taylor Electrical Instruments, Ltd., Montrose
Avenue, Slough.

QUERIES COUPON

.

I

This coupon is available until MAY 21st, 1957. and
must accompany all Queries sent in accord with the
notice on page 492.
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MULLARD TAPE AMPLIFIERS
We stock all the components for the Amplifiers as described in
the Mullard Tape Recording Booklet.
RESISTOR KITS. LAB. All fixed and variable resistors as
specified. Model A, 33/3. Model B, 31/9.
Model B, 35/- These
CONDENSER KITS. Model A, 33/
kits are made up for the Brenell and Collaro Decks. If Lane or
Truvos Decks are being used this must be stated when ordering.
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS Gilson OP767, 25/6. Elstone
OT13, 21/ -. Partridge SVO/I, 60/ -.
ELCOM PLUGS AND SOCKETS. PO4 Chassis Plug, 3/6.

,

-

SO4T

Flex Socket,

EDDY'S
172

P71, 3/4.

ALL NEW
AND
GUARANTEED

BULGIN TAG BOARDS. C120, 1/3. C125, 2/3.
Plugs 2/3
EQUALISER PLUG AND SOCKET.

each.

CERAMIC STAND OFF PILLAR. 1/- each.
Truvox TR98, 6/9.
OSCILLATOR COILS. Brenell, 8 -/.
CHASSIS. Denco. Fully drilled. Model A, 31/6. Model B, 31/6.
ECC83VALVES. EF86- Mullard, 24/4 Alternative, 15 /
EL84Mullard, 19/6 t Alternative, 10 / -. EM8I- Mullard, 18 /1,

,

;

,

Ill

-. OA71 Diode, 6/
Mullard, 16/- : Alternative,
2/6.
KNOBS.- Bulgin K370, 1/6 each. EM8I ESCUTCHEON,solder,
nuts, bolts, tags, wire, flex
all
SUNDRIES KIT. Contains
etc., e/ -.
This gives prices
FULLY DETAILED LIST is available free upon request.
for complete kits and details of Power Uni t Components.

WATTS RADIO

73
7/3
73

155
185
1T4
3S4

7'3

SY-3GT

6 3
83
63
6 9

5Z4G
6AMG
6AQ5

^,9
8'9

6AT6
fìAU6

6J5G

Socket. 6d.

637G

6K7G

6K8GT

211
411
2 11
9 3

64K7G 441
6SN7GT 518
6V6GT 5/11
6V6 (Metal)

7CG

787

83

6X5GT
7B7
7C5

1011

5111

ECC83

8111

9!11

8/11
8/3

ECCB4 10i11
ECC85
913
ECH42 9/11
ECLBJ
8/8
EF41
9/8

4 11

EF50-

6

(VR91) 4111

3'11

FOR t'.11.1.ERS ONLY
NIYI' %%CO CINfo RADIOS
from 9/8
SS (HIKING R. 1Il1OS
Irrom 3916
NOT SS ORKINU TA .s
from 59/6

7'.V.s

SlOItIC ING

from 26.19.6

10 3

EF50

vania)

(Syl-

EF80
EF85
EF86
EF89
EF91
EL32
EL41
EL84
EY51

8,'11

7/8
7/3

11.3

Ey86

9 11
6 3
5 3
9 11
9 11.
9 11
9 11

PCC84

711
-

EZ40
EZ80

ï

PCF80
PCF82
PCL83
PL81

PL82
PL83
PY80

PY81
PY82
PY83
UBC41
UCH42

UL41
UY41
U76

11
8 3
,

3

9 11

12'3

11 3
8 11
11 3

811

8 3
6 11
9 3
8 3
9 11
9 11
7 11.
7 11

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

NO LISTS

A

i

FIRST -CLASS
TELEVISION and
RADIO COURSES

_

. .
GET A CERTIFICATE!

A few cheaper models available

corders, Radios etc. Good pries
paid. We also accept the above as
part exchange on purchases macle.

PATTERNING ?

stL`MM`"-

SPENCER - WEST

PATTERNING REMOVAL
UNIT TYPE 54
works with any Band Ill converter
unit and completely removes patternbreakthrough.
ing caused by Band
I

Complete

instructions for simple fitting
provided. From your dealer or if in
any difficulty we will post C.O.D. or
on receipt of a remittance for 25/(post paid).

LTD,
SPENCER - WEST
QUAY WORKS
GT. YARMOUTH
'Phones : 4794 and 3009
Spencer -West. Great Yarmouth

After brief, intensely interesting study

-undertaken

at home in your spare
time -YOU can secure your professional qualification or learn Servicing
nd Theory. Let us show you how !

Open daily 10.30 to 4.30 p.m.
Fhone : GERrord 2613

FREE

Closed Thursdays.

9,

success compelling qualifications

London, W.C.2.

as

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds

RADIO AND TELEVISION
COMPONENTS

All parts in stock for
Viewmaster, Sound master, Teleking, el e.
:

Radio
Radio. P.M.G.
Amateurs' Exams., Gen. Cert.
of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng.),
Final

A.M.I.P.F.,

A.M.I.Mech.E.,
Draughtsmanship (all branches),
etc., together with particulars of
our remarkable Guarantee of

Easy Terms available.
/6. stamp (only) for Catalogue.

SUCCESS OR NO FEE

JAMES H. MARTIN & CO.
NESS Ill Itlt IUGIì,
-I.FI ItS'L'ON. LANCS.

Write now for your copy of this
invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your

2

FINS'l'IISI ACM.
1.

career.

FOUNDED

'ethnical

1885

-OVER

150,000 SUCCESSES

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF

BOOKGUIDE

DESCRIBES ALL THE
TECHNICAL BOOKS
MONTH'S NEW
(May). Out May I. Lists 250 titles. 6d. at
By post 8d. (6 months
newsagents.
4; -) 21 Lower Belgrave St. London, S.W
64

GUIDE

The New Free Guide contains 132
pages of information of the greatest
importance to those seeking such

The RADIO EXCHANGE Co.
Newport Place, Leicester Square,

Full

:

EB91
EBC41

EBF80
ECC81

35L6GT 8'11
35Z4GT 7/11
50L6GT 7!11

WE WANT Record Players, Tape Re-

'Grams

8/3
8/3
DL96
8/3
EABC80 7/8

DH76
DK96

8'3

1

83

DF9G

12SK7
5'11
12SN7
14'6
13'11
1457
25L6G
8'3
26Z4G 8 11
35Z3
10 3
10.11
35A5

807
954
955

2/11
3/11
5/3

956
958
9003

7/3

12Q7GT
12K8G

A
for RBC
reception
In good condition. Prices from £20

s.

25f-

6d. PER VALVE

8/11
12J7GT 7/3
12K7GT 7/3

TELEVISION
/IT

PRICE

111

KINgston 4099

Tc /ephoce

THE

1

IVALVESI POSTAGE, ETC.

12AU7
12AT6

6111

5/11
4'11
7/11
7/11
7/11

6X4

9.AHB

Apple Market, Kingston -on- Thames, Surrey

I

ALL TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH

Bulgin

P72, 3/10.

fit, 3/-.
BELLING LEE PLUGS AND SOCKETS. Speaker Sockets.
1.316 Red and Black, 1/- each. L378 Plugs to fit, IOd. each. Co -Ax
Socket L734S, I / -. L604S, 1/3. L734 Plugs to fit, 1/3 each.
McMURDO VALVE HOLDERS. BM9 /U, 10d. XM9 /UCI,
17. XM9 /UGI,2'3.
SWITCHES. Set of three for Model A, 32/6. One Switch for
Model B, 166.
Jack Plugs to

LTD

(Nottm.)

ALFRETON ROAD, NOTTING

5/3.

IGRANIC JACK SOCKETS.

8,
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TELEVISION, TUBES
MULLARD

I2in. E6.10.0
I2in. E6.10.0
I2in. f6.I0.0

COSSOR

EMITRON

MAZDA.

I4in. £7.0.0

I7in. E8.10.0
I7in. E8.10.0
171n. E8.I0.0

14in. £7.0.0

I4in. £7.0.0

I2in. only C6.I0.0.

14

Ex

Stock

Weeks Delivery.

MONTHLY CLEARANCE REDUCTIONS
MAZDA
MULLARD

16in. Metal Cone E5.10.0

FERRANTI

I4in. TRI4 -2 E5.10.0

I4in. E5.I0.0

All Tubes plus

15in. E6.10.0

I7in. E7.0.0
17ín. Metal Cone £6.10.0

12/6 carriage and insurance.

SIX MONTHS' GUARANTEE
Terms to the Trade.

81,

RE -VIEW
HIGH STREET

(LONDON) LTD.
MERTON

Telephone

:

S.W.I9

CHERRYWOOD 3255

BAND III AERIALS
OR
FITTINGS
QUALITY

TELEVISION

COMPONENTS

SCANNING COILS, 6'10 kV. and 13/15 kV., R.F.,
E.H.T. UNITS, E.H.T. and OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS,
LINE FLYBACK E.H.T. UNITS.
COIL KITS FOR " P.T." BAND Ill CONVERTERS

Write for illustrated list (Publication
HAYNES RADIO Ltd.,

Que nsway, Enfield,

We supply all types, and if we haven't got it we can
Mains transformers,
usually make to. specification.
Line output. Frame oscillator, line oscillator, Speaker
with
Transformers
boost tap, isolating
output, C.R.T.
Electrolytic condensers all
transformers, etc., etc.
Volume, tone and contrast controls.
T.V. types.
S.A.E.
Electronic equipment of every description.
please with all enquiries.

HOWORTH
POLLARD LANE, BRADFORD,
Tel. 37030

2,

YORKS

are contemplating the conBand Ill aerial or purchasing

it will

be well worth your
to us who, as manufacturers,
can offer you real

VALUE FOR MONEY

75)

TRANSFORMERS

51

Whether you
struction of a
one complete
while to write

THE FOLLOWING IS A CROSS SECTION OF
ITEMS TAKEN FROM OUR NEW COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE.
*
IO Element Band III Aerial, 77/6.
*
8 Element Band III Aerial, 62/6.
*
6 Element Band ill Aerial, 47/6.

FITTI NGS
Universal Band III Clamp -on Fitting.
* Band Ill Insulator, complete with folded dipole.
* Director and Reflector
Rod Holders for
*

Bands I, II, and Ill.
* Straight and Cranked Masts (all sizes).
* Chimney and Wall Brackets. Alloy Tubing,
etc. etc.
Send 1/- P.O. for the NEW MULTI-PAGE illustrated
Catalogue (together with element and boom
measurements (all Bands) to help the constructor)

to
FR'INGEVISION LTD.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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MARLBOROUGH, WILTS.
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FUNDAMENTALS
AT CARRIER AND
INTERMEDIATE

provides
Complete coverage with both FM and
AM from 7.5 to 230 Mc /s... 0.01%
accuracy at 5 Mc /s check points... Wide
frequency deviation of signal for visual
alignment at both Carrier and Intermediate
Frequencies. These are lust some of the
facilities provided by this up- to -theminute "Advance" achievement. Backed
by a world -wide reputation for reliability.
the -Advance- 63 gives the essential
standard of critical accuracy demanded
by today's
and tomorrow's -T.V.
and V.H.F Radio problems.

M E N T

U

,
_._ _..

FREQUENCIES

CRYSTAL CHECKS tc 0111%

AM at IO/4 30%
MODULATION DEPTH

-

ADVANCE COMPONENTS LTD ROEBUCK ROAD

f85

NETT
PRICE
IN U.N.

Full technical details in Leaflet No. A36
available on request.

HAINAULT ILFORD ESSEX TEL : HAINAULT 4444

www.americanradiohistory.com

